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Summary

The notion of formal balls was first introduced by Weihrauch and Schreiber

in 1981. It was first used to provide an environment for which metric spaces can

be embedded. In 1998, Edalat and Heckmann demonstrated how important this

notion is. They found that the complete metric spaces are exactly the metric

spaces whose posets of formal balls are domains. This result, which we call

the Edalat-Heckmann Theorem, is regarded by several researchers as one of the

most important results in domain theory.

In this thesis, we investigate some further applications of formal balls in do-

main theory. We find that there are various weaker conditions (than the Edalat-

Heckmann Theorem) on the formal balls to characterize complete metric spaces.

We also strengthen an existing result by Kostanek and Waszkiewicz by showing

that continuous Yoneda quasi-metric spaces are exactly the quasi-metric spaces

whose posets of formal balls are domains.

We propose a notion of quasi-continuous Yoneda complete quasi-metric space.

We then demonstrate the validity of this notion, by showing its confluence with

the other well-known results in the literature. In particular, we show that the

quasi-continuous Yoneda complete quasi-metric spaces are exactly the Yoneda

complete quasi-metric spaces whose posets of formal balls are quasi-continuous

dcpos possessing certain properties. We propose a notion of finitely-generated

maps of quasi-metric spaces. By passing through the passage of formal balls, we

show that a Yoneda complete quasi-metric space is quasi-continuous if and only

if the hyperspace of finitely-generated maps is continuous. This extends a result

due to Heckmann and Keimel, which states that a dcpo is quasi-continuous if

and only if the set of finitely-generated subsets ordered by reverse inclusion is

continuous.

Finally, we propose an idempotent and categorical Yoneda completion to any

quasi-metric space, which is done using a modified dcpo completion on its poset

of formal balls. A pleasant consequence of this is that the category of Yoneda

complete quasi-metric spaces with the Y -continuous maps is a reflective subcat-

egory of the category of quasi-metric spaces and the Y -continuous maps.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

One of the main goals of domain theory is to study the properties of spaces

and to provide them with suitable computational models (e.g., [11, 1]). One

exemplar of this comes in the form of the lead of this thesis - formal balls. The

notion of formal balls was first introduced by Weihrauch and Schreiber in 1981

to provide an environment into which metric spaces can be embedded ([51]).

In 1998, Edalat and Heckmann demonstrated the versatility of formal balls in

several aspects; for instance, they showed that for any metric space with the

open ball topology, its poset of formal balls endowed with the Scott topology

provides a continuous model for it ([7, Corollary 10 and Theorem 13]). In

particular, Edalat and Heckmann obtained the following inspiring result:

Theorem. [7, Theorem 6 and Corollary 10] A metric space is complete if and

only if its poset of formal balls is a domain.

A direct corollary of the aforementioned results is that the poset of formal

balls is a domain model for any complete metric space, or more generally, any

completely metrizable space. Since then, there is a great interest in the study of

models for classical topological spaces (e.g., [32, 25, 2, 53, 8, 52, 56]). In 2008,

Lawson provided a natural example of FS-domain using the poset of formal balls

of compact metric spaces. Evidently, there is a strong link between domain the-

ory and classical analysis and formal balls play an important part in establishing

this. There are a number of other applications of formal balls, particularly in

1
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2 INTRODUCTION

characterizing various generalized notions of metric spaces. Before we delve into

greater details, we shall first introduce the quasi-metric spaces.

1.1.1 Quasi-metric space: A bridge between analysis and
domain theory, a facilitator of quantitative domain
theory

While it is easy to argue that the quasi-metric space theory emerges as a natural

theoretic extension of that of ordinary metric spaces with the consideration that

the distance measuring between two points is no longer symmetric, the fact, as it

stands, is that quasi-metric spaces are an essentiality in unifying metric spaces

and posets (e.g., [29, 44, 41]). Quasi-metric spaces provide meaningful links

between concepts in metric spaces and posets; for instance, Cauchy sequences

and directed sets, Cauchy limits and directed suprema, complete metric spaces

and directed complete posets, etc. Viewed in this way, many results in metric

space theory and order theory can be generalized by the theoretical affordance

that quasi-metric spaces provide.

There is also a growing trend in domain theory being developed in the quan-

titative realm (e.g. [50, 49, 16, 42, 44]). A common candidate to allow for such

discussion comes in the form of quasi-metric spaces. Quasi-metric spaces are

a generalization of metric spaces, dropping off the requirement for symmetry;

and these structures have been extensively studied by several researchers, such

as F. W. Lawvere in [29], and M. M. Bonsangue, F. van Breugel and J. J. M.

M. Rutten in [4]. Quasi-metric spaces have many recent applications in tran-

sition systems, plasticity, shape-memory alloy and models for material failure

(see [46, 30, 33, 38]), thereby making a compelling case for quasi-metric spaces

to be an object of study in its own right. Back to the topic of studying quasi-

metric theory as a facilitator of quantitative domain theory, it can be argued

that quasi-metric allows for a more detailed study of some sets, which are previ-

ously studied as ordered structures. As an illustration, we can consider the set

of finite and infinite words, which is often ordered by the prefix order. We point

the reader to the quasi-metrics dw, d0 and qb on the set given in [40, p. 4]. These

quasi-metrics are particularly useful in providing a more fine-grained measure-
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1.1. MOTIVATION 3

ment of the distance between two words where, otherwise, could not be achieved

with the prefix order alone.

1.1.2 Formal balls: Viewing quantitative domain theory
qualitatively

Apparently, a venture into such a realm may mean that we have to handle its

downsides: more involved calculations. However, it turns out that this is not

entirely the case, and a reason for this boils down once again to formal balls.

Following the Edalat-Heckmann Theorem, one may then wonder what can be

said of the poset of formal balls of a quasi-metric space in general. Indeed, in a

series of talks given by Goubault-Larrecq on quasi-metric spaces (for instance,

[17, 14]), it was advocated that the essence of quasi-metric spaces manifests itself

in the order structure of their formal balls. By this remark, it was meant that

many interesting quantitative domain-theoretic properties of quasi-metric spaces

can be viewed through the qualitative domain-theoretic lens (see, for instance, [3,

26, 39]). Several beautiful characterizations of properties of a quasi-metric space

�X,d� can be formulated in terms of order-theoretic properties of its poset of

formal balls. We do not aim to be exhaustive in listing all these characterizations

but instead single out what we think are the three most important ones:

Theorem 1.1.1. Let �X,d� be a quasi-metric space.

(i) �X,d� is Yoneda-complete if and only if �B�X�,Bd�� is a dcpo ([26])12;

(ii) �X,d� is Smyth-complete if and only if �B�X�,Bd�� is a domain with hd
�

as the way-below relation ([39]);

(iii) �X,d� is d-algebraic Yoneda-complete if and only if �B�X�,Bd�� is a do-

main with basis ��x, r� S x is d-finite� ([3]).

A closer scrutiny of these three statements reveals a common trait: the var-

ious notions of completeness and approximation of quasi-metric spaces are re-

1Note that Kostanek and Waszkiewicz considered Q-categories, which generalizes quasi-
metric spaces as the latter are essentially �0,ª�-categories. However, in the scope of this
thesis, we will apply their results to the specific case of quasi-metric spaces.

2We will refer to this theorem as the Kostanek-Waszkiewicz Theorem throughout the thesis.
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4 INTRODUCTION

flected by some corresponding notions of completeness and approximation of

their posets of formal balls as exemplified by the preceding theorem. The next

natural step is to investigate if such correspondences between the realms of

quasi-metric spaces and posets of formal balls hold for other meaningful notions

of completeness and approximation in domain theory.

The notion of approximation is crucial in domain theory. Briefly speaking,

if every element in a poset can be approximated by some family of elements,

we say that it is continuous. A continuous dcpo is what we call a domain, a

fundamental structure in domain theory. There is an analogous notion in quasi-

metric space theory, called the continuous Yoneda quasi-metric spaces. Such

a notion is a generalization of that of a domain, and was first introduced by

Waszkiewicz in [49]. This research area also finds development in [26], where

the authors showed the presence of the approximation on Yoneda complete quasi-

metric spaces reduces exactly to the presence of approximation on their dcpos

of formal balls. We read out this result:

Theorem. [26, Theorem 9.1] The following are equivalent for a quasi-metric

space �X,d�.

1. �X,d� is a continuous Yoneda complete quasi-metric space.

2. �B�X�,Bd�� is a domain, where �x, r�P �y, s� if and only if w�x, y� @ r�s.
This leads one to wonder: since there is the notion of continuity for quasi-

metric spaces, is there a notion of quasi-continuity which we can talk about for

these spaces? Quasi-continuous dcpos are often considered by domain theorists

(e.g., [12, 11, 31, 21, 20]) as they enjoy many properties that the smaller class of

continuous dcpos possesses. Thus it is natural to ask for some of the necessary

and sufficient conditions of Yoneda complete quasi-metric spaces for which their

posets of formal balls are quasi-continuous dcpos. Also, how can we define a

meaningful notion of quasi-continuous Yoneda complete quasi-metric spaces?

Naturally, this definition needs to encompass that of quasi-continuous dcpos,

since every dcpo can be seen as a Yoneda complete quasi-metric space. Following

the fact that the notion of quasi-continuous dcpos is a generalization of that of
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continuous dcpos in posets, it is also natural to expect the proposed notion of

quasi-continuous Yoneda complete quasi-metric space to be a generalization of

that of the analogous continuous Yoneda complete quasi-metric space. We state

the first set of research questions formally.

Research Question 1.

1. What are some necessary and sufficient conditions of Yoneda complete

quasi-metric spaces for which their posets of formal balls are quasi-continuous

dcpos?

2. Is there a meaningful notion of quasi-continuous Yoneda complete quasi-

metric space? If so, how is such a space related to the notion of quasi-

continuity of its poset of formal balls?

1.1.3 Formal balls: A tool for completion

As pointed out by Goubault-Larrecq in his talk in Cork [14], “Smyth complete-

ness and Yoneda completeness are the two most important notions of complete-

ness for quasi-metric spaces”. Also, Künzi and Schellekens mentioned in [27,

Section 2] that “Two main types of domain theoretic completions are known:

the Smyth completion and the Yoneda completion.” Indeed, central to many

notions of completeness of spaces in Mathematics is the question of whether

there exists a suitable completion. It is well-known that the Smyth completion

given in [45] is idempotent, which is immediate following the universal property

of the completion, while the Yoneda completions given in [4, 27, 48] are not, as

mentioned in [27, p. 193] that “the fact remains that the Yoneda completion

[for quasi-metric spaces proposed so far] is not idempotent in general.” Another

point to note is that there is an idempotent completion to each of the two special

instances of quasi-metric spaces, metric spaces and posets, also known as the

metric completion (or Cauchy completion) and the dcpo completion (which we

will come back to shortly).

The Yoneda completion of quasi-metric spaces was first taken up by Bon-

sangue et al. in 1998 ([4, Section 5]). In their work, the completion was per-

formed as an application of the famous Yoneda Lemma in category theory. This
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method of completion thus led to the name Yoneda complete for this type of

completeness, and hence the corresponding completion of a quasi-metric space

is now known as the Yoneda completion. In [27], Künzi and Schellekens pro-

posed yet another Yoneda completion, which can be shown to be isometric to

the one originally proposed in [4, Section 5]. The latter Yoneda completion is

achieved by considering the class of all Cauchy nets and the equivalence classes

of Cauchy nets which are ‘eventually arbitrarily close’. This was done very

much in the same spirit as that of the classical Cauchy completion of metric

spaces. Furthermore, Künzi and Schellekens proved that the largest class of

quasi-metric spaces for which the Yoneda completion is idempotent is exactly

that of the Smyth-completable quasi-metric spaces [27, Theorem 26]. Later,

Vickers used a formal ball approach to re-create the same Yoneda completion

of a given quasi-metric space ([48]). The theory of quasi-metric spaces and its

Yoneda completion (à la Vickers) has recently been given a systematic and peda-

gogically clearer treatment by Goubault-Larrecq in his recent book ([13, Section

7.5]), and our treatment herein builds upon his development. This approach,

called the formal ball completion makes a nifty use of the Kostanek-Waszkiewicz

Theorem and the classical rounded ideal completion on the poset of formal balls.

This process can best be explained using Figure 1.1, where �X,d� represents a

quasi-metric space.

�X,d� �B�X�,Bd�� �1�

�RI��B�X�,Bd���,b� a dcpo �2�

�X̃, d̃� �B�X̃, d̃�,Bd̃�� �3�
order-isomorphism

Figure 1.1: A brief illustration of the formal ball completion

In short, the formal ball completion is performed on the poset �B�X�,Bd��
in (1) to generate the set of rounded ideals of �B�X�,Bd�� which is given by

RI��B�X�,Bd��� in (2). In particular, �RI��B�X�,Bd���,b� is a dcpo. Fi-
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nally, by considering a quasi-metric space �X̃, d̃� such that �B�X̃, d̃�,Bd̃�� is

order-isomorphic to �RI��B�X�,Bd���,b�, we then have that �X̃, d̃� is Yoneda

complete. We highlight two important details in this formal ball completion.

Firstly, the generation of the set of rounded ideals ordered by inclusion, also

known as the rounded ideal completion, gives a dcpo as mentioned earlier. Sec-

ondly, the identification of the quasi-metric space �X̃, d̃� gives rise to the poset

of formal balls which is order-isomorphic to �RI��B�X�,Bd���,b�.
It is well-known that the rounded ideal completion, like the ideal completion,

is not idempotent in general. The alert reader would be aware that the main

reason why the rounded ideal and ideal completion fail to be idempotent is

that the embedding of a poset into the ‘larger’ dcpo is not Scott-continuous.

As such, this used to be an open problem which asks whether an idempotent

dcpo completion of a poset exists in general. In 2010, Zhao and Fan solved this

problem by embedding the poset into its complete lattice of Scott-closed sets

([55, Theorem 1]). Hence we set out to investigate the following.

Research Question 2. Can we perform a Yoneda completion on a given quasi-

metric space by performing a dcpo completion à la Zhao and Fan on its poset

of formal balls?

1.2 Main contributions

In our quest to study the applications of formal balls in domain theory driven by

our two research questions, we also manage to unearth some other connections

between formal balls and quasi-metric spaces. We list out the main contributions

in the thesis.

The Edalat-Heckmann Theorem

We propose some weaker sufficient conditions for the Edalat-Heckmann Theorem

and hence manage to obtain various characterizations of complete metric spaces

using the formal balls.
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Continuous Yoneda complete quasi-metric spaces

Using the notion of standardness on the poset of formal balls, we strengthen [26,

Theorem 9.1] by showing the following.

Theorem. A quasi-metric space �X,d� is a continuous Yoneda complete quasi-

metric space if and only if �B�X�,Bd�� is a domain.

Quasi-continuous Yoneda complete quasi-metric spaces

We propose a definition of quasi-continuous Yoneda complete quasi-metric spaces.

We give a positive answer to Research Question 1(2) by showing that this notion

generalizes that of the continuous Yoneda complete quasi-metric spaces. Fur-

thermore, we have that the poset of formal balls of a quasi-continuous Yoneda

complete quasi-metric space is a quasi-continuous dcpo. We also obtain the

converse, albeit in the presence of some other condition. These address our

Research Question 1(1), and extend [26, Theorem 9.1] in characterizing contin-

uous Yoneda quasi-metric spaces using their domains of formal balls. In a way,

they also justify our proposed notion of quasi-continuity on Yoneda complete

quasi-metric spaces.

In [21], Heckmann and Keimel investigated some properties of the hyperset of

finitely-generated subsets of a poset, ordered by reverse inclusion. They found

that for a dcpo, quasi-continuity can be characterized by the continuity of the

preceding set ([21, Proposition 4.5]). Using this, several known properties of

quasi-continuous dcpos can be deduced directly ([21, Proposition 4.6]). We

propose a suitable notion of the hyperset of finitely-generated maps of a quasi-

metric space following the directions of [21] and [49]. By passing through the

passage of formal balls, we extend [21, Proposition 4.5] by showing that this is

also true for the case quasi-metric spaces, i.e.,

Theorem. A Yoneda complete quasi-metric space is quasi-continuous if and

only if its hyperspace of finitely-generated maps of a quasi-metric space is con-

tinuous.
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1.3. ORGANIZATION OF THE THESIS 9

In the case that the Yoneda complete quasi-metric space is a quasi-continuous

dcpo, this result is exactly [21, Proposition 4.5].

We also show that B is a KZ-monad on the category of continuous (re-

spectively, quasi-continuous) Yoneda complete quasi-metric spaces with the Y -

continuous maps. This is done by considering various posets of formal balls and

using Goubault-Larrecq’s result that the formal ball functor B is a KZ-monad

on the category of standard quasi-metric spaces with the Y -continuous maps

[16, Propositions 3.10 and 3.11].

Yoneda completion

We answer Research Question 2 in the positive. As the saying goes, the devil is

in the details. This is arguably the case for the proposed Yoneda completion, as

it turns out there are certain tweaks to be made to the dcpo completion given

in [55, Theorem 1] due to some intricate properties of the directed suprema of

the formal balls. This concrete proposal of the Yoneda completion immediately

implies that the category of Yoneda complete quasi-metric spaces with the Y -

continuous maps is a reflective subcategory of the category of quasi-metric spaces

with the Y -continuous maps.

1.3 Organization of the thesis

We outline the thesis as follows. In Chapter 2, we collect the preliminary topics

that form the background of our research. The materials are not original, where

some of the topics discussed include open balls, Cauchy sequences and complete

metric space in metric theory; open sets, continuous maps in topology; partial

orders, dcpo and Scott topology in order theory; and objects, functors and

monads in category theory. A reader who is expert in these topics may skip

this chapter and go straight to Chapter 3, where we then turn our attention

to hemi-metric and quasi-metric spaces. Here, we introduce some terminologies

related to the spaces and discuss some properties of the main convergence we are

interested in this thesis. While most of these can be found in [13, Chapters 6 and

7], we present some findings related to the limits pertaining to this convergence.
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We then officially introduce formal balls in Chapter 4. We present the crux be-

hind the proofs of the Edalat-Heckmann Theorem and the Kostanek-Waszkiewicz

Theorem, which concerns the relationship between the Cauchy-weightable nets

of quasi-metric spaces and the directed families of their formal balls. We further

demonstrate its prowess by harvesting some low-hanging fruits and obtain some

other characterizations of complete metric spaces and provide weaker sufficient

conditions to the Edalat-Heckmann Theorem.

In Chapter 5, we recall Waszkiewicz’s notion of continuity on quasi-metric

spaces [49]. We strengthen the result due to Kostanek and Waszkiewicz in re-

lating a continuous quasi-metric space and a domain of formal balls by showing

that continuous Yoneda complete metric spaces can be completely characterized

by domains of formal balls. We propose a notion of quasi-continuity on these

spaces. We show that quasi-continuous Yoneda complete quasi-metric spaces

can be completely characterized by a certain kind of quasi-continuous dcpos of

formal balls. Also, following [49], we introduce the notion of finitely-generated

maps. We then extend the result due to Heckmann and Keimel in character-

izing quasi-continuous dcpos using their hyperspaces of finitely-generated sets

by characterizing quasi-continuous Yoneda complete quasi-metric spaces using

their hyperspaces of finitely-generated maps.

We point out some reasons to why the existing Yoneda completions are not

generally idempotent and the intricacies of the directed suprema of formal balls

in Chapter 6. We then present a Yoneda completion using formal balls.

Finally, we give some concluding remarks in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries

In this chapter, we collect at one place all the relevant notions in metric theory

(Section 2.1), topology (Section 2.2), order theory (Section 2.3) and category

theory (Section 2.4) which are necessary for the discussion of our main research.

All proofs are omitted unless otherwise stated. For a more in-depth discussion,

we point the reader to [34] for topology, [6] for order theory, [1, 11, 13] for domain

theory and [43] for introductory category theory.

2.1 Metric theory

Most introductory exposition on topology begins with the notion of a metric

space because every metric space lends itself as a standard example of a topo-

logical space.

Definition 2.1.1 (Metric space). Given a set X, a map d �X �X Ð� �0,ª� is

a metric on X if for each x, y, z >X, the following hold:

(i) d�x,x� � 0;

(ii) d�x, y� � 0 if and only if x � y;

(iii) d�x, y� � d�y, x�; and

(iv) d�x, y� B d�x, z� � d�z, y�.

The pair �X,d� is then called a metric space.

11
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12 PRELIMINARIES

For x >X and ε A 0, the subset Bd
x,@ε of X defined by

Bd
x,@ε �� �y >X S d�x, y� @ ε�

is called the open ball centred at x with radius ε.

A subset U b X is said to be (metrically) open if for each x > U , there exists

ε A 0 such that Bd
x,@ε b U .

We denote the collection of all such open sets in �X,d� by Od.

Although the definition of topology is not given yet, the reader may wish to

note that Od is often referred to as the open ball topology on �X,d�.
Example 2.1.2. Here are some elementary but important examples of metric

spaces.

1. The set R of real numbers with the usual distance d�x, y� � Sx�yS. The open

sets of Od are exactly the (countable) unions of (disjoint) open intervals

of the form �a, b� with a @ b or ��ª, b� or �a,ª� on R.

2. Let X be a set and define d by

d�x, y� �
¢̈̈
¦̈̈
¤

0 if x � y;

1 otherwise.

Then d is called the discrete metric on X. Note that for each x > X, the

singleton �x� > Od so that every subset of X is a member of Od.

The following are some essential notions that make up the core of the research

in metric space theory.

Definition 2.1.3 (Limit, Cauchy sequence, complete metric space). Let �X,d�
be a metric space and �xn�n>N be a sequence in X. A point x > X is a limit of

�xn�n>N if for any ε A 0, d�x,xn� @ ε for n > N large enough, i.e., more precisely,

¦ε A 0. §nε > N. ¦n > N. ��nε B n� Ô� �d�x,xn� @ ε��.

In such a situation, we say that the sequence �xn�n>N is convergent, or more

specifically, the sequence �xn�n>N converges to x.
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A sequence �xn�n>N is called a Cauchy sequence if

¦ε A 0. §nε > N. ¦n,n� > N. ��n, n� C nε� Ô� �d�xn, xn�� @ ε��.

We say that �X,d� is a complete metric space if every Cauchy sequence has a

limit.

Example 2.1.4.

1. Consider the usual metric d on the real line R. A sequence �xn�n>N is

Cauchy if and only if it is convergent. Thus, the notion of Cauchy sequence

in �R, d� can be seen as a way of characterizing convergent sequences with-

out explicit mention of their limits.

2. Consider the usual metric d on �0,1�. Note that ��0,1�, d� is a complete

metric space. So any Cauchy sequence, such as � 1

n � 1
�
n>N

, converges.

3. Consider the usual distance d on �0,1�. Then ��0,1�, d� is not a complete

metric space as the Cauchy sequence � 1

n � 1
�
n>N

does not have a limit in

�0,1�.

Given two metric spaces, there are certain kinds of functions between them

which deserve special mention.

Definition 2.1.5 (Continuous, uniformly continuous, c-Lipschitz). Let �X,d�
and �X �, d�� be metric spaces, and a map f � �X,d�Ð� �X �, d�� be given.

1. f is continuous if for each x > X and for any ε A 0, there exists δx,ε A 0

such that whenever d�x,x�� @ δx,ε, one has d��f�x�, f�x��� @ ε.

2. f is uniformly-continuous if for any ε A 0, there exists δε A 0 such that

whenever d�x,x�� @ δε, one has d��f�x�, f�x��� @ ε.

3. f is c-Lipschitz, where c > �0,ª�, if for each x, x� >X, one has d��f�x�, f�x��� B
c � d�x,x��.
A 1-Lipschitz map is also called a non-expansive map.
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4. f is an isometry if for each x, x� >X, one has d��f�x�, f�x��� � d�x,x��. If

there exists a bijective isometry between �X,d� and �X �, d��, then �X,d�
and �X �, d�� are said to be isometric.

Remark 2.1.6.

1. It can be easily verified that every c-Lipschitz map is uniformly-continuous,

and every uniformly-continuous map is continuous.

2. Let �X,d� and �X �, d�� be metric spaces. If f � �X,d� Ð� �X �, d�� is

continuous, then f preserves limits of sequences in the sense that if x is

the limit of a sequence �xn�n>N, then f�x� is the limit of the sequence

�f�xn��n>N. Also, if f is uniformly-continuous, then f preserves Cauchy

sequences in the sense that if �xn�n>N is a Cauchy sequence in �X,d�, then

�f�xn��n>N is a Cauchy sequence in �X �, d��.

3. Note that continuous maps do not preserve Cauchy sequences in general.

For instance, consider f � �0,ª�Ð� �0,ª� defined by f�x� � 1

x
. It can be

verified directly that f is continuous. Also, we note that � 1

n � 1
�
n>N

is a

Cauchy sequence in �0,ª�, but �f � 1

n � 1
��

n>N
� �n � 1�n>N, which is not

a Cauchy sequence in �0,ª�.

Although a given metric space �X,d� may not be complete, one can always

construct a complete metric space �X̄, d̄� which contains the original metric

space as a dense subspace. A dense subspace D of a metric space �X,d� is a

subset such that any nonempty open set U of X meets D non-emptily. The

dense subspace embedding D 0X is denoted by η.

Furthermore, for any complete metric space �Y, e� and uniformly-continuous

map f � �X,d� Ð� �Y, e�, there exists a unique uniformly-continuous map f̄ �

�X̄, d̄� Ð� �Y, e� which extends f , i.e., f̄ X η � f . The complete metric space

�X̄, d̄� is unique up to isometry, and �X̄, d̄� is called the (Cauchy) completion of

the metric space �X,d�.
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�X,d� �Y, e�

�X̄, d̄�

f

η
§!f̄

We refer the reader to [23] for a more in-depth discussion of the completion

of a metric space.

2.2 Topology

We are now ready to introduce point-set topology.

Definition 2.2.1 (Topological space). Let X be a set and τ be a collection of

subsets of X. We say that τ is a topology on X if

1. g and X > τ ;

2. whenever U,V > τ , one has U 9 V > τ ;

3. whenever for each i > I, Ui > τ , it holds that �i>I Ui > τ .

The underlying set X, together with τ , is called a topological space denoted by

�X,τ�. The elements of τ are called open sets. A subset C of X is said to be

closed if its complement X �C is open in �X,τ�.
There can be more than one topology defined on a given set X. In some

situations, we can compare the topologies using the following.

Definition 2.2.2. Let τ1, τ2 be two topologies defined on X. If τ1 b τ2, we say

that τ1 is coarser than τ2. Equivalently, we can say that τ2 is finer than τ1.

Example 2.2.3.

1. Recall that the open ball topology Od on a metric space �X,d� is the

collection of all metrically open subsets of X. One readily verifies that the

open ball topology satisfies the axioms of a topology, and hence is indeed

a topology on X.
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2. Let X be a set and consider τind �� �g,X�. We call τind the indiscrete

topology on X. This is the coarsest topology on X in the sense that

every topology on X contains it, and hence it occupies one extreme of the

collection of all topologies definable on the underlying set X.

3. On the other extreme, consider τdis �� P�X�, the powerset of X. We call

τdis the discrete topology on X. It is the finest topology on X.

4. Let �X,τ� be a topological space and S bX. Then �S, τS� is a topological

space where τS �� �S 9 U S U > τ�. We call this topology τS the relative

topology or subspace topology on S.

5. Let ��τi�i>I� be a collection of topologies on a set X. Then τ �� �i>I τi is

also a topology on X. Notice that, in contrast, the union of two topologies

on X need not be a topology.

Every finite-dimensional vector space has a finite set of vectors that spans

the entire space. This gives an economical way to establish general properties

of the space by focusing on this finite spanning set. In the same way, it would

be convenient to be able to build open sets of a topological space using some

identified subcollection of open sets.

Definition 2.2.4 (Basis and subbasis). A basis B of a topological space �X,τ�
is a subcollection of τ satisfying the following two conditions:

1. For each x >X, there exists B > B such that x > B.

2. For any B1, B2 > B, for each x > B1 9 B2, there exists B3 > B such that

x > B3 b B1 9B2.

A subbasis S of a topological space �X,τ� is a subcollection of τ satisfying

any of the following equivalent properties:

1. τ is the smallest topology containing S, that is, any topology τ � on X

containing S must also contain τ . We also say that S generates τ .

2. The collection consisting of all finite intersections of elements of S, together

with the set X, forms a basis for τ .
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Example 2.2.5. Let �X,d� be a metric space. From the definition of basis for

a topology and the open ball topology Od, it follows that

B �� �Bd
x,@ε S x >X, ε > �0,ª��

forms a basis for Od.

Let �X,d� be a metric space. One can observe that for any x, y > X, where

x x y, by setting ε �� d�x, y�~2, we have x > Bd
x,ε, y ¶ B

d
x,ε and y > Bd

y,ε, x ¶ B
d
y,ε; and

Bd
x,ε 9B

d
y,ε � g. In such situations, one gets the intuition that there are enough

(disjoint) open sets to separate distinct points in the topological space. At other

extreme, we know that the indiscrete topology on any set X with SX S C 2 has

only two open sets g and X, and hence there does not exist any open sets which

can separate two distinct points. For general topologists, separation axioms for

a topological space form an important sub-discipline worth studying.

Definition 2.2.6 (Separation axioms). Let �X,τ� be a topological space.

1. �X,τ� is T0 if for any two distinct points x, y > X, there exists an open

set U such that x > U and y ¶ U , or y > U and x ¶ U .

2. �X,τ� is T1 if for any two distinct points x, y > X, there exist open sets

U, V such that x > U, y ¶ U and y > V, x ¶ V .

3. �X,τ� is T2 if for any two distinct points x, y >X, there exist disjoint open

sets U, V such that x > U and y > V . We also call T2 spaces Hausdorff

spaces.

We have the following chain of implications concerning the aforementioned

separation axioms:

T2 Ô� T1 Ô� T0.

The converse is not true. Note that we will encounter examples of T0 spaces

which are not T2 (in fact, not even T1) when we come to Section 2.3. For now,

we have the following.

Example 2.2.7. The open ball topology of any metric space is T2.
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Recall that a map f � �X,d�Ð� �Y, e� between metric spaces is continuous if

¦x >X. ¦ε A 0. §δ A 0. �d�x, y� @ δ Ô� e�f�x�, f�y�� @ ε�.

Since the collection of open balls for a metric space forms its basis for the open

ball topology, it follows that the continuity of f can be characterized as follows:

¦U > Oe. f�1�U� > Od.

This equivalent formulation leads us to define the notion of a continuous map

between topological spaces.

Definition 2.2.8 (Continuous maps between topological spaces, homeomor-

phisms). Let �X,τ� and �X �, τ �� be topological spaces. A map f � X Ð� X � is

continuous if for each U > τ �, f�1�U� > τ .

Furthermore, f is a homeomorphism if

(i) f is bijective, and

(ii) both f and f�1 are continuous.

Whenever there exists a homeomorphism between topological spaces �X,τ�
and �X �, τ ��, we say that �X,τ� and �X �, τ �� are homeomorphic.

Definition 2.2.9 (Dense subsets, Baire topological space). Let X be a topo-

logical space and A b X. We say that A is dense in X if every nonempty open

set U meets A, i.e., U 9A x g.

We say that X is Baire if the intersection of any countably many dense open

subsets is dense.

Example 2.2.10.

1. Every complete metric space is Baire.

2. The space Q of rational numbers with the subspace topology inherited

from the usual topology on R is not Baire.
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2.3 Order theory

Definition 2.3.1 (Pre-order, partial order, preordered set, poset). Let P be a

set. A binary relation B on P is a preorder if for each x, y, z > P , the following

conditions hold:

(i) Reflexivity: x B x;

(ii) Transitivity: if x B y and y B z, then x B z.

Whenever B is a preorder on P , we call the pair �P,B� a preordered set.

A binary relation B on P is a partial order if B is a preorder and additionally,

the following condition holds:

(iii) Antisymmetry: whenever x B y and y B x, then x � y.

We call �P,B� a partially-ordered set, or poset for short.

A few simple examples should be in place to illustrate the concept of a poset.

Example 2.3.2.

1. �R,B� is a poset, where B is the usual order on R.

2. �P�X�,b� is a poset, where X is a set and P�X� is the collection of all

subsets of X.

3. �N,j� is a poset, where for any n, m > N,

n jm 
� n Sm,

where n Sm means that n divides m.

4. Let Σ be a nonempty set and denote by Σ� the set of all finite words over

the alphabet Σ. Define the prefix ordering Bpref on Σ� as follows: for any

words w, w�, define w Bpref w� if and only if w� � w �� k for some finite

word k, where s �� t denotes the concatenation of the finite words s and t

over Σ.
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5. If �P,B� is a poset, define for any finite subsets F,G of P , F B G if for each

y > G, there exists x > F such that x B y. Then �Pf�P �,B� is a preordered

set. The preorder B defined on Pf�P � is also known as the Smyth preorder.

Every topological space yields a preordered set, as the following example

shows.

Example 2.3.3. Let �X,τ� be a topological space. For each x, y > X, define

the specialization preorder Bτ , on X as follows:

x Bτ y 
� ¦U > τ. �x > U Ô� y > U�.
Then �X,Bτ� is a preordered set. Furthermore, if �X,τ� is T0, then �X,Bτ� is a

poset and we call Bτ the specialization order of �X,τ�.
Remark 2.3.4. Equivalently, we can also define the specialization preorder Bτ

on a space X as follows:

x Bτ y x > cl�y�.
def

In what follows, we let �P,B� be a poset unless otherwise stated.

Definition 2.3.5 (Dual order). The dual order, denoted by Bop, on a poset

�P,B� is defined by

x Bop y y B x.
def

To each order-theoretic notion for a poset �P,B�, there is always a corresponding

notion for the dually ordered set �P,Bop�. This corresponding order-theoretic

notion is called the dual version of the original notion. For convenience, we use

the adverb “dually” to abbreviate an instantiation of the dual definition.

Definition 2.3.6 (Bottom, top, minimal and maximal elements). An element,

�, of the poset �P,B� is called the least element, or bottom element, if for each

x > P , it holds that � B x. The bottom of a poset, if it exists, is necessarily

unique. Dually, we define the greatest element, or the top element, of the poset

�P,B�. The top element of a poset P , if it exists, is denoted by �. By definition,

for each x > P , it holds that x B �.
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An element a of the poset �P,B� is said to be minimal if whenever a� B a, it

holds that a� � a. Dually, we define the notion of a maximal element. We denote

the set of maximal elements of a poset X by max�P �.
Remark 2.3.7.

1. Clearly, every least (respectively, greatest) element, if it exists, is a min-

imal (respectively, maximal) element. However, the converse is not true.

Consider the set X � �1,2,3� and the poset ��P�X� � �g,X��,b�. Then

every singleton is minimal, and the non-singleton subsets are maximal in

this poset. However, there is no least (respectively, greatest) element.

2. Also, not every poset must have minimal or maximal elements. An imme-

diate example is the poset �R,B�.
Definition 2.3.8 (Lower and upper sets). Let A be a subset of poset �P,B�.
Define the subsets

�A �� �x > P S §a > A. x B a�
and

�A �� �x > P S §a > A. a B x�.
We say that A is lower or downward closed (respectively, upper or upward

closed) if A � �A (respectively, A � �A).

Remark 2.3.9.

1. Throughout the report, in a poset �P,B�, for any x > P , we write �x

(respectively, �x) to mean ��x� (respectively, ��x�).

2. Given any preordered set (respectively, poset) �P,B�, for each x > P ,

��x,B�, where we write B in the latter to mean the preorder (respectively,

partial order) restricted to �x��x, is a preordered set (respectively, poset).

Definition 2.3.10 (Lower and upper bounds). Let A be a subset of a poset

�P,B�. We say that x > P is a lower bound (respectively, upper bound) of A

if for each a > A, we have x B a (respectively, a B x). The set of all lower

(respectively, upper) bounds of A is denoted by lb�A� (respectively, ub�A�).
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Remark 2.3.11. We note the difference between �A and lb�A� by using an

example; the difference between �A and u�A� follows dually. Consider the poset

�R,B� with the usual order, and A � �1,2,3�. Then 2 > �A while 2 ¶ lb�A�.
Example 2.3.12.

1. Let X be a set and consider the poset �P�X�,b�. For any A bX,

��A� � �B > P�X� S B b A�

and

��A� � �B > P�X� S A b B�.

2. Consider the poset �N,j� of natural numbers with the partial order of

divisibility j (see Example 2.3.2). For any n > N, �n (respectively, �n) is

exactly the set of factors (respectively, multiples) of n.

Definition 2.3.13 (Infimum and supremum). Let A be a subset of poset �P,B�.
An element x > P is the greatest lower bound, or the infimum, of A if x > lb�A�
and for every y > lb�A�, it holds that y B x. Dually, one defines the least upper

bound (or supremum) of A. We denote the infimum (respectively, supremum)

of A by �A (respectively, �A), whenever it exists.

Example 2.3.14.

1. Let X be a set and consider the poset �P�X�,b�. For any subset A of

P�X�, we have

�A ��A and �A ��A.

2. For the poset �N,j� (Example 2.3.2(3)) and any finite subset F � �n1, . . . , nk�
of N, we have �F � gcd �n1, . . . , nk� and �F � lcm �n1, . . . , nk�.

3. For the poset �R,B�, every non-empty subset S of R which has an upper

bound must have a supremum by the completeness axiom of the real num-

ber system. Dually, every non-empty set T which has a lower bound must

have an infimum. However, we note that both �R and �R do not exist.
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2.3.1 Some topologies on posets

Example 2.3.3 illustrates that every topological space carries a preorder, namely

the specialization preorder. Conversely, every poset can be equipped with several

topologies.

Definition 2.3.15 (Upper and lower topology). The topology on a poset �P,B�
generated by the subbasic opens of the form P � �x is called the upper topology.

Similarly, the topology generated by the subbasic opens of the form P � �x is

called the lower topology.

Definition 2.3.16 (Directed subset). A nonempty subset D of a preordered set

�P,B� is said to be directed if for every d1, d2 >D, there exists d3 >D such that

d1, d2 B d3.

Example 2.3.17. Consider the set P�N� ordered by the inclusion order b.

The subset Pf�N� of P�N� consisting of all finite subsets of N is directed,

since for any F1, F2 > Pf�N�, we have F1, F2 b F1 8 F2 and F1 8 F2 > Pf�N�.
The subset of singletons, i.e., S �� ��x� S x > N�, however, is not directed. To

see this, consider x �� �0�, y �� �1� > S, and there is no element in S which is

above both x and y.

Definition 2.3.18 (Alexandroff topology, D topology, Scott topology and Law-

son topology). Let U be a subset of poset �P,B�.
1. We call U Alexandroff-open if U is upper.

The collection of Alexandroff-open set forms a topology on P which we

call the Alexandroff topology .

2. We call U D-open if for any directed set D b P , �D > U implies D9U x g

whenever �D exists.

It is also common in the domain theory literature to refer to a D-open

subset as a subset which is inaccessible by directed suprema.

The collection of D-open sets forms a topology on P which we call the D

topology .
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3. We call U Scott-open if U is Alexandroff-open and D-open.

The collection of Scott-open sets in P forms a topology called the Scott

topology on P and is denoted by σ�P �.
4. The topology generated by the union of the lower topology and the Scott

topology is called the Lawson topology

Remark 2.3.19.

1. A subset C of a poset �P,B� is Scott-closed if P �C is Scott-open.

We denote the collection of all Scott-closed subsets of P by Γ�P � if there

is no confusion.

2. By set complements, we may characterize that C is Scott-closed if and

only if C is a lower set and for every directed subset D b C, �D > C

whenever �D exists.

3. Figure 2.1 shows the inclusion relationship between the abovementioned

topologies on a poset �X,B�, where there is a directed path from a topology

to another topology if and only if the former is a subset of the latter, i.e.,

the former is coarser than the latter.

D topology Alexandroff topology Lawson topology

Scott topology Lower topology

Upper topology

Figure 2.1: Inclusion relationship between common topologies on posets

Example 2.3.20.

1. Consider R with the usual order B. Let U be a nonempty proper Alexan-

droff open set of R. Since U is non-empty, there exists u0 > U . Because

U is upper, the subset �u0 � �u0,ª� b U . Note that U must be lower
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bounded; otherwise, for every x > R, there always exists u > U such that

u @ x and this will imply that for all x > R, x > U because U is upper.

Hence U is a non-empty lower bounded subset of R and thus possesses a

greatest lower bound, i.e., �U exists. We denote this infimum by a. Now

either a > U or a ¶ U . In the first case, it has to be that U � �a,ª� by

the upperness of U . In the second case, for any ε A 0, there exists u > U

such that u @ a� ε; thereby forcing a� ε > U by the upperness of U . Hence

U � �a,ª�. Therefore an Alexandroff open of �R,B� is exactly one of the

following: g, �a,ª�, �a,ª� (for some a > R) or R.

2. Note that the sets of the form �a,ª� can never be Scott-open in �R,B�
since the subset D �� ��ª, a� is directed and has supremum a > �a,ª�,
but ��ª, a� 9 �a,ª� � g. One can easily verify that �a,ª� is Scott open

because every directed subset D that avoids �a,ª� can never have supre-

mum, if it exists, belonging to �a,ª�; otherwise, a not being an upper

bound of D will be witnessed by some element d > D such that d ~B a.

Since R is a chain in which every two elements are comparable, d A a

which contradicts the fact that D avoids �a,ª�. Hence a Scott open of

�R,B� is exactly one of the following: g, �a,ª� (for some a > R) or R.

3. Let �X,B� be a poset. Then for every x >X, the set �x is Scott-closed.

2.3.2 Special classes of posets

We now turn our attention to some special classes of posets.

Definition 2.3.21 (Semilattice, lattice and complete lattice). The poset �P,B�
is an inf-semilattice if for every x, y > P , the greatest lower bound of �x, y�, de-

noted by x,y, always exists. Dually, one defines the notion of a sup-semilattice.

We say that a poset �P,B� is a lattice if it is both an inf-semilattice and a

sup-semilattice (with respect to the same order B).

�P,B� is a complete lattice if for every subset A b P , both �A and �A exist.

Remark 2.3.22. Because the infimum of a set A can be characterized as the

greatest lower bound of A, i.e., which is equal to the supremum of the set of
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lower bounds of A, the poset �P,B� is a complete lattice if and only if it has the

suprema of all subsets.

In domain theory, researchers are often interested in certain notions of com-

pleteness and approximation. We shall first discuss the former. Recall that a

subset D b P is directed if it is nonempty and for each x1, x2 > D, there exists

x3 >D such that x1, x2 B x3.

Definition 2.3.23 (Dcpo, bdcpo, local dcpo). Let �P,B� be a poset.

1. �P,B� is a directed complete poset, or a dcpo for short, if every directed

subset in P has a supremum.

2. �P,B� is bounded directed-complete if every directed subset in P that has

an upper bound has a supremum. We call such a poset a bdcpo.

3. �P,B� is a local dcpo if for each x > P , the subposet ��x,B� is a dcpo.

Example 2.3.24. In general, we have the following chain of implications:

dcpo Ô� bdcpo Ô� local dcpo.

The converse, however, is not true.

The real line R with the usual order B is a bdcpo which is not a dcpo.

The poset P �� N8 �ω1, ω2�, where each n > N is below ωi, i � 1,2, and ω1 and

ω2 are incomparable, is a local dpco which is not a bdcpo. We refer the reader

to Figure 2.2 for an illustration of the relationship between the elements. One

can verify directly that for any x > P , ��x,B� is a subdcpo. To show that �P,B�
is not a bdcpo, consider the directed subset N which has an upper bound but

does not have a supremum.
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0

1

n

ω1 ω2

�

Figure 2.2: Example of a local dcpo which is not bdcpo

Definition 2.3.25 (Way-below relation). Let �P,B� be a poset. Let x, y > P .

We say x is way-below y, denoted by xP y, if whenever D is a directed subset

whose supremum exists such that y B �D, then there already exists d > D so

that x B d.

For any x > P , we denote the set of elements in P that are way-below x by

� x, i.e.,

� x �� �y > P S y P x�.
An element x > P is said to be finite if x P x. We denote the set of finite

elements of P by K�P �. In the domain theory literature, finite elements are

also known as compact elements.

We are now ready to introduce the most prominently featured order structure

in domain theory.

Definition 2.3.26 (Continuous poset and domain). A poset �P,B� is continuous

if for every x > P ,

1. � x is directed,

2. � � x � x.

P is a domain if it is a continuous dcpo.

To check whether a given poset is continuous, one needs only to do the fol-

lowing.
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Trick 2.3.27. [13, Trick 5.1.20] A poset �P,B� is continuous if for every x > P ,

there exists a directed subset D b� x and �D � x.

Proof. (We show below the proof of this trick for the sake of completeness, and

for the purpose of comparison with a later Trick 2.3.37 in the case of quasi-

continuous posets.)

We first verify that � x is directed. Let x1, x2 >� x. Since D is a directed

subset with supremum x, and x B x, then x1 P d1, x2 P d2 for some d1, d2 > D.

Thus there exists d > D, d1, d2 B d, where d > D b� x. It follows that � x is

directed.

Next, if y is an upper bound of � x, y is an upper bound of D as D is a subset

of � x. Again since D has supremum x, x B y and this completes the proof.

Definition 2.3.28. A subset B b P is a basis of P if for each x > P ,

1. B9 � x is directed; and

2. ��B9 � x� � x.

Hence by Trick 2.3.27, we have the following.

Proposition 2.3.29. A poset is continuous if and only if it has a basis.

Definition 2.3.30 (Algebraic poset). A poset �P,B� is algebraic if for every x >

P , it holds that the set of finite elements below x is directed and has supremum

x. In other words, ��x 9K�X�� is directed and ���x 9K�P �� � x.

�P,B� is an algebraic domain (respectively, algebraic lattice) if it is an algebraic

dcpo (respectively, algebraic complete lattice).

Observe that K�P � forms a basis of an algebraic poset �P,B�. Thus, whenever

�P,B� is algebraic, it is continuous.

In what follows, we shall consider some generalizations of domains.

Definition 2.3.31 (Ideal and filter). Let �P,B� be a poset.

1. A subset A b P is an ideal in �P,B� if it is lower and directed.

2. A filter F b P is defined dually.
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Throughout this thesis, we denote the set of all nonempty finite subsets of a

set X by Pf�X�, and the collection of all ideals (respectively, filters) of a poset

X by Id�X� (respectively, Filt�X�).
Definition 2.3.32. Let F,G > Pf�P �. We say F is way-below G, denoted by

F P G, if whenever D is a directed subset whose supremum exists such that

�D > �G, then �F 9D x g, i.e., there already exists d >D such that d > �F .

Definition 2.3.33 (Quasi-continuous poset). A poset �P,B� is quasi-continuous

if for each x > P , ��F S F P x� is a directed family in �Pf�P �,c� and

�x ����F S F P x�.
Example 2.3.34. Every continuous poset is quasi-continuous.

The converse, however, is not true.

Example 2.3.35. Let X �� ��0,0�, ω�8 ��1��N�. For each x >X, define x B ω

and if x � �i,m�, y � �j, n�, i � 0,1 and n > N, define �i,m� B �j, n� if i � j and

m B n. We refer to Figure 2.3 to aid the description of the definition on B.

ω

�1, n�

�1,m�

�1,1�

�1,0��0,0�

�

�

�

Figure 2.3: Example of a quasi-continuous poset which is not continuous
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In the above figure, an arrow is drawn from a node x to a node y if and only

if x B y.

One can verify directly that �X,B� is a poset, and even a dcpo. Also, �X,B�
is quasi-continuous but not continuous.

We summarize the implication relationship between the some of the posets

that we have introduced so far using Figure 2.4, where there is a directed path

from one poset to the other if and only if the former is a special instance of the

latter. In particular, the posets on the left of the figure are of varying degrees of

completeness while the posets on the right of the figure are of varying degrees

of approximation.

Poset

Local dcpo Quasi-continuous poset

Bdcpo Continuous poset

Dcpo Algebraic poset

Domain

Algebraic domain

Figure 2.4: Implication relationship between various posets

We take a short detour by discussing a result due to Heckmann and Keimel

([21, Lemma 4.1]) which we will make use of, particularly in Lemma 5.3.6.

Lemma 2.3.36. [21, Lemma 4.1] Let �P,B� be a dcpo. The following are equiv-

alent for any finite subsets F,G of P .

1. F P G in �P,B�, i.e., whenever G B �D for some directed family D b X,

F B d for some d >D.
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2. �F P �G in the hyperspace of finitely-generated subsets ordered by reverse

inclusion, i.e., whenever �G c �H, where �H is the filtered intersection of

some ��Hi�i>I , then �F c �Hi for some i > I.

3. F P G in the hyperspace of nonempty finite subsets with the usual Smyth

preorder, i.e., whenever G BH, where H is the supremum of some directed

family �Hi�i>I , then F BHi for some i > I.

This allows us to consider a trick almost analogous to Trick 2.3.27.

Trick 2.3.37. To show that a dcpo �P,B� is quasi-continuous, we can simply

show that for each x, there exists a directed family �Fi�i>I such that each Fi P x

and �Fi�i>I has supremum �x�, i.e., �i>I � Fi �� x.

Proof. Let G1,G2 P x in �P,B�. Therefore G1,G2 P �x� in the hyperspace

of nonempty finite subsets with the usual Smyth preorder. Since �Fi�i>I is

directed and has supremum x in �P,B�, �Fi�i>I is directed and has supremum

x in the hyperspace of nonempty finite subsets with the usual Smyth preorder.

So G1 B F1 and G2 B F2 for some F1, F2 > �Fi�i>I . Thus there exists F3 > �Fi�i>I ,
Gj B Fj B F3 for j � 1,2. So � x is directed and contains �Fi�i>I as a cofinal

subset. The proof is then complete.

We now introduce a new notion of a fin-basis, which will be used to explain

the connection between Trick 2.3.27 and Trick 2.3.37.

Definition 2.3.38. A fin-basis of a dcpo �P,B� is a subcollection B b Pf�P �
such that for each x > P , the set � �x� � �F > Pf�P � S F P x� 9 B is directed in

�Pf�P �,B� and has supremum �x�.

Following Trick 2.3.37, we immediately have:

Proposition 2.3.39. The following are equivalent for a dcpo �P,B�.

1. �P,B� is quasi-continuous.

2. �P,B� has a fin-basis B.

3. For each x > P , there exists a directed subset F b B such that for each

F > F , F P x and F has supremum �x�.
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2.3.3 Maps between posets

Definition 2.3.40 (Monotone maps, order-embeddings and order-isomorphisms).

Let �P,B� and �Q,j� be posets and f � X Ð� Y a mapping. We say that f is

monotone, or order-preserving, if for all x, x� >X,

x B x� Ô� f�x� j f�x��.
f is an order-embedding if for all x, x� >X,

x B x� 
� f�x� j f�x��.
f is an order-isomorphism if it is a surjective order-embedding.

Clearly, any order-isomorphism is an order-embedding, and any order-embedding

map is monotone.

Also, we observe that we do not need the condition that f is injective for the

definition of order-isomorphism map. This is because every order-embedding is

injective.

Definition 2.3.41 (Scott-continuous map). Let �P,B� and �Q,j� be posets.

We call a mapping f � P Ð� Q a Scott-continuous map if for any directed

subset D of P , if �D exists then f��D� � � f�D�. In other words, if D has

the supremum x > P , then the image of the directed subset under f has the

supremum f�x� in Q.

Definition 2.3.42 (Adjunction). Let �P,B� and �Q,j� be posets. An adjunc-

tion between these posets consists of two monotone functions

l � P Ð� Q and g � QÐ� P

such that for any x > P and y > Q,

l�x� B y 
� x B g�y�.
Then l is called the lower adjoint of g and g is called the upper adjoint of l.

Lemma 2.3.43. Every lower adjoint (respectively, upper adjoint) preserves ex-

isting suprema (respectively, infima).
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2.3.4 Some completions in order theory

Although a poset �P,B� may not possess certain completeness properties, we

can perform a completion P̂ on P , in the sense that we order-embed P into a

‘larger’ poset that possesses the desired completeness. We give a few examples

of order-embedding a poset into a dcpo in this short section.

Definition 2.3.44 (Ideal completion). The ideal completion of �P,B� is defined

to be Id�P �, together with the map e � X Ð� Id�P �, x ( �x, where Id�P � is

ordered by inclusion.

One can verify that for any poset �P,B�, the poset �Id�P �,b� is an algebraic

dcpo. Indeed I > Id�P � is finite (i.e., in the sense that I PId�P � I) if and

only if I � �x for some x > P . It follows that ��x S x > P� forms a basis

for �Id�P �,b�. Furthermore, for any algebraic dcpo P , we have that P arises

as the ideal completion of its poset of finite elements, K�P �, up to an order

isomorphism. More precisely, we have:

Proposition 2.3.45. Let �P,B� be an algebraic dcpo and K�P � be its subset

of finite elements. Then �P,B� is order-isomorphic to �Id�K�P ��,b�, i.e., the

order isomorphism maps x > P to �x 9K�P � > Id�K�P ��, and conversely every

D > Id�K�P �� to �D.

The ideal completion can be generalized to a set with certain binary relations.

Definition 2.3.46 (Abstract basis, rounded ideal, rounded ideal completion).

1. Let B be a set. A binary relation h on B is interpolative if for every finite

subset E of B and every b > B, if E h b (i.e., x h b for all x > E), then there

exists w > B such that E h w h y. We say that �B,h� is an abstract basis

if h is an interpolative and transitive binary relation on B.

2. Whenever �B,h� is an abstract basis, a subset R b B is a rounded ideal

if R is downward closed and directed with respect to h. We denote the

collection of all rounded ideals of �B,h� by RI�B�.
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3. The rounded ideal completion of an abstract basis �B,h� is RI�B� together

with the map e� � B Ð� RI�B�, x ( �x, where �x �� �y > B S y h x� and

RI�B� is ordered by inclusion.

Proposition 2.3.47. For any abstract basis �B,h�, the poset �RI�B�,b� is a

domain.

One can observe that any poset �P,B� is an abstract basis since B is a transitive

and interpolative binary relation on P . Thus for any poset �P,B�, it holds that

�Id�P �,b� � �RI�P �,b�.
Like many notions of completions in mathematics, one will be interested to

find out if the completion is idempotent, that is, in the case that the structure

already possesses the desired completeness property, will the completion yield

a structure which is isomorphic to the original one. It is well known that both

the ideal completion and rounded ideal completion are not idempotent, i.e., in

general for a poset P ,

�Id�P �,b� ~� �Id�Id�P ��,b�

and

�RI�P �,b� ~� �RI�RI�P ��,b�.
Definition 2.3.48. A dcpo-completion of a poset P is a dcpo P̄ and a Scott-

continuous map η � P Ð� P̄ such that for any dcpo �Q,j� and Scott-continuous

map f � P Ð� Q, there exists a unique Scott-continuous map f̄ � P̄ Ð� Q such

that the following diagram commutes:

P Q

P̄

f

η

§!f̄

that is, f � f̄ X η.
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Zhao and Fan [55, Theorem 1] showed that there exists a dcpo-completion for

any poset P .

Definition 2.3.49 (Subdcpo). For any given subset A of a poset �P,B�, we call

A with the partial order B restricted to A �A a subdcpo of P if every directed

family in A has a supremum in A, which is also the supremum in P .

In the case where �P,B� is a dcpo and A b P , we denote clD�A� for the

dcpo-closure of A, where clD�A� is the smallest subdcpo containing A, that is,

clD�A� ���D is a subdcpo in P SD c A�.
Then for any subset A of P , �clD�A�,B� is itself a dcpo, where B is restricted to

clD�A� � clD�A�.
Theorem 2.3.50. [55, Theorem 1] Let P̄ be the smallest subdcpo in Γ�P � con-

taining �η�x� S x > P�, where η � P Ð� Γ�P �, x ( �x. Then �P̄ , η� is a dcpo-

completion of P . Moreover, this dcpo-completion is idempotent, i.e., �P̄ ,b� and

� ¯̄P,b� are order-isomorphic.

2.4 Category theory

2.4.1 Categories

Definition 2.4.1 (Category). A category C consists of

(i) a class obj�C� of objects ;

(ii) a class hom�C� of morphisms between objects. Each morphism f has a

source object A and a target object B where A, B > obj�C�. We write

f � A Ð� B, and say that f is a morphism from A to B. We write

hom�A,B� to denote the hom-class of all morphisms from A to B;

(iii) for every three objects A, B and C, a binary operation

X � hom�A,B� � hom�B,C�Ð� hom�A,C�
called composition of morphisms ; the composition of f � A Ð� B and

g � B Ð� C is written as g X f
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such that the following axioms hold:

(iv) (Associativity) Given morphisms f, g, h, if f Xg and hXf are defined, then

h X �f X g� � �h X f� X g;

(v) (Identity) For each object A in C, there exists a morphism 1A � A Ð� A

such that for every morphism f � AÐ�X and every morphism g �X Ð� A,

we have f X 1A � f and 1A X g � g.

Some examples of categories are as follow.

1. Grp, whose objects are groups and morphisms the group homomorphisms;

2. Pos, whose objects are posets and morphisms the monotone maps;

3. Posd, whose objects are posets and morphisms the Scott-continuous maps;

4. Dcpo, whose objects are dcpos and morphisms the Scott-continuous maps;

5. Every poset �X,B� itself is a category, whose objects are the elements of

X and a morphism exists from x to y if and only if x B y;

6. Top, whose objects are topological spaces and morphisms the continuous

maps;

7. Met, whose objects are metric spaces and morphisms the non-expansive

maps.

Definition 2.4.2 (Subcategory and full subcategory). Given a category C, a

category S is a subcategory of C if

1. the collection of objects and morphism in S is a subcollection of that of

C;

2. for every object A of S, the identity morphism 1A is a morphism in S;

3. for every morphism f � AÐ� B in S, A and B are objects in S;

4. for every pair of morphisms f and g in S, the existing composite morphism

f X g is in S.
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Furthermore, if for each pair of objectsA andB in S, homC�A,B� � homS�A,B�,
we say that S is a full subcategory of C.

Example 2.4.3. Posd and Dcpo are subcategories of POS while Dcpo is a

full subcategory of Posd.

Given some objects and morphisms between them from a category, one may

represent them pictorially. For instance, let f � X Ð� Y, g � Y Ð� Z and

h �X Ð� Z be morphisms of the category.

X Y

Z

f

h
g

We say that the diagram commutes, or that this is a commutative diagram,

if all directed paths with the same starting and ending points lead to the same

result when we consider the composite morphisms. In particular, in this case,

the diagram commutes if h � g X f .

2.4.2 Functors

Here and in the following, we let C and D be categories.

Definition 2.4.4 (Functor). A functor F � CÐ�D is a mapping that

1. associates to each object X in C an object F �X� in D,

2. associates to each morphism f �X Ð� Y in C a morphism F �f� � F �X�Ð� F �Y �
in D such that the following two conditions hold:

(i) F �IdX� � IdF �X� for every object X in C,

(ii) F �g Xf� � F �g�XF �f� for all morphisms f �X Ð� Y and g � Y Ð� Z

in C.
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If F � C Ð� D is a functor, we call C the source category and D the target

category.

Furthermore, functors with the same source and target category are called

endofunctors. The powerset functor which sends objects and morphisms from

Set to Set given in Example 2.4.5 is an example of an endofunctor.

If F � CÐ�D and G � DÐ� E are two functors, the composition of F and G

is defined as follows:

1. For any object X in C, G X F �X� � G�F �X��.

2. For any f in hom�C�, G X F �f� � G�F �f��.

Example 2.4.5.

1. The identity functor IdC � C Ð� C which maps every object X of C to

itself and IdC�f� � f for every morphism f > hom�C�.

2. Define U � Grp Ð� Set by setting U�G� � G for each group G. For a

homomorphism f � G Ð� H, set U�f� � f . Then U is called the forgetful

functor, in the sense that it forgets the group structure on G.

3. Consider the powerset functor P � SetÐ� Set which is defined as follows:

(a) P maps each object X in Set to P�X�;
(b) For each morphism f �X Ð� Y and A bX, P�f��A� � f�A�.

4. If D is a full subcategory of C, I � D Ð� C assigning every X > D to

itself and every f > hom�D� to itself is a functor. We call this functor the

inclusion functor.

Definition 2.4.6 (Faithful functor, full functor, isomorphism). We say that a

functor F � CÐ�D is

1. faithful if for allX,Y > C and every f, f � � XÐ�Y in hom�C�, F �f� � F �f ��
implies f � f �,
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2. full if for all X,Y > C and every g � F �X� Ð� F �Y �, there exists

f �X Ð� Y in hom�C� such that g � F �f�,
3. an isomorphism if there exists a functor G � DÐ�C such that F XG � idD

and G X F � idC.

Definition 2.4.7 (Natural transformation). Let F,G � CÐ�D be functors. A

natural transformation α � F Ð� G is an assignment from obj�C� to hom�D�
which takes X to αX such that

1. αX � F �X�Ð� G�X� for each X in C,

2. G�f� X αX � αY X F �f� for each f �X Ð� Y in hom�C�.
Equivalently, α is a natural transformation if for any X > C, the following

diagram commutes.

X F �X� G�X�

Y F �Y � G�Y �

f

αX

F �f� G�f�

αY

Definition 2.4.8 (Adjunction). An adjunction from C to D is a triple �F,G,φ�
where F � C Ð� D and G � D Ð� C are functors, and φ is a bijection assigning

each pair of objects X in C, Y in D,

φ�X,Y � � homD�F �X�, Y �Ð� homC�X,G�Y ��
that is natural in X,Y , i.e.,

φ�X,�� � homD�F �X�,��Ð� homD�X,G����
and

φ��, Y � � homD�F ���, Y �Ð� homD��,G�Y ��
are natural transformations.
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We say that F is left adjoint to G, denoted by F Ú G. Equivalently, we can

say that G is right adjoint to F , denoted by G Ø F .

Definition 2.4.9 (Monad). A monad on C is a triple �T, η, µ� consisting of

an endofunctor T � sC Ð� C, a natural transformations η � idC Ð� T (called

the unit of the monad) and a natural transformation µ � T 2 Ð� T (called the

multiplication of the monad) such that for every object C,

1. µC X T �ηC� � IdT �C� � µC X ηT �C�,

T �C� T 2�C� T �C�

T �C�

T �ηC�

IdT �C�

µC

ηT �C�

IdT �C�

2. µC X T �µC� � µC X µT �C�.

T 3�C� T 2�C�

T 2�C� T �C�

T �µC�

µT �C� µC

µC

Definition 2.4.10 (T -algebra, structure map). Let �T, η, µ� be a monad on C.

A T -algebra is a pair �C,α� consisting of an object C (called the underlying

object of the algebra) and a morphism α � T �C�Ð� C (called the structure map

of the algebra) such that the following diagrams commute:
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T 2�C� T �C� C T �C�

T �C� C C

T �α�

µC α

ηC

IdC
α

α

A T -algebra morphism f � �C,α� Ð� �C �, α�� between two T -algebras is a

morphism f � C Ð� C � in C such that the following diagram commutes.

T �C� C

T �C �� C �

α

T �f� f

α�

We call the category of all T -algebras and all T -algebra morphisms between

two T -algebras the Eilenberg-Moore category of the monad T .

Theorem 2.4.11. Let T be an assignment from obj�C� to itself. For all objects

X,Y of C and morphism f � X Ð� T �Y �, let ηX � X Ð� T �X� and f � �

T �X� Ð� T �Y � be morphisms. If for all objects X,Y and Z in C and all

morphisms f �X Ð� T �Y �, g � Y Ð� T �Z�, the following hold:

1. η�X � IdT �X�,

2. f � X ηX � f ,

3. �g� X f�� � g� X f �,

then �T, η, µ�, where µX � Id�

T �X�
for each X and T �h� � �ηY X h�� for each

morphism h �X Ð� Y , defines a monad on C.

Definition 2.4.12 (Poset-enriched category, poset functor). We say that C is

poset-enriched if hom�C� is a poset and its composition operation is monotone.
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For any two poset-enriched categories C,D, we say that a functor T � CÐ�D

is a poset-functor if f B g in hom�C� implies T �f� B T �g� in hom�D�.
Theorem 2.4.13. [10, Lemma 4.1.1] Let �T, η, µ� be a monad on a poset-

enriched category C such that T is a poset-functor. Then the following are

equivalent:

1. ηT �X� B T �ηX� for any X in C.

2. A morphism α � T �X� Ð� X is a structure map if and only if ηX Ú α is

an adjunction with α X ηX � IdX for any X in C.

3. ηT �X� Ú µX for any X in C.

4. µX Ú TηX for any X in C.

Definition 2.4.14 (Left KZ-monad). [10, Definition 4.1.2] A Kock-Zöberlein

monad (KZ-monad for short) is a monad �T, η, µ� on a poset-enriched category

such that T is monotonic on homsets, and either one of the equivalent conditions

in Theorem 2.4.13 holds.
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Chapter 3

Hemi-metric and quasi-metric
spaces

Quasi-metric spaces have many applications in domain theory. At first glance,

these spaces come as a natural generalization of metric spaces, where the sym-

metrical axiom is dropped. This is certainly a prevailing feature in domain the-

ory, where the relationships between elements are not symmetrical in general.

Trivially, one can also gain an intuition by considering the difference in effort

we require to travel from a point to a higher point as compared to that when

we travel the other way. We shall elaborate on these points in the following.

The study of quasi-metric theory in domain theory can be categorized into

two broad categories. In his inspiring paper [29], Lawvere advocated that

the notion of quasi-metric spaces is in fact a more natural definition of met-

ric spaces, since it allows one to consider metric spaces as enriched categories.

From a domain-theoretical point of view, the notion particularly allows us to

consider the predominant spaces of the classical metric theory and the domain

theory using a single entity - every metric space and every poset can be seen

as a quasi-metric space. One may then want to stretch this further by asking

whether the salient notions of the respective theories can be faithfully captured

in quasi-metric theory. A reader who is familiar with these two sets of theo-

ries will immediately identify some of these notions as Cauchy sequences, limits

and (Cauchy) completeness for metric theory, directed families, supremum and

directed-complete for order theory. Indeed, the respective notions Cauchy nets,

d-limits and Yoneda completeness in quasi-metric space theory achieve just that.

43
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Other than being a generalization tool to facilitate discussion between metric

theory and order theory, quasi-metric theory also manifests as a component

in quantitative domain theory. Indeed, there have been significant interest in

the theory (e.g., [4, 27, 49, 3, 39, 13, 40]) where several analogous notions to

well-known domain theoretic notions like continuity, algebraicity and the Scott

topology are now being researched upon in quasi-metric theory as well. Arguably

in some situations, quasi-metrics also enable us to describe relationships between

elements in domain theory more precisely than what orders can do. The reader

may refer to [40] for an evidence of this in the form of the quasi-metrics defined

on the set of words, which traditionally was just considered with the usual prefix

order.

In this chapter, we put in place some terminologies and properties of quasi-

metric spaces to set the stage for the discussion of formal balls in Chapter 4.

Most of the discussions will revolve around quasi-metric spaces, but we will

also cater to one of their generalizations, the hemi-metric spaces, particularly

to the convergence present in these spaces, as it will also be of interest to us in

Chapter 5. We outline this chapter as follows. We introduce the basic definitions

in Section 3.1. In Section 3.2, we introduce the notion of d-limits of Cauchy nets

in a hemi-metric space �X,d� and explain how it can unify the notion of limits

and directed suprema of a metric space and a poset. These materials can also

be found in the excellent source [13, Chapters 6 and 7], which we certainly

encourage the reader to refer to for an in-depth treatment of these topics.

In Section 3.3, we introduce some maps between quasi-metric spaces and dis-

cuss the relationship between them. In particular, we consider the Y -continuous

maps as the morphisms of the category for which quasi-metric spaces are the

objects. The reasons for this will be clear in Chapter 6, which is also the place

where we will utilize the Y -continuous maps significantly in our construction

of the Yoneda completion. This chapter ends with a short discussion on some

relationships between the limits and d-limits of Cauchy nets in Section 3.4. The

reader should also note that throughout the chapter, only proofs for original

results will be shown.
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3.1 Basic definitions

Definition 3.1.1 (Hemi-metric, hemi-metric space). Let X be a set. A hemi-

metric d on X is a map from X �X to �0,ª� such that for any x, y, z >X:

1. d�x,x� � 0;

2. d�x, y� B d�x, z� � d�z, y�.
The pair �X,d� is called a hemi-metric space.

As a generalization to the open ball topology on metric spaces, we can also

consider the open ball topology on hemi-metric spaces.

Definition 3.1.2 (Open ball topology). Let d be a hemi-metric on a set X.

The open ball, Bd
x,@ε, centred at x with radius ε A 0 is defined to be the set

�y >X S d�x, y� @ ε�.

The topology of d, or open ball topology Od, is the topology generated by the

open balls.

Remark 3.1.3. It is important to note that in general

�y >X S d�x, y� @ ε� x �y >X S d�y, x� @ ε�
since d is a hemi-metric and so symmetry is not assumed.

It is easy to verify that a hemi-metric d on a set X is T0 in its open ball

topology if and only if d�x, y� � d�y, x� � 0 Ô� x � y, and it is T1 in its

open ball topology if and only if d�x, y� � 0 already implies x � y. We have the

following definition.

Definition 3.1.4 (T0, T1 hemi-metric space). A quasi-metric space �X,d� is a

T0 hemi-metric space, and correspondingly we say that d is a quasi-metric on

X. Whenever there is no confusion, we say that a hemi-metric space �X,d� is

T0 (respectively, T1) to really mean that it is T0 (respectively, T1) in its open

ball topology.

Since every T1 space is T0, we call a T1 hemi-metric space a T1 quasi-metric

space.
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Example 3.1.5.

1. Every metric space is a quasi-metric space.

2. dR � R 8 �ª� �R 8 �ª�Ð� R 8 �ª� defined by

dR�x, y� �� x�̇y, �where x�̇y �� max�x � y,0��

is a quasi-metric.

Here we adopt the convention that ª�ª � 0.

Note that dR�1,0� � 1 x 0 � dR�0,1�. Therefore, dR is not symmetric and

so not a metric.

3. dl � R �RÐ� �0,ª� defined by

dl�x, y� �
¢̈̈
¦̈̈
¤
x � y if x C y;

ª otherwise

is a T1 quasi-metric. The open ball topology of �R, dl� is exactly the

Sorgenfrey line Rl, a famous counterexample in topology. We say that

�R, dl� is the Sorgenfrey quasi-metric space.

4. Let �X,B� be a preordered set (respectively, poset). Define dB on X by

dB�x, y� �
¢̈̈
¦̈̈
¤

0 if x B y;

ª otherwise.

Then �X,dB� is a hemi-metric (respectively, quasi-metric) space.

Example 3.1.5(4) gives us an important perspective of preordered sets (re-

spectively, posets) as every preordered set (respectively, poset) can be viewed as

a hemi-metric space (respectively, quasi-metric space). In fact, we can recover

the original underlying preorder (respectively, order) by considering the special-

ization ordering on the induced hemi-metric space (respectively, quasi-metric

space).

In particular, since every poset can be viewed as a quasi-metric space, it is

natural to ask for a topological characterization of the open ball topology of the
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corresponding quasi-metric space. It turns out that the open ball topology of

such a quasi-metric space is exactly the Alexandroff topology on the original

poset.

The implication relationships among hemi-metric spaces, quasi-metric spaces,

metric spaces, preordered sets and posets can be represented in Figure 3.1,

where there is a directed path from a structure A to a structure B if and only if

structure A is a special case of structure B.

Metric spaces Quasi-metric spaces Hemi-metric spaces

Posets Preordered sets

Figure 3.1: Implication relationships between hemi-metric spaces, quasi-metric
spaces, preordered sets and posets

Given a hemi-metric (respectively, quasi-metric) space �X,d�, the following

are hemi-metric (quasi-metric) spaces:

1. �X,dop�, where for any x, y >X,

dop�x, y� � d�y, x�.
2. For any A bX, �A,d IA�A� (or simply, �A,d�, whenever there is no confu-

sion) is the subspace of X.

3. �X,dsym�, where for any x, y >X,

dsym�x, y� � max�d�x, y�, dop�x, y��.
In fact, whenever �X,d� is a quasi-metric space, �X,dsym� is a metric space.

In particular, for the quasi-metric space �R 8 �ª�, dR�, dsym
R is the usual

metric define on R8�ª�. In a way, this justifies the convention ª�ª � 0

stated in Example 3.1.5(2).

4. For any set A and the set, XA, of all functions from A to X, we consider

dA on the function space XA defined by

dA�f, g� � sup
x>X

d�f�x�, g�x��.
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Then �XA, dA� is a hemi-metric (respectively, quasi-metric).

Just as every preordered set (respectively, poset) can be seen as a hemi-metric

(respectively, quasi-metric) space, every hemi-metric (respectively, quasi-metric)

space can be seen as a preordered set (respectively, poset) by considering its

specialization ordering (with respect to open ball topology):

Proposition 3.1.6. Let �X,d� be a hemi-metric space, and Bd be the special-

ization quasi-ordering of X with its open ball topology. Then x Bd y if and only

if d�x, y� � 0.

Remark 3.1.7. For any preordered set (respectively, poset) �X,B�,

�X,BdB� � �X,B�.

However, it is not true in general that for every hemi-metric (respectively, quasi-

metric) space �X,d�, �X,dBd� � �X,d�.

3.2 Convergence in hemi-metric spaces

In what follows, let �X,d� be a hemi-metric space.

A net on X is a family �xi�i>I,Z, where Z is a preorder on I that turns I into

a directed set.

A forward Cauchy net on a quasi-metric space �X,d� is a net �xi�i>I such that

for every given ε A 0, there exists iε > I such that for all i, j > I, if iε Z i Z j then

d�xi, xj� @ ε. A forward Cauchy sequence is a special form of Cauchy net where

I � N and Z is the usual ordering on N.

A backward Cauchy net on a quasi-metric space �X,d� is a net �xi�i>I such

that for every given ε A 0, there exists iε > I such that for all i, i� > I, if iε Z i Z i�

then dop�xi, xi�� @ ε.
A bi-Cauchy net on a quasi-metric space X is any net �xi�i>I which is Cauchy

in �X,dsym�.
Since we focus mainly on forward Cauchy nets in this report, we will use the

term ‘Cauchy net’ to mean forward Cauchy net whenever there is no confusion.
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Also, we shall denote the preorder of the indexing set by Z whenever there is no

need for us to specify the preorder.

Definition 3.2.1 (d-limit, Yoneda-complete). Let �xi�i>I be a net in X. The

point x > X is a d-limit , or forward limit whenever there is no need for us to

specify the quasi-metric, of �xi�i>I if for all y >X, it holds that

d�x, y� � lim sup
i>I

d�xi, y�,
where lim sup

i>I
d�xi, y� �� inf

i>I
sup
iZi�

d�xi� , y�.
We say that �X,d� is Yoneda-complete if and only if every Cauchy net in X has

a d-limit.

Remark 3.2.2. In a metric space �X,d�, the notions of d-limit and limit coin-

cide. It follows that �X,d� is Yoneda-complete if and only if �X,d� is complete.

Lemma 3.2.3. [13, Lemma 7.1.17] Let �X,d� be a quasi-metric space. Every

net in X has at most one d-limit.

Remark 3.2.4. Note that the above lemma does not hold in general for a

hemi-metric d.

Definition 3.2.5 (Subnet). Let �xi�i>I,Z be a net on a space X. A sampler of

the net is a monotone and cofinal map α from a directed preordered set J , say

with quasi-ordering j, to I. We say that α is cofinal if for every i > I, there is

a j > J such that i Z α�j�. The net �xα�j��j>J is then called a subnet of �xi�i>I
obtained from the sampler α.

A Cauchy net and any of its subnets share many properties, which we shall

see in the next few results:

Lemma 3.2.6. Every subnet of a Cauchy net is Cauchy.

Lemma 3.2.7. [13, Lemma 7.4.6 and Exercise 7.4.7] Let �X,d� be a hemi-

metric space, and x >X. Then for any Cauchy net �xi�i>I and any of its subnet

�xj�j>J , it holds that x is a d-limit of �xi�i>I if and only if x is a d-limit of

�xj�j>J .
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We take a short detour to illustrate some notions of the quasi-metric space

where it is induced from a poset.

Proposition 3.2.8. Let �X,B� be a preordered set. If D is a directed subset of

X, then �x�x>D is a Cauchy net in �X,dB�.

Conversely, if �xi�i>I is a Cauchy net in �X,dB�, then there exists a subnet of

�xi�i>I� such that the subset D �� �xi S i > I �� is directed in �X,B�.

Proof. The first part is clear. For the second part, we know that if �xi�i>I
is Cauchy, there exists i0 > I such that for each i, i� > I, where i0 Z i Z i�,

dB�xi, xi�� @ ε, which gives that dB�xi, xi�� � 0. It follows that for each i, i� >� i09I,

where i Z i�, xi B xi� . Hence we set I � �� i0 9 I and the proof is complete.

Remark 3.2.9. The directed subset constructed from the subnet of a Cauchy

net in the induced quasi-metric space �X,dB� of a poset �X,B� is in general not

unique. However, the constructed directed subsets have the same supremum

due to the cofinality of the sampler of the subnet’s indexing set, which follows

from Lemma 3.2.7 and the following proposition:

Proposition 3.2.10. Let D be a directed subset of a poset �X,B� and suppose

its supremum x exists. Then x is the dB-limit of the Cauchy net made up by the

elements in D in the induced quasi-metric space.

As a form of converse, if the Cauchy net �xi�i>I has dB-limit x in the induced

quasi-metric space, then x is the supremum of the directed subset constructed

from the subnet of �xi�i>I .
Proof. We observe that if D �� �xd S xd > D� is directed, then �xd�xd>D is a

Cauchy net in �X,dB�. Also, we note that for any y >X, it holds that xd B y for

all xd >D if and only if x B y. Hence lim supxd>D dB�xd, y� � supxd>D dB�xd, y� � 0

if and only if dB�x, y� � 0, and lim supxd>D dB�xd, y� � supxd>D dB�xd, y� � ª if

and only if dB�x, y� �ª. This completes the proof in the implication direction.

For the other direction, we first observe that if �xi�i>I is a Cauchy net in

�X,dB�, it can be easily verified that there exists a subnet �xj�j>J of �xi�i>I
such that �xj S j > J� is a directed family in �X,B�. Since �xi�i>I has dB-limit
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x, by Lemma 3.2.7, we have that �xj�j>J has dB-limit x. So supj>J dB�xj, y� �
lim supj>J dB�xj, y� � 0 if and only if dB�x, y� � 0, i.e., for all j > J , xj B y if and

only if x B y.

The following table shows the representations of different notions in an in-

duced quasi-metric space in the case where the original space is a metric space

and poset respectively.

Quasi-metric Metric Space Poset

Cauchy sequence Cauchy sequence Countable chain
Cauchy net Cauchy net Directed subset
d-limit of Cauchy net Limit of Cauchy net Supremum of directed subset

Table 3.1: Relationship table for quasi-metric, metric spaces and posets

Lemma 3.2.11. [13, Theorem 7.4.21(4)] Let X be a set and �Y, e� be a Yoneda-

complete quasi-metric space. Then �Y X , eX� is a Yoneda-complete quasi-metric

space, where for any f, g > Y X , eX�f, g� � supx>X e�f�x�, g�x��.

Lemma 3.2.12. [13, Lemma 7.4.13] Let X be a set, �Y, e� be a Yoneda-complete

quasi-metric space and �fi�i>I be a Cauchy net in �Y X , eX�. Then f > Y X is a

eX-limit of �fi�i>I if and only if f�x� is the e-limit of �fi�x��i>I for each x >X.

Definition 3.2.13 (Yoneda-closed subset, Yoneda-closure). [13, Lemma 7.4.18]

Let X be a quasi-metric space and A b X. The subset A is said to be Yoneda-

closed if for all Cauchy nets in A, their existing forward limits are in A. The

Yoneda-closure on any subset B is defined to be

clY �B� ����A bX S B b A and A is Yoneda-closed�.
As analogous to the D-topology given in Example 2.3.18(2), where the D-

closed subsets (i.e., the complements of D-open subsets) of a poset form the

closed sets of a topology, we have the following.

Proposition 3.2.14 (Topology with Yoneda-closed subsets). The Yoneda-closed

subsets of a Yoneda-complete quasi-metric space form the closed sets of a topol-

ogy as well. We call this topology the Yoneda topology.
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Proof. Let X be a quasi-metric space and it is clear that X and g are Yoneda-

closed. Also, it is clear that given any family of Yoneda-closed subsets �Ai�i>I ,
any Cauchy net in �i>I Ai has its forward limit in �i>I Ai since each Ai is Yoneda-

closed and hence �i>I Ai is Yoneda-closed.

Given two Yoneda-closed subsets A1 and A2, we show that A18A2 is Yoneda-

closed. Let �xi�i>I be a Cauchy net in A1 8A2 and hence it has a forward limit

x in X. Let I � � �i > I S xi > A1�. We have two cases to consider.

Case 1: If I � is a cofinal subset of the directed set I, then �xi�i>I� is a subnet

of �xi�i>I in A1 and by Lemma 3.2.7, x > A1 and hence, x > A1 8A2.

Case 2: I � is not a cofinal subset of the directed set I. We claim that I � I � is

a cofinal subset of I. To reach this conclusion, the assumption that I � is not a

cofinal subset of I implies the existence of i1 > I such that for all j1 > I �, i1 ~Z j1.

Suppose that I � I � is not a cofinal subset of I. Then there exists i2 > I such

that for all j2 > I � I �, i2 ~Z j2. Because I is directed, we can find i� > I above i1

and i2.

We now argue that both the possibility of i� > I � and that of i� > I �I � will lead

to a contradiction. If i� > I �, then by the choice of i1 > I, it must be that i1 ~Z i�.
But this is not the case. But had it been that i� > I � I �, then by the choice of

i2 > I, it would be that i2 ~Z i�, which is also false. Hence, either way, we arrive

at a contradiction.

Thus, we conclude that I � I � is a cofinal subset of I and �xi�i>I�I� is a subnet

of �xi�i>I�I� and which has the same forward limit x and is contained in A2.

Thus, x > A1 8A2.

Remark 3.2.15.

1. In a metric space, the Yoneda-closed subsets are exactly the subsets which

are closed in the open ball topology. Thus for any metric space, the Yoneda

topology is exactly the open ball topology.

2. For a quasi-metric space induced from a poset, the topology described here

is exactly the D-topology (see Definition 2.3.18(2)).
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3. The Yoneda-topology on a quasi-metric space �X,d� is actually the topol-

ogy defined by the convergence class ��xi�i>I , x� and x is a d-limit of �xi�i>I .

3.3 Functions between quasi-metric spaces

A mapping f �X Ð� Y between quasi-metric spaces �X,d� and �Y, e� is contin-

uous if for any ε A 0, for all x > X, there exists δε,x A 0 such that for all x� > X,

whenever d�x,x�� @ δε,x, then e�f�x�, f�x��� @ ε.
The mapping f is uniformly-continuous if for any ε A 0, there exists δε A 0

such that for all x, x� >X, whenever d�x,x�� @ δε, then e�f�x�, f�x��� @ ε.
For c > R�, f is c-Lipschitz if for all x, x� >X, e�f�x�, f�x��� B c � d�x,x��. In

particular, a 1-Lipschitz map is also called a non-expansive map.

The mapping f is an isometric embedding if for all x, x� >X, it holds that

e�f�x�, f�x��� � d�x,x��.
An isometry f is a bijective isometric embedding. If there exists an isometry

between two quasi-metric spaces, we say that the two quasi-metric spaces are

isometric.

The mapping f is

(i) Cauchy-continuous if it preserves Cauchy nets, i.e., if �xi�i>I is a Cauchy

net in �X,d�, �f�xi��i>I is a Cauchy net in �Y, e�;
(ii) limit-continuous if it is Cauchy-continuous and preserves the existing d-

limits of Cauchy nets;

(iii) Yoneda-continuous if it is uniformly-continuous and preserves existing d-

limits of Cauchy nets;

(iv) Y -continuous if f is non-expansive and preserves existing d-limits of Cauchy

nets.

Let QMet (respectively, QMetY) denote the category with quasi-metric

spaces as objects and non-expansive maps (respectively, Y -continuous maps)

as morphisms.
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The different notions of continuous mappings between quasi-metric spaces are

summarized as follows in Table 3.2

Type of continuous maps Properties

Continuous Usual definition for quasi-metric space
Cauchy-continuous Preserves Cauchy nets
Limit continuous Preserves Cauchy nets and

their existing forward limits
Uniformly-continuous Usual definition for quasi-metric space
Yoneda-continuous Uniformly-continuous and preserves

existing forward limits of Cauchy nets
Non-expansive 1-Lipschitz
Y -continuous Non-expansive and preserves

existing forward limits of Cauchy nets

Table 3.2: Different types of continuous maps between quasi-metric spaces

Some other facts: Every uniformly-continuous map preserves Cauchy nets,

and every Cauchy-continuous map is continuous. (However, the converse of

these statements are not true in general.)

The implication relationships among the respective types of continuous map-

pings between quasi-metric spaces can be represented in Figure 3.2, where there

is a directed path from a map A to a map B if and only if map A is a special

case of map B.
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Continuous

Cauchy-continuous

c-Lipschitz Uniformly-continuous Limit-continuous

Non-expansive Yoneda-continuous

Isometric embedding Y -continuous

Figure 3.2: Implication relationships between different types of continuity of
functions between quasi-metric spaces

Proposition 3.3.1. A mapping f � �X,B� Ð� �Y,j� between posets �X,B� and

�Y,j� is Scott continuous if and only if f preserves dB-limits of Cauchy nets

between the induced quasi-metric spaces �X,dB� and �Y, dj�.

Proof. Let �xi�i>I be a Cauchy net and suppose its dB-limit x > X exists. Then

x is the supremum of the cofinal directed subset D of �xi S i > I�. It follows that

f�x� is the supremum of f�D� in Y , and is also the dj-limit of the Cauchy net

�f�xi��xi>D and thus the dB-limits are preserved under f .

Conversely, let D be a directed subset of X and suppose its supremum x >X

exists. Then x is the dB-limit of the Cauchy net �i�i>D and f�x� is the dj-limit

of the Cauchy net �f�i��i>D in Y . Hence the supremum of the directed subset

D is preserved by f and hence f is Scott-continuous.

Remark 3.3.2. For the case of induced quasi-metric spaces from posets, the

non-expansiveness condition of a Y -continuous map between the quasi-metric

space is not required. This is because the preservation of forward limits of

Cauchy nets in the induced quasi-metric spaces is equivalent to the preser-

vation of directed suprema. This then implies the monotonicity of a map-

ping between posets is equivalent to the non-expansiveness of the mapping

between the induced quasi-metric spaces. In conclusion, for the case of map-
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pings between two induced quasi-metric spaces from posets, the notions of limit-

continuous, Yoneda-continuous and Y -continuous coincide while that of contin-

uous, uniformly-continuous and non-expansive coincide.

Remark 3.3.3. For the case of metric spaces, the notions of limit-continuity

(respectively, uniformly-continuity, Y -continuity) and continuity (respectively,

Yoneda-continuity, non-expansiveness) coincide, since any continuous map pre-

serves existing limits of nets.

Table 3.3 gives a summary of the different notions of continuity in the case

where the quasi-metric spaces are induced from metric spaces and posets respec-

tively.

Quasi-metric Spaces Metric Spaces Posets

Continuous maps Continuous maps Monotone maps
Cauchy-continuous maps Cauchy-continuous maps Monotone maps
Uniformly-continuous maps Uniformly-continuous maps Monotone maps
Non-expansive maps Non-expansive maps Monotone maps
Limit-continuous maps Cauchy-continuous maps Scott-continuous maps
Yoneda-continuous maps Uniformly-continuous maps Scott-continuous maps
Y -continuous maps Non-expansive maps Scott-continuous maps

Table 3.3: Different notions of mappings for quasi-metric, metric spaces and
posets

3.4 Relationship between the two notions of

limits

There is the notion of finite elements in the theory of posets. As a generalization,

there is also a notion of ‘finite’ element in the theory of quasi-metric spaces. Let

us first consider the following result.

Lemma 3.4.1. Let �xi�i>I be a Cauchy net with d-limit x. Then for any y >X,

one has

d�y, x� B lim inf
i>I

d�y, xi�,
where lim infi>I d�y, xi� �� supi>I infiZi� d�y, xi��.
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Proof. We first note that 0 � d�x,x� � lim supi>I d�xi, x�. So for any ε A 0,

there exists iε > I such that for each i > I, iε Z i, d�xi, x� @ ε. In particular,

for such i > I, d�y, x� B d�y, xi� � d�xi, x� @ d�y, xi� � ε. Taking lim inf over i

on both sides, we have that d�y, x� B lim infi>I d�y, xi� � ε. Since ε is arbitrary,

d�y, x� B lim infi>I d�y, xi� as claimed.

The reverse inequality in the preceding result does not hold for arbitrary

y >X. When it does, we have a special notion for this kind of element y.

Definition 3.4.2 (d-finite elements). Let �X,d� be a quasi-metric space and

y > X. We say that y is d-finite if for every Cauchy net �xi�i>I with d-limit

x >X,

d�y, x� � lim inf
i>I

d�y, xi�,
where lim inf

i>I
d�y, xi� �� sup

i>I
inf
iZi�

d�y, xi��.

�X,d� is d-algebraic if it has a basis of finite elements, that is, every element

x >X is a d-limit of some Cauchy net �xi�i>I , where for each i > I, xi is d-finite.

Remark 3.4.3. In the case where �X,d� is induced from a poset, a d-finite

element is exactly a finite element in the original poset.

Proposition 3.4.4. Let �X,d� be a quasi-metric space in which any Cauchy

net that has a d-limit is bi-Cauchy. Then every element of X is d-finite.

Proof. Let �xi�i>I be a Cauchy net with d-limit x. By assumption, �xi�i>I
is bi-Cauchy. Then for any y > X, d�y, xi� B d�y, x� � d�x,xi� � d�y, x� �
lim supi�>I d�xi� , xi�. Taking lim inf over i on both sides gives lim infi>I d�y, xi� B
d�y, x� � lim infi>I lim supi�>I d�xi� , xi�. Since �xi�i>I is bi-Cauchy, for any ε A 0,

there exists iε > I such that for all i, i� > I, iε Z i Z i�, d�xi� , xi� @ ε, and it

follows that lim infi>I lim supi�>I d�xi� , xi� � 0. Thus lim infi>I d�y, xi� B d�y, x�.
Since d�y, x� B lim infi>I d�y, xi� in general, d�y, x� � lim infi>I d�y, xi�. So, y is

d-finite.

Corollary 3.4.5.
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1. Every element in a metric space �X,d� is d-finite.

2. If �X,B� is a poset in which every directed family which has a supremum

has a top element, then every element is finite.

Proof. (1) is obvious, since the notions of Cauchy nets and bi-Cauchy nets co-

incide for metric spaces.

(2): It is easy to verify that a Cauchy net �xi�i>I of �X,dB� is bi-Cauchy if

and only if there is a cofinal directed subfamily of �xi S i > I� of �X,B� which

has a top element. Then (2) follows immediately.

In quantitative domain theory, there is another well-known notion of com-

pleteness.

Definition 3.4.6 (Smyth-complete). A quasi-metric space is Smyth-complete if

every Cauchy net �xi�i>I converges in dsym, i.e.,

§x >X. ¦ε A 0. §iε > I. ¦i > I. ��iε Z i� Ô� �dsym�xi, x� @ ε��.

Example 3.4.7.

1. Every Smyth-complete quasi-metric space is Yoneda-complete.

2. For a metric space, Smyth-completeness, Yoneda-completeness and the

usual completeness coincide.

3. In fact, Smyth-completeness and Yoneda-completeness coincide for any

quasi-metric space �X,d� which has the following property: for each x >X,

x is d-finite ([3]).

Proposition 3.4.8. Every Cauchy net in a Smyth-complete quasi-metric space

�X,d� is bi-Cauchy.

Proof. Let �xi�i>I be a Cauchy net with dsym-limit xd. Let ε A 0 be given. Then

there exists iε A 0 such that for all i > I, iε Z i, dsym�xd, xi� @ ε~2. Thus for any

i, i� > I, where iε Z i Z i�, dsym�xi, xi�� B dsym�xi, xd� � dsym�xd, xi�� @ ε and �xi�i>I
is bi-Cauchy.
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Thus we have the following conclusion.

Corollary 3.4.9. Every element of a Smyth-complete quasi-metric space �X,d�
is d-finite, and hence every Smyth-complete quasi-metric space is d-algebraic.

Proof. This follows from Propositions 3.4.4 and 3.4.8.

The converse, however, is not true. For a counterexample, we consider the

quasi-metric space ��0,ª�, dR�. It is easy to verify that every element is d-finite,

but �n�n>N is a Cauchy net which is not bi-Cauchy.

Intuitively, from its definition, a d-limit of a net �xi�i>I of a quasi-metric space

�X,d� is an element x which can act as a replacement of the net to measure

the distance from the ‘eventual’ elements of the net to all other elements. At

the same time, a limit of the net is an element whose distance to the net is

arbitrarily small, that is, it is arbitrarily close to the net. In this section, we

study the relationship between the d-limits and the limits of the nets in a quasi-

metric space �X,d�. Let us first state the definition of limits of a net of a

hemi-metric space.

Definition 3.4.10 (Limits, set of limits of a net). Let �X,d� be a hemi-metric

space, �xi�i>I be a net in X and x� >X.

We say that x� is a limit of the net �xi�i>I if

¦ε A 0. §iε > I. ¦i > I. ��iε Z i� Ô� �d�x�, xi� @ ε��.

We use �xi��i>I to denote the set of limits of �xi�i>I .
Proposition 3.4.11. Let �X,d� be a hemi-metric space, x�, xd >X, and �xi�i>I
be a net in X. If �xi�i>I has limit x� and d-limit xd, then x� Bd xd.

Proof. Let ε A 0 be given. Then d�x�, xi� @ ε for i > I large enough. Thus for i > I

large enough, d�x�, xd� B d�x�, xi� � d�xi, xd� @ ε � d�xi, xd�. Taking lim sup over

i gives d�x�, xd� B ε � lim supi>I d�xi, xd� � ε � d�xd, xd� � ε. Since ε is arbitrary,

d�x�, xd� � 0 and this then implies x� Bd xd.

Recall that if �X,d� is T1, x Bd y implies x � y. Hence we have the following.
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Corollary 3.4.12. Let �X,d� be a T1 quasi-metric space, x�, xd >X, and �xi�i>I
be a net in X. If �xi�i>I has limit x� and d-limit xd, then x� � xd.

In particular, �xi�i>I is Cauchy.

Proof. The first part is obvious by Proposition 3.4.11 and the definition of T1

quasi-metric space. To show the second part, we note that given ε A 0, there

exists i0 > I such that for each i > I, i0 Z i, d�x�, xi� @ ε~2. Also, there exists

i1 > I such that for each i > I, i1 Z i, d�xi, xd� @ ε~2. We find i2 > I above i0, i1,

and hence for each i, i� > I, i2 Z i Z i�, we have

d�xi, xi�� B d�xi, xd� � d�xd, xi��
� d�xi, xd� � d�x�, xi�� ��xd � x��
@ ε.

Remark 3.4.13. Since every metric space �X,d� is a T1 quasi-metric space, it

follows that the notions of limits and d-limits coincide for metric spaces.

It is then natural to ask if we can have some form of converse; more specifically:

Question 3.4.14. Let �X,d� be a T1 quasi-metric space and �xi�i>I be a Cauchy

net.

1. If �xi�i>I has limit x�, is x� automatically its d-limit?

2. If �xi�i>I has d-limit xd, is xd automatically its limit?

We answer both questions in the negative.

Example. Let X �� �0,1� 8 �01,02�. Let d be the usual distance on �0,1� �
�0,1�. For any x > �0,1�, define d�01, x� � d�02, x� � x and d�x,01� � d�x,02� �
d�01,02� � d�02,01� �ª.

We refer the reader to Figure 3.3 for an illustration of the value of d�x, y�,
where an arrow is drawn from node x to node y if and only if d�x, y� @ª, and

where the values of these finite distances are annotated beside the arrows.
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01 02

b

a a

b � a
b b

Figure 3.3: X �� �0,1� 8 �01,02�

It can be verified directly that �X,d� is a T1 quasi-metric space. Observe

that �1~2n�n>N is a Cauchy net and 01,02 are both its limits. This immediately

provides a negative answer to Question 3.4.14(1) as the existing d-limit of nets

in quasi-metric space is unique. (Consequently, we can deduce that the Cauchy

net �1~2n�n>N does not have a d-limit.)

To answer Question 3.4.14(2), consider the Sorgenfrey quasi-metric space

�R, dl� (see Example 3.1.5(3)). Note that �1�1~2n�n>N is a Cauchy net in �R, dl�,
and we claim that it has a dl-limit of 1: Let y > R.

Case 1: y C 1. Then lim supn>N dl�1�1~2n, y� � lim supn>N y��1�1~2n� � y�1 �

dl�1, y�.
Case 2: y @ 1. Then y @ 1 � 1~2n for n > N large enough, and hence

lim supn>N dl�1 � 1~2n, y� �ª � dl�1, y�.
This proves our claim. Since for each n > N, dl�1,1 � 1~2n� � ª, 1 is clearly

not the limit of �1 � 1~2n�n>N. (Consequently, we can deduce that the Cauchy

net �1�1~2n�n>N does not have a limit.) Thus, the answer to Question 3.4.14(2)

is ‘No’.

We now return to study the relationship between the d-limits and the limits

of Cauchy nets from a broader scope of quasi-metric spaces which are not nec-

essarily T1. Two classes of quasi-metric spaces are of particular interest to us:

(1) those that are induced from posets, and (2) those that are Smyth-complete.

Proposition 3.4.15. Let �X,B� be a poset and be regarded as the quasi-metric

space �X,d�, where d � dB. Then for any net �xi�i>I in X, the set of limits of
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�xi�i>I in the quasi-metric space X is given by

�xi��i>I � �y >X S y B xi for i > I large enough�.

Also, xd is a d-limit of �xi�i>I if and only if ��xi��i>I � xd.

Proof. For the first part, the reverse inclusion is clear as for such y B xi with

i > I large enough, for any ε A 0, d�y, xi� � 0 @ ε. For the inclusion, consider any

w > �xi��i>I , then for any ε A 0, for i > I large enough, d�w,xi� @ ε. It is then

immediate that d�w,xi� � 0. Thus w B xi for i > I large enough.

We are now ready to show that ��xi��i>I � xd. Observe that for any w > �xi��i>I ,
we have w B xi for some i > I, and xi B xd since xd is the supremum of �xi�i>I . By

transitivity, w B xd and thus xd is an upper bound of �xi��i>I . Let u be another

upper bound of �xi��i>I . Then u is an upper bound of its subset �xi�i>I , and it

follows that xd B u. The proof is thus complete.

Lemma 3.4.16. Let �xi�i>I be a net of quasi-metric space �X,d� where �xi�i>I
has d-limit xd. Then xd > �xi��i>I if and only if �xi�i>I is a bi-Cauchy net.

Proof. ( Ô� ) Let ε A 0 be given. Since 0 � d�xd, xd� � lim supi>I d�xi, xd�, there

exists iε > I such that for all i > I, iε Z i,

d�xi, xd� @ ε~2. (3.1)

Also, since xd is a limit of the net, there exists i�ε > I such that for all i > I, i�ε Z i,

d�xd, xi� @ ε~2. (3.2)

We find i0 > I above iε, i�ε, as I is directed. It follows that for any i > I above

i0, (3.1) and (3.2) hold. Thus for any i, i� > I, i0 Z i, i�, d�xi, xi�� B d�xi, xd� �
d�xd, xi�� @ ε and d�xi� , xi� B d�xi� , xd� � d�xd, xi� @ ε, and �xi�i>I is bi-Cauchy as

claimed.

( 
Ô ) Let ε A 0 be given. Since the net is bi-Cauchy, there exists iε > I

such that whenever i, i� > I, iε Z i, i�, d�xi, xi�� @ ε~2. Taking lim sup over i gives

d�xd, xi�� B ε~2 @ ε and thus xd is a limit of the Cauchy net.
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Corollary 3.4.17. Let �xi�i>I be a bi-Cauchy net of a quasi-metric space �X,d�,

where �xi�i>I has a d-limit xd. Then xd is the top element of �xi��i>I with respect

to the induced order Bd.

Proof. By Lemma 3.4.16, xd > �xi��i>I and by Lemma 3.4.11, xd is an upper

bound of �xi��i>I . This completes the proof.

Proposition 3.4.18. Let �X,d� be a quasi-metric space. The following are

equivalent.

1. Every Cauchy net that has a d-limit is bi-Cauchy.

2. Every element in X is d-finite.

3. For any Cauchy net �xi�i>I which has d-limit xd in �X,d�, it holds that

xd > �xi��i>I .
Proof. �1� Ô� �2� is true by Proposition 3.4.4, and �1� and �3� are equivalent

by Lemma 3.4.16.

�2� Ô� �3�: Let ε A 0 be given, and let iε > I such that for each i, i� > I, iε Z

i Z i�, d�xi, xi�� @ ε~2. By assumption, xd is d-finite. Hence lim infi>I d�xd, xi� �
d�xd, xd� � 0. It follows that particularly for iε, there exists iε� > I, iε Z iε� such

that d�xd, xiε�� @ ε~2. Then for every i > I, iε� Z i, d�xd, xi� B d�xd, xiε�� �
d�xiε� , xi� @ ε and the proof for this implication is complete.

We are now ready to provide some other characterizations of Smyth complete

quasi-metric spaces using Yoneda complete quasi-metric spaces.

Corollary 3.4.19. Let �X,d� be a Yoneda complete quasi-metric space. The

following are equivalent.

1. �X,d� is Smyth complete.

2. Every element in �X,d� is d-finite.

3. For each Cauchy net �xi�i>I in X that has a d-limit xd, it holds that xd is

the top element of �xi��i>I with respect to the induced order Bd.
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4. Every Cauchy net is bi-Cauchy.

Proof. �1� and �2� are equivalent by [3]. (3) and (4) are equivalent by Proposi-

tion 3.4.18.

�3� Ô� �2�: Let �xi�i>I be a Cauchy net. By Proposition 3.4.16, �xi�i>I is

bi-Cauchy. Thus every element is d-finite by Proposition 3.4.4.

�1� Ô� �3�: Let �xi�i>I be a Cauchy net. Therefore �xi�i>I is bi-Cauchy by

Proposition 3.4.8. Let xd be the d-limit of �xi�i>I . Then xd is the top element

of �xi�i>I by Corollary 3.4.17. This completes the proof.
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Chapter 4

Formal balls and hemi-metric
spaces

In this chapter, we officially introduce the lead of this thesis, formal balls. For-

mal balls can loosely be seen as an alternative to the traditional closed balls,

where the order (or preorder) defined between formal balls corresponds loosely

to the reverse inclusion of closed balls. This notion was first introduced by

Weihrauch and Schreiber in 1981 [51]. In 1998, Edalat and Heckmann estab-

lished its standing in domain theory. We read this inspiring result again.

Theorem (Edalat-Heckmann Theorem). [7, Theorem 6 and Corollary 10] The

following are equivalent for a metric space �X,d�.

1. �X,d� is complete.

2. In �B�X�,Bd��, every countable chain has a least upper bound.

3. �B�X�,Bd�� is a dcpo.

4. �B�X�,Bd�� is a domain.

A pleasant consequence of this result is that every completely metrizable space

has a domain model. This kick-started a string of research in the models of clas-

sical topological spaces (e.g., [32, 25, 2, 53, 8, 52, 56]). Traditionally, domain the-

ory studies spaces and computational models which generally are non-Hausdorff.

On the other hand, many spaces that researchers are interested in for classical

65
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analysis, such as the metric spaces, are Hausdorff. The Edalat-Heckmann The-

orem marries the two - it provides a computational model for the completely

metrizable spaces as well as a domain-theoretical perspective on complete met-

ric spaces. In 2008, Lawson provided a natural example of an FS-domain using

formal balls, as he showed that the poset of formal balls of a compact metric

space is an FS-domain [28, Proposition 1]. Evidently, the role of formal balls in

connecting classical analysis and domain theory should not be understated.

Since then, there are a number of other characterizations, particularly for

quasi-metric spaces, using formal balls. We read out three characterizations

which we think are the most important ones in viewing quantitative domain

theory qualitatively via the lens of formal balls.

Theorem. Let �X,d� be a quasi-metric space.

(i) �X,d� is Yoneda-complete if and only if �B�X�,Bd�� is a dcpo ([26]);

(ii) �X,d� is Smyth-complete if and only if �B�X�,Bd�� is a domain with hd
�

as the way-below relation ([39]);

(iii) �X,d� is d-algebraic Yoneda-complete if and only if �B�X�,Bd�� is a do-

main with basis ��x, r� S x is d-finite� ([3]).

The inquisitive reader may then wonder: What is the feature of the formal

balls that makes them function so well in such characterizations? The notion of

Cauchy-weighted nets is, perhaps, the unsung hero that makes everything above

tick. This notion is itself a passage to connect the most important notions in

the respective spaces, the Cauchy nets and their d-limits of the quasi-metric

space �X,d�, and the directed families and their supremum of �B�X�,Bd��. In

particular, the notion allows the directed suprema of formal balls to capture

information of the d-limits of the corresponding Cauchy nets of a quasi-metric

space �X,d�, and vice versa. Their role is an extremely functional one through-

out the thesis. The reader will not have to wait long for the first occurence of

this in action, as we shall use them immediately to obtain some results in the

next part of the chapter. Let us now discuss this in greater details.
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As argued at the start of the chapter, the Edalat-Heckmann Theorem is the

result that established the standing of formal balls in domain theory. It is

noteworthy that the string of subsequent results related to the role of formal

balls in characterizations concern mainly the generalization of metric spaces to

quasi-metric spaces. Obviously, there are two ‘sides’ in the Edalat-Heckmann

Theorem, one side being the metric spaces, the other side being the posets of

formal balls. So a natural question will be to ask for the impact of the metric

spaces should we consider generalized notions of the poset of formal balls in

the Edalat-Heckmann Theorem. More specifically, for some property P which

is weaker than being a domain, i.e., continuous and directed-completeness (or

equivalently following the Edalat-Heckmann Theorem, directed-completeness),

what are the necessary and sufficient conditions for which the poset of formal

balls has property P? We can go about doing this systematically. Firstly, we can

consider a kind of completeness that is weaker than that of directed-completeness

on the poset of formal balls. Some of these notions that come to mind include

bounded-directed-completeness and local-directed-completeness. Secondly, we

can also consider such weaker degrees of completeness from a topological view-

point. For instance, it is well-known that every domain with the Scott topology

is sober and locally compact. Also, every sober and locally compact space is

Choquet complete (see Definition 4.2.10), and hence Baire. So what are some

necessary conditions of a metric space such that its poset of formal balls with

the Scott topology is Choquet complete (respectively, Baire)? We answer these

questions in the positive, by showing that the notions of Choquet complete poset

(i.e., a poset which is Choquet complete in its Scott topology) and bdcpo coin-

cide on the poset of formal balls of a metric space. Furthermore, each of these

notions on the poset of formal balls is in particular equivalent to the metric

space being complete. We also show that a metric space is Baire if and only if

its poset of formal balls with respect to the Scott topology is Baire.

Another possible step in the direction of exploring the effects of the various

properties of formal balls on metric spaces will be to study the role of the gen-

eralized formal balls, introduced by Tsuiki and Hattori in 2008 (see [47, Section
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3.1]), amongst the other aforementioned characterizations of complete metric

spaces. In the paper, the authors study the topological properties of the set of

such formal balls. However, their work did not deal with the order-theoretical

properties of the poset of such formal balls. Our work in this chapter sets out

to fill in this gap in the literature of generalized formal balls. We point out

that such a poset has no maximal element, and hence immediately by the Haus-

dorff Maximality Principle, will never be directed-complete. So a more sensible

question will be to ask what properties does a metric space have if its poset of

generalized formal balls possess weaker notions of directed-completeness, like the

aforementioned bounded-directed-completeness? We also answer this question

in the positive by showing that a metric space is complete if and only if its poset

of generalized formal balls is a bdcpo.

We outline this chapter as follows. In Section 4.1, we introduce the basic

properties of formal balls. We also record the two results that demonstrate the

role of Cauchy-weighted nets in Lemmas 4.1.1 and 4.1.4. In Section 4.2, we grab

some low-hanging fruits by obtaining a few weaker sufficient conditions discussed

above for the Edalat-Heckamnn Theorem. Finally, we conclude in Section 4.3.

4.1 Basic properties of formal balls

For any hemi-metric space �X,d�, we can consider the set B�X�, where

B�X� �� ��x, r� S x >X,r > �0,ª��.

We define the following on B�X�:

d���x, r�, �y, s�� �� max�d�x, y� � r � s,0�
�� d�x, y��̇�r � s�.

In [13, p. 280], it was verified that if d is a hemi-metric on X, then d� is a

hemi-metric on B�X�. We now verify that the analogous result when d is a quasi-

metric. It remains to show that for any �x, r�, �y, s� > B�X�, if d���x, r�, �y, s�� �
d���y, s�, �x, r�� � 0, then �x, r� � �y, s�.
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Firstly, if d���x, r�, �y, s�� � 0, then d�x, y��r�s B 0, i.e., d�x, y� B r�s. Since

d�x, y� C 0, we have that s B r. By symmetry, r B s. So r � s. This means that

d�x, y� � d�y, s� � 0, and hence x � y as d is a quasi-metric on X by assumption.

Finally, we conclude that �x, r� � �y, s� and d� is a quasi-metric on B�X� as

claimed.

For the hemi-metric space (respectively, quasi-metric space) �X,d�, we con-

sider its induced preordered set (respectively, poset) with the specialization pre-

order (respectively, order), that is, �B�X�,Bd��.
In other words, for any �x, r�, �y, s� > B�X�, �x, r� Bd

� �y, s� if and only if

d�x, y� B r � s. We call the elements of B�X� formal balls and the space

�B�X�,Bd�� the corresponding preordered set (respectively, poset) of formal

balls of �X,d�.
There are many interesting connections between the Cauchy nets in �X,d�

and the directed families of �B�X�,Bd�� as can be observed from [26, Lemmas

7.7 and 7.8]1. We state them below.

Lemma 4.1.1. Let �X,d� be a hemi-metric space and �xi, ri�i>I be a directed

family in �B�X�,Bd��. The following hold.

(i) �xi�i>I is a Cauchy net in �X,d�; and

(ii) if x is a d-limit of �xi�i>I , then �xi, ri�i>I has supremum �x, r�, where r �

infi>I ri.

The converse to Lemma 4.1.1(ii) is not true in general as witnessed by a

counterexample given in [18, Remark 2.3]. However, it is true if �B�X�,Bd�� is

a dcpo (see [13, Lemma 7.4.26]) or as we shall see more generally, when �X,d�
is standard.

Definition 4.1.2. [18, Definition 2.1] A hemi-metric space �X,d� is standard

if for every directed family of formal balls �xi, ri�i>I , for every a > R�

0 , �xi, ri�i>I
has a supremum if and only if �xi, ri � a�i>I has a supremum in �B�X�,Bd��.

1The reader may also refer to [13, Lemmas 7.4.25 and 7.4.26] which deal directly with
hemi-metric spaces instead of Q-categories.
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Example 4.1.3. [18, Proposition 2.2] Metric spaces, Yoneda complete quas-

metric spaces and posets are examples of standard quasi-metric spaces. For a

non-example of standard quasi-metric spaces, we refer the reader to the quasi-

metric space in [18, Remark 2.3] or the quasi-metric space in Appendix B (see

Figure B.1).

Lemma 4.1.4. [18, Proposition 2.4 and Lemma 5.15] In a standard hemi-metric

space �X,d�, if a directed family of formal balls �xi, ri�i>I has a supremum �x, r�,

the following hold.

(i) r � infi>I ri; and

(ii) for every s > ��r,ª�, �x, r � s� is a supremum of �xi, ri � s�i>I ;
(iii) �xi�i>I has d-limit x.

To establish the connection between Cauchy nets in �X,d� and directed fami-

lies in �B�X�,Bd��, we consider the notion of Cauchy-weighted nets and Cauchy-

weightable nets in �X,d�.
Definition 4.1.5. [13, Definition 7.2.6] Let �X,d� be a hemi-metric space. A

Cauchy-weighted net �xi, ri�i>I is a net in X � �0,ª� such that

(i) for each i, j > I, i B j implies d�xi, xj� B ri � rj, i.e., �xi, ri� Bd� �xj, rj�, and

(ii) infi>I ri � 0.

We say that a Cauchy net �xi�i>I is Cauchy-weightable if there exists a net �ri�i>I
in R�

0 such that �xi, ri�i>I is a Cauchy-weighted net.

Remark 4.1.6.

1. It is immediate from the definition that if �xi, ri�i>I is a Cauchy-weighted

net in �X,d�, it is a directed family in �B�X�,Bd��.
2. As a form of a converse, given any directed family �xi, ri�i>I > B�X�,

we can construct the Cauchy-weighted net �xi, ri � infi>I ri�i>I in �X,d�.
Hence given any directed family �xi, ri�i>I > B�X�, �xi�i>I is a Cauchy net

in �X,d�.
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By Lemma 4.1.1, Lemma 4.1.4 and Remark 4.1.6, it follows that Cauchy-

weighted nets function as a passage to connect Cauchy nets of �X,d� and di-

rected families of �B�X�,Bd��.
Lemma 4.1.7. Let �X,d� be a hemi-metric space. The following hold.

(i) Every Cauchy net has a Cauchy-weightable subnet, i.e., for every Cauchy

net �xi�i>I , there exists a Cauchy-weighted net �xj, rj�j>J where �xj�j>J is

a subnet of �xi�i>I .
(ii) Let �xi�i>I be a Cauchy net and �xj�j>J be its subnet. Then �xi�i>I has

d-limit x if and only if �xj�j>J has d-limit x.

(iii) �X,d� is Yoneda complete if and only if every Cauchy-weightable net has

a d-limit.

Proof. See [13, Lemma 7.2.8, Lemma 7.4.6 and Exercise 7.4.7, and Proposition

7.4.8] respectively.

Following the above, it is natural to ask if there is an alternative calculation

for the d-limits of Cauchy-weightable nets. Indeed, we have the following.

Lemma 4.1.8. [13, Lemma 7.4.9] Let �X,d� be a hemi-metric space and �xi, ri�i>I
be a Cauchy-weighted net. Then x is a d-limit of the Cauchy net �xi�i>I if and

only if for all y >X, d�x, y� � supi>I�d�xi, y� � ri�.

Figure 4.1 summarizes the interplay between Cauchy nets on a standard hemi-

metric space �X,d� and directed families on �B�X�,Bd�� via the passage of

Cauchy-weighted nets.
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�X,d� �B�X�,Bd��
Hemi-metric space Preordered set

�xi�i>I
Cauchy net

�xj�j>J �xj, rj�j>J �xj, rj�j>J
Cauchy-weightable Cauchy-weighted net Directed family

subnet

�xi�i>I has �xj, rj�j>J has

d-limit x supremum �x, infj>J rj�

�xk�k>K �xk, rk � infk>K rk� �xk, rk�k>K
Cauchy net Cauchy-weighted net Directed family

�xk�k>K has �xk, rk�k>K has

d-limit x supremum �x, infk>K rk�

has a

where and

Figure 4.1: Summary of the interplay between Cauchy nets on a standard hemi-
metric space �X,d� and directed families on �B�X�,Bd��

4.2 Formal balls and metric spaces

In this section, let �X,d� be a metric space. As discussed at the start of the

chapter, it is natural to consider notions on �B�X�,Bd�� which are more general

than that of being a domain (equivalently, that of being a dcpo) and ask if these

notions can characterize any properties of �X,d�.
We summarise the generalized notions of directed-completeness which we are

interested in Figure 4.2 below. Notice that the Edalat-Heckmann Theorem is

boxed-up in the figure.
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Figure 4.2: Implication relationships between some notions on �B�X�,Bd��

In this section, we shall look for the missing properties of the metric space

�X,d� in the above figure, indicated by question marks (?).

Before that, we look at some relationships between a metric space and the set

of maximal elements of its poset of formal balls.

Proposition 4.2.1. Let �X,d� be a metric space. Then the following hold.

(i) max�B�X�� � ��x,0� S x >X�.

(ii) The map from X to max�B�X�� that takes x to �x,0� is bijective.

(iii) X endowed with the open ball topology and max�B�X�� endowed with sub-

space topology from the Scott space of �B�X�,Bd�� are homeomorphic.

(iv) �B�X�,Bd�� is a model of �X,Od�.

(v) B�X� � �max�B�X��.

Proof. (i) is [7, Proposition 11], (ii) is obvious and (iii) is true by the paragraph

after [7, Proposition 12]. (iv) is obvious following (iii).

For (v), for any �x, r� > B�X�, it holds that d�x,x� � 0 B r, and so �x, r� Bd�
�x,0� > max�B�X��.
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4.2.1 Baire poset of formal balls

Recall that a topological space is Baire if and only if the countable intersection

of dense open sets is dense.

At this point, we present some independent results related to Baire spaces.

In [19], He, Xi and Zhao showed the following,

Theorem 4.2.2. [19, Lemma 2] Let �P,B� be a dcpo. Then P is Baire if and

only if max�P � is Baire.

We also obtained these results independently, as they can be deduced directly

from Lemmas 4.2.5 and 4.2.7 recorded in this subsection.

We note that He, Xi and Zhao proved the above directly using the definition

of Baire space. In contrast, we prove it using the characterization of Baire spaces

via the Banach-Mazur game. Our method allows us to extend our discussion to

the strong Choquet game in the next subsection more naturally.

Let us first define the Banach-Mazur game.

Definition 4.2.3 (Banach-Mazur game). The Banach-Mazur game is played

on a topological space X by two players α and β. The player β begins the

play by picking a nonempty open set V0. The player α must then pick some

nonempty open set U0 b V0. The game continues in the sense that in each round

n C 1, β will play some nonempty open subset Vn b Un�1 and α will play some

nonempty open subset Un b Vn. The game then gives an infinite descending

sequence of opens V0 c U0 c V1 c U1 c . . . . We say that α (respectively, β)

wins the game if �n>NUn is nonempty (respectively, empty). We say that α

(respectively, β) has a winning strategy if there exists a mapping σ from ev-

ery finite sequence �Vn, Um�0BnBk,0Bm@k (respectively, �Vn, Un�0BnBk) to a play Uk

(respectively, �Vk�1�) such that �nC1Un�� �nC1 Vn� is nonempty (respectively,

empty).

Theorem 4.2.4. [37] A topological space X is Baire if and only if β does not

have a winning strategy in the Banach-Mazur game.

In what follows, we equip all posets (respectively, maximal point space of

posets) with the Scott topology (respectively, subspace topology inherited from
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the Scott topology on the posets). We write P and max�P � to represent the set

with the respective topology whenever it is clear.

Lemma 4.2.5. Let P be a poset where max�P � x g. If max�P � is Baire, then

P is Baire.

Proof. Suppose that P is not Baire. Then by Theorem 4.2.4, β has a winning

strategy in the Banach-Mazur game played on P . For each open subset U � of

max�P �, U � � U 9max�P � for some Scott open subset U of P (using the Axiom

of Choice). We now show that β has a winning strategy in the Banach-Mazur

game played on max�P �. Let V0 be a Scott open subset of P and is played

following the winning strategy φ of β on P . Then let β play V �

0 �� V0 9max�P �
in the Banach-Mazur game played on max�P �.

For each n C 1, let β play V �
n �� Vn 9max�P �, where Vn � φ�V0, U0 9V0, V1, U1 9

V1, ..., Un�1 9 Vn�1� following the winning strategy φ on P . It follows that

�n>N Vn � g and �n>N V �
n � �n>N Vn 9 max�P � b �n>N Vn � g. Thus β has a

winning strategy on max�P �, and so max�P � is not Baire.

Corollary 4.2.6. If a Baire topological space X has a model P , then P is Baire.

Lemma 4.2.7. Let P be a poset where P � �max�P �, i.e., every element is

below some maximal element. If P is Baire, then max�P � is Baire.

Proof. Suppose max�P � is not Baire, then β has a winning strategy φ in the

Banach-Mazur game played on max�P �. For each Scott open set U of P , we

denote by U � the relative open set of max�P � where U � �� U 9 max�P �. We

now show that β has a winning strategy φ in the Banach-Mazur game played

on P . Let β play the Scott open set V0 of P where V �

0 is played using the

winning strategy φ on max�P �. For each round n C 1, let β play Vn 9 Un�1,

where φ�V �

0 , ..., U
�

n�1� � V �
n. Clearly, this defines a legitimate play in the Banach-

Mazur game on P . Also, �n>NUn9max�P � � �n>N�Un9max�P �� � �n>NU �
n � g.

Thus �n>NUn � g, since whenever there exists x > �n>NUn then there exists

m > max�P � such that x Bm, and so m > �n>NU �
n. This completes the proof.

Proposition 4.2.8. �X,Od� is Baire if and only if �B�X�,Bd�� is Baire.
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Proof. �Ô� � Since �B�X�,Bd�� is a model of �X,Od� by Proposition 4.2.1(iv),

the claim follows from Lemma 4.2.5 and the fact that �X,Od� and max�B�X��
are homeomorphic.

�
Ô � By Proposition 4.2.1(v), B�X� satisfies the condition of the poset in

Lemma 4.2.7. It follows that max�B�X�� and �X,Od� are Baire.

Remark 4.2.9.

1. We highlight that we prove Proposition 4.2.8 using results following the

Banach-Mazur game.

2. In particular, for a poset P , observe that we can define a winning strategy

in the Banach-Mazur game on max�P � via a winning strategy on P and

vice versa.

4.2.2 Choquet complete space of formal balls

To discuss the notion of Choquet completeness, one needs to first consider the

strong Choquet game, which is a slight variation of the Banach-Mazur game.

The strong Choquet game was first introduced by Choquet in 1969.

Definition 4.2.10 (Strong Choquet game, Choquet complete). The strong Cho-

quet game is played on a topological space X by two players α and β. The player

β begins the play by picking �V0, x0�, where x0 is a point in X and V0 is an open

neighbourhood of x0. The player α must then pick some �U0, x0�, where U0 is an

open neighbourhood of x0 contained in V0. The game continues in the sense that

in each round n C 1, β will play some �Vn, xn� such that xn > Vn b Un�1 and α will

play some �Un, xn� such that xn > Un b Vn. The game then gives an infinite de-

scending sequence of opens V0 c U0 c V1 c U1 c ... and xn > Un for each n > N. We

say that α (respectively, β) wins the game if �n>NUn is nonempty (respectively,

empty). We say that α (respectively, β) has a winning strategy if there exists a

mapping σ from every finite sequence ��Vn, xn�, �Un, xn��0Bn@k 8 ��Vk, xk�� (re-

spectively, ��Vn, xn�, �Un, xn��0BnBk) to a play �Uk, xk� (respectively, �Vk�1, xk�1�)
such that �nC1Un�� �nC1 Vn� is nonempty (respectively, empty).
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If α (respectively, β) has a winning strategy σ which plays a move �Un, xn�
(respectively, �Vn, xn�) following only �Vn, xn� (respectively, �Un�1, xn�1�), then

we say that α has a stationary winning strategy .

X is said to be Choquet complete if α has a winning strategy in the strong

Choquet game. We say that a poset is Choquet complete if it is Choquet complete

in its Scott topology.

Remark 4.2.11. Clearly, if α has a stationary winning strategy for the strong

Choquet game played on a space X, then X is Choquet complete.

We observe the key difference between the strong Choquet game and the

Banach-Mazur game: the player α has to select a nonempty open set which con-

tains the point selected by β under some requirements. Following the definitions

of the two games and Theorem 4.2.4, we have:

Corollary 4.2.12. Every Choquet complete space is Baire.

In 1969, Choquet showed the following.

Theorem 4.2.13. [5] A metrizable space X is completely metrizable if and only

if X is Choquet complete.

In other words, for any completely metrizable space �X,d�, max�B�X�� is

Choquet complete. So could it be that we can extend the winning strategy

of α in the Choquet game played on max�B�X�� to B�X� and hence obtain

the characterization that a metric space �X,d� is completely metrizable if and

only if �B�X�,Bd�� is Choquet complete? After all, by Proposition 4.2.1(v),

�B�X�,Bd�� is a poset with the property that B�X� � �max�B�X��. This

gives one the intuition that we can define the winning strategy for α in the

strong Choquet game of �B�X�,Bd�� using the winning strategy for α in the

strong Choquet game of max�B�X,d��; as is the case of the Banach-Mazur

game pointed out in Remark 4.2.9.

Moreover, in [19, Lemma 8], the authors cleverly showed that for the dcpo

model P̂ of a T1 space X given in [56, Lemma 1], a winning strategy of α in the
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strong Choquet game on max�P̂ � can be extended to that of α in the strong

Choquet game on P̂ .

This leads us to the question:

Question 4.2.14. Is it true in general that if a poset P is such that �max�P � �
P , then max�P � is Choquet complete implies that P is Choquet complete?

Recall that a poset P is a model of X if X and max�P � are homeomorphic.

Thus the above question is related to the question that He, Xi and Zhao asked

in [19, Remark 2(2) (iii)]:

Question 4.2.15. [19, Remark 2(2)(iii)] Let X be a T1 topological space. If X

has property Q, do all models of it have property Q?

We find that the completeness of �X,d� is not only sufficient for �B�X�,Bd�� to

be Choquet complete but also necessary. This also means that �B�X�,Bd�� is a

domain if and only if �B�X�,Bd�� is Choquet complete. This is counterintuitive:

although it holds that a domain is always Choquet complete in its Scott topology,

the converse need not be true in general. (As an example, simply consider any

continuous poset which is not a domain, and has a top element.) Also, this

entails that we have provided a negative answer to Question 4.2.14, as one just

has to consider the poset �B�X�,Bd�� of a completely metrizable non-complete

metric space �X,d�. (See Corollary 4.2.18.) Let us now prove the above claims

formally.

Proposition 4.2.16. Let �P,B� be a continuous poset. The following are equiv-

alent.

1. α has a stationary winning strategy in the strong Choquet game.

2. P is Choquet complete.

3. Every sequence x0 P x1 P ...P xn P ... has an upper bound.

Proof. �1� Ô� �2� is clear by the definition of Choquet completeness.

�2� Ô� �3�: Consider any sequence x0 P x1 P ...P xn P ... of P . For each

round n > N, let β play �� xn, xn�1�. α will then play the open set Un where
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xn�1 > Un b� xn following α’s winning strategy. We observe that � x0 c U0 c�

x1 c U1 c ..., thus this is a legitimate game play. Since α has a winning strategy,

�n>NUn � �n>N � xn x g and x0 P x1 P ...P xn P ... has an upper bound.

�3� Ô� �1�: At each round n > N, for any �Vn, xn� played by β, we observe

that there exists yn > Vn such that xn >� yn b Vn as P is continuous and hence has

a basis �� y S y > P�. Thus let α play �� yn, xn�. By assumption, �n>N � yn x g

and this completes the proof.

Proposition 4.2.17. The following are equivalent for a metric space �X,d�.

1. �X,d� is complete.

2. �B�X�,Bd�� is a domain.

3. �B�X�,Bd�� is Choquet complete.

Proof. We simply show �3� Ô� �1�, as the equivalence between �1� and �2�
is simply the Edalat-Heckmann Theorem and �2� Ô� �3� is true by Lemma

4.2.16.

Let �xn�n>N be a Cauchy sequence. We define a Cauchy-weighted net from

�xn�n>N in �X,d�. Let xk0 �� x0. For each n C 1, there exists kn > N and

kn A kn�1 such that for each i, j C kn, d�xi, xj� @ 1~2n. Thus we may consider

the sequence �xkn ,2~2n�n>N. This is a Cauchy-weighted net: For each n,m > N,

n @m, d�xkn , xkm� @ 1~2n � 2~2n � 2~2n�1 B 2~2n � 2~2m. In particular, whenever

n @m, it holds that �xkn ,2~2n�P �xkm ,2~2m� by [7, Proposition 7].

Since �B�X�,Bd�� is continuous and Choquet complete, by Proposition 4.2.16,

�xkn ,2~2n�n>N has an upper bound �x, r�. Thus, for each n > N, r B 2~2n and

which gives r � 0. In other words, for any given ε A 0, there exists n > N large

enough such that 2~2n @ ε and d�x,xkn� � d�xkn , x� B 2~2n�0 @ ε. Hence x is the

limit of �xkn�n>N. Finally, we observe that by our definition of �xkn ,2~2n�n>N,

�xkn�n>N is a Cauchy net and is particularly a subnet of �xn�n>N. By Lemma

3.2.7 and the fact that the notions of d-limits and limits coincide for metric

spaces, �xn�n>N has the limit x.

The following answers Question 4.2.14 in the negative.
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Corollary 4.2.18. There exists a poset P where �max�P � � P , max�P � is

Choquet complete and P is not Choquet complete.

Proof. Consider X �� �0,1� and the usual distance d, which is completely metriz-

able and not a complete metric space. Thus �B�X�,Bd�� is not Choquet com-

plete and max�B�X�� is Choquet complete.

Another by-product of Proposition 4.2.17 is an answer to [19, Remark 2(2)(iii)]

where Choquet completeness is the property in concern.

Corollary 4.2.19. If X is Choquet complete, it is not true that all models of it

are Choquet complete.

4.2.3 Bdcpo and generalized formal balls

For a metric space �X,d�, in the case that �B�X�,Bd�� is a bdcpo, it turns out

that this implies that �X,d� is complete.

Proposition 4.2.20. The following are equivalent for a metric space �X,d�.

1. �X,d� is complete.

2. �B�X�,Bd�� is a dcpo.

3. �B�X�,Bd�� is a bdcpo.

Proof. (1) 
� (2) is the Edalat-Heckmann Theorem, and (2) Ô� (3) is true

for any poset. Hence we simply need to show (3) Ô� (1).

Let �xi�i>I be a Cauchy net in �X,d�. By Lemma 4.1.7(i), it has a Cauchy-

weightable subnet �xj�j>J , where �xj, rj�j>J is Cauchy-weighted net. In partic-

ular, �xj�j>J is a Cauchy net. So there exists j0 > J , such that for each j, j� > J

where j0 Z j Z j�, it holds that d�xj, xj�� @ 1. In particular, for each j > j where

j0 Z j, we have d�xj, xj0� � d�xj0 , xj� @ 1 B 1 � rj. Let J0 ��� j0 9 J . So for each

j > J0, �xj,1�rj� Bd� �xj0 ,0�. It is easy to verify that �xj,1�rj�j>J0 is a directed

family. In particular, it has upper bound �xj0 ,0�. So ��xj,1 � rj�j>J0 exists by

hypothesis. Let it be �x, r�. By the fact that every metric space is standard and

Lemma 4.1.4 and Remark 3.4.13, we have that x is the limit of the Cauchy net
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�xj�j>J0 . Observe that J0 is a cofinal directed subfamily of J , and so �xj�j>J0 is a

subnet of �xj�j>J . By Lemma 4.1.7(ii), it holds that �xj�j>J has limit x. Finally,

again by Lemma 4.1.7(ii), it holds that �xi�i>I has limit x and this completes

the proof.

Now, let us consider the notion of generalized formal balls introduced by Tsuiki

and Hattori (2008) in [47, Section 3.1].

In the paper, the authors consider formal balls with negative radii for a metric

space �X,d�. We denote BG�X� ��X �R and define Bd
�

on BG�X� just like the

case for B�X�, where �x, r� Bd� �y, s� if d�x, y� B r�s. In particular, the authors

obtained several interesting relationships between the different topologies (e.g.

Scott topology, Lawson topology, product topology) endowed on �BG�X�,Bd��
(e.g. [47, Proposition 5 and Lemma 6]). From an order-theoretical view, while

BG�X� also enjoys properties like (1) �x, r�P �y, s� if and only if d�x, y� @ r� s
and �BG�X�,Bd�� is a continuous poset, the authors pointed out in [47, Remark

4] that it is not true that �X,d� is complete if and only if �BG�X�,Bd�� is a

dcpo. This is indeed clear by the following observations.

Proposition 4.2.21. Let �P,B� be a dcpo. Every element is below some maxi-

mal element.

Proof. This is a special case of the Hausdorff maximality principle.

Proposition 4.2.22. The poset �BG�X�,Bd�� has no maximal element.

Proof. Indeed, for any �x, r� > BG�X�, �x, r� Bd
� �x, r � 1� > BG�X� and

�x, r� x �x, r � 1�.
Following the idea of defining formal balls with negative radii for a metric

space, it is then natural to use this same definition for a quasi-metric space. In

particular, there seems to be a gap in terms of the order-theoretical properties

of �BG�X�,Bd�� in the case where �X,d� is a complete metric space or more

generally, a Yoneda complete quasi-metric space. We shall discuss our findings

in this short section.
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Lemma 4.2.23. Let �xi, ri�i>I be a directed family in �B�X�,Bd��. The follow-

ing are equivalent.

1. �xi, ri�i>I has supremum �x, r� in �B�X�,Bd��.

2. �xi, ri � a�i>I has supremum �x, r � a� in �BG�X�,Bd�� for any a > R.

Proof. We first note that �x, r� is an upper bound of �xi, ri�i>I if and only if

�x, r � a� is an upper bound of �xi, ri � a�i>I as it can be verified directly that

the mapping � a � �x, r�( �x, r � a� is an order-embedding.

�1� Ô� �2�: Let �y, s� be an upper bound of �xi, ri � a�i>I . Hence �y, s � a�
is an upper bound of �xi, ri�i>I in �BG�X�,Bd��, as � a � �x, r� ( �x, r � a� is

also an order-embedding. In particular, �y, s�a� is an upper bound of �xi, ri�i>I
in �B�X�,Bd��. By assumption, �x, r� Bd� �y, s � a�, and �x, r � a� Bd� �y, s�.

�2� Ô� �1�: Let �z, t� be an upper bound of �xi, ri�i>I . So �z, t � a� is an

upper bound of �xi, ri � a�i>I in �BG�X�,Bd�� and �x, r � a� Bd� �z, t � a�. Thus

�x, r� Bd� �z, t� and this completes the proof.

The following result can be verified straightforwardly but we present the proof

for completeness. For any poset �P,B� and subsets A,B such that A b B b P ,

we use �BA to denote the existing supremum of A in the subposet �B,B�.
Lemma 4.2.24. Let �P,B� be a poset and S be a d-closed subset of P . If �P,B�
is a bdcpo, then �S,B� is a bdcpo.

Proof. Let �P,B� be a bdcpo, and D be a directed subset of S with an upper

bound y > S. Thus D is a directed subset of P with an upper bound y > P . It

follows that �P D exists in �P,B�. Since S is a d-closed subset of P , �SD �

�P D > S.

Lemma 4.2.25. B�X� is a d-closed subset of BG�X�.

Proof. Let �xi, ri�i>I be a directed subset of B�X� and suppose it has supremum

�x, r� > BG�X�. By Lemma 4.1.4, r � infi>I ri C 0. Since each ri C 0, this gives

that r C 0, and hence �x, r� > B�X�.
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Proposition 4.2.26. The following are equivalent for a metric space �X,d�.

1. �BG�X�,Bd�� is a bdcpo.

2. �B�X�,Bd�� is a bdcpo.

Proof. (1) Ô� (2) is true by Lemmas 4.2.24 and 4.2.25.

(2) Ô� (1): Let �xi, ri�i>I be a directed family in �BG�X�,Bd�� with some

upper bound �y, s�. If s C 0, then each ri C s C 0 and �xi, ri�i>I is a directed

family with an upper bound �y, s� in �B�X�,Bd��. So �xi, ri�i>I has supremum

by assumption.

Suppose instead that s @ 0. Observe that ri C s, so ri�s C 0. Thus �xi, ri�s�i>I
is a directed family bounded by �y,0� in �B�X�,Bd�� which then has some

supremum �x, r� by hypothesis. We shall show that �x, r � s� is the supremum

of �xi, ri�i>I in �BG�X�,Bd��. Clearly, �x, r � s� is an upper bound of �xi, ri�i>I
in �BG�X�,Bd�� since �s � �x, r�( �x, r�s� is an order-embedding. It remains

to prove that �x, r � s� is the least upper bound of �xi, ri�i>I in �BG�X�,Bd��.
Let �y�, s�� be another upper bound of �xi, ri�i>I . We consider cases.

Case 1: If s� C 0, we again note that each ri C s� C 0 and �xi, ri�i>I has

some supremum �x�, r�� in �B�X�,Bd��. Since �X,d� is standard and �s A 0,

�xi, ri � s�i>I has supremum �x�, r� � s� by Lemma 4.1.4, and so x � x�, r � r� � s.

Hence �x�, r�� � �x, r � s� Bd� �y�, s��.
Case 2: If s� @ 0, then �y�,�s� is an upper bound of �xi, ri � s � s��i>I in

�B�X�,Bd��, because d�xi, y�� B ri � s� � �ri � s � s�� � ��s�. We again use the

assumption that �X,d� is standard to obtain that �xi, ri�s�s��i>I has supremum

�x, r � s��. Thus �x, r � s�� Bd� �y�,�s� and �x, r � s� Bd� �y�, s��. This completes

the proof.

We are now ready to give the promised characterization of a complete metric

space using its poset of generalized formal balls.

Corollary 4.2.27. �X,d� is complete if and only if �BG�X�,Bd�� is a bdcpo.

Proof. We simply use Proposition 4.2.26 and Proposition 4.2.20, and the fact

that every metric space is standard.
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We gather in one place all the characterizations for complete metric spaces

using the formal balls that we added to the Edalat-Heckmann Theorem.

Theorem 4.2.28. Let �X,d� be a metric space. The following are equivalent.

1. �X,d� is complete.

2. �B�X�,Bd�� is a domain.

3. �B�X�,Bd�� is a dcpo.

4. �B�X�,Bd�� is Choquet complete.

5. �B�X�,Bd�� is a bdcpo.

6. �BG�X�,Bd�� is a bdcpo.

4.3 Concluding remarks

In this chapter, we discussed the intrinsic properties of the formal balls to high-

light why they are so useful in characterizing the notion of completeness of the

quasi-metric and metric spaces. In particular, Lemmas 4.1.1 and 4.1.4 will fea-

ture prominently at several instances of the proofs in the subsequent chapters.

We obtained several weaker sufficiency conditions for complete metric spaces

using formal balls. The results may appear trifling at first glance. In their

defense, they play a part in revealing the distinctive features of the formal balls

of metric spaces. The role of the symmetry axiom and standard property of

metric spaces stood out clearly at the back end of our research, as attempts

to upgrade the results to quasi-metric spaces prove to be unsuccessful. Also, it

should be mentioned that the notions of directed completeness and bounded-

directed completeness are incomparable with Choquet completeness.

In the process of the above, we showed that there exists a poset where every

element is below some maximal element and is such that the subspace of maximal

elements is Choquet complete while the poset is not. Since the notion of Choquet

completeness of metric spaces coincides exactly with the notion of completely
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metrizability, it makes one wonder if formal balls can be used to characterize

completely metrizable metric spaces.

Also, we have obtained that the completeness of a metric space is a necessary

condition for the poset of formal balls of a metric space to be a bdcpo. In

another step of this direction, one may wonder whether it is also a necessary

condition for the poset of formal balls of a metric space to be a local dcpo.

We close this chapter by recording two open problems which we are interested

in.

Question 4.3.1.

1. Can we fully characterize the completely metrizable metric spaces using

their posets of formal balls?

2. What are the necessary and sufficient conditions for the poset of formal

balls of a metric space to be a local dcpo?
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Chapter 5

Continuous and quasi-continuous
quasi-metric Spaces

The notion of approximations is an important one in domain theory. Domains,

which are the continuous dcpos, form one of the most important types of struc-

tures in domain theory for possessing many rich properties. In developing do-

main theory in the quantitative realm, Waszkiewicz introduced the notion of

continuous Q-categories in [49, Definition 3.4] (which generalizes continuous

posets) and studied their relations to the analogous notions of Scott-continuous

maps, rounded ideals etc. In [26, Theorem 9.1], Kostanek and Waszkiewicz

showed that continuous Q-categories are exactly those whose posets of formal

balls are domains satisfying certain conditions. Since the scope of our thesis

deals with the special case where Q � �0,ª�, i.e., the quasi-metric spaces, we

present their result in the following manner.

Theorem 5.0.1. [26, Theorem 9.1]

1. If �X,d� is continuous Yoneda-complete then �B�X�,Bd�� is a domain,

where

�x, r�P �y, s� 
� w�x, y� @ r � s.
2. If �B�X�,Bd�� is a domain and

there exists some map v �X �X Ð� �0,ª�, such that

�x, r�P �y, s� 
� v�x, y� @ r � s, (�)

then �X,d� is a continuous Yoneda complete quasi-metric space.

87
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A natural next step following Waszkiewicz’s lead is to ask the following ques-

tion:

Question 5.0.2. What is a meaningful notion of quasi-continuous Yoneda com-

plete quasi-metric spaces?

Domain theorists will be familiar with the notion of quasi-continuity, or more

specifically quasi-continuous dcpos, as such posets enjoy many properties that

continuous dcpos enjoy. It should be expected that the definition of quasi-

continuous Yoneda complete quasi-metric spaces needs to encompass that of

quasi-continuous dcpos, since every dcpo can be seen as a Yoneda complete

quasi-metric space. Also, since the notion of quasi-continuous dcpos generalizes

continuous dcpos for posets, it should also be expected that the proposed notion

of quasi-continuous Yoneda complete quasi-metric space be a generalization of

that of the analogous continuous Yoneda complete quasi-metric space studied

by Waszkiewicz.

In this chapter, we propose a definition of quasi-continuous Yoneda complete

quasi-metric spaces that fulfills the two expectations mentioned above.

Furthermore, we have that the poset of formal balls of a quasi-continuous

Yoneda complete quasi-metric space is a quasi-continuous dcpo. We also obtain

the converse, albeit in the presence of some other condition (Theorem 5.3.12).

These results answer the Research Question 1 mentioned in Chapter 1. Also,

by introducing the notion of the hyperspace of finitely-generated subsets of a

quasi-metric space which generalizes the notion of the poset of finitely-generated

sets ordered by reverse inclusion, we extend the result [21, Proposition 4.5] due

to Heckmann and Keimel, by showing that the hyperspace of finitely-generated

subsets of a quasi-metric space is continuous if and only if the quasi-metric space

is quasi-continuous Yoneda complete (Theorem 5.4.11).

There are two ways in which one can look at these results. Firstly, Theorem

5.3.12 can be seen as another characterization that yet again demonstrates the

close correspondence of the degrees of completeness and approximations of quasi-

metric spaces and their posets of formal balls. Also, as pointed out above,

Theorem 5.4.11 is a generalization of [21, Proposition 4.5]. We would like to
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point out that another way to look at this is that Theorems 5.3.12 and 5.4.11

also demonstrate the validity of our proposed notion of quasi-continuous Yoneda

complete quasi-metric spaces following the current development in the domain

theory literature (particularly Theorem 1.1.1 and [21, Proposition 4.5].

We outline the chapter as follows. In Section 5.1, we introduce the notions

of continuous quasi-metric space and quasi-continuous quasi-metric space and

prove some basic results involving the latter. In Section 5.2, we show that the

condition (�) in [26, Theorem 9.1] can be dropped, i.e., a quasi-metric space is

continuous Yoneda complete if and only if its poset of formal balls is a domain.

We then show that quasi-continuous Yoneda complete quasi-metric spaces can

be characterized by their domains of formal balls with certain conditions in

Section 5.3.

In Section 5.4, we obtain an extension of [21, Proposition 4.5] by consider-

ing the notion of the hyperspace of finitely-generated subsets of a quasi-metric

space. We present some results related to the approximations on the poset

of formal balls in Section 5.5. Using various posets of formal balls, we show

that a quasi-metric space �X,d� is continuous Yoneda complete if and only if

�B�X�, d�� is continuous Yoneda complete, and �B�X�, d�� is quasi-continuous

Yoneda complete if �X,d� is quasi-continuous Yoneda complete. Finally, we give

a conclusion in Section 5.6.

5.1 Preliminaries and basic results

Throughout this chapter, we write x for �x� whenever there is no confusion.

Recall that Pf�X� denotes the set of all nonempty finite subsets of any given

set X. For any preordered set �P,B�, x >X and a nonempty finite subset F b P ,

we denote �x �� �y > P S x B y� and �F �� �x>F �x. Also, we say that x is a

supremum of a subset D b P if �x � �d>D �d. In the case where the existing

supremum of a subset D is unique (e.g., when B is a partial order), we denote

the supremum by �D.

Let �X,d� be a quasi-metric space in the sequel unless otherwise stated.

Definition 5.1.1.
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1. Let Sd � Pf�X��Pf�X�Ð� �0,ª� be defined by Sd�F,G� �� maxy>G minx>F d�x, y�.
It can be easily verified that �Pf�X�, Sd� is a hemi-metric space.

2. (Continuous Yoneda complete quasi-metric space)[49, Definitions 3.2 and

3.4]

(a) Define the (elemental) way-below mapping wd �X �X Ð� �0,ª� by

wd�x, y� �� sup
�hi�i>I has d�limit h

lim sup
i>I

d�x,hi��̇d�y, h�.

(b) A Yoneda complete quasi-metric space �X,d� is continuous if for each

x >X, there exists some Cauchy net �yi�i>I in �X,d� where

(i) wd��, x� � lim supi>I d��, yi�, and

(ii) x is the d-limit of �yi�i>I .
3. (Quasi-continuous Yoneda complete quasi-metric space)

(a) Define the (finite-set) way-below mapping W d � Pf�X� � Pf�X� Ð�
�0,ª� by

W d�F,G� �� sup
�hi�i>I has d�limit h

lim sup
i>I

Sd�F,hi��̇Sd�G,h�,

(b) A Yoneda complete quasi-metric space �X,d� is quasi-continuous if

for each x > X, there exists some Cauchy net �Gi�i>I in �Pf�X�, Sd�
where

(i) W d��, x� � lim supi>I S
d��,Gi� for some Cauchy net �Gi�i>I , and

(ii) x is an Sd-limit of �Gi�i>I .
Remark 5.1.2.

1. As �Pf�X�, Sd� is a hemi-metric space, the Sd-limit of Cauchy nets in

�Pf�X�, Sd� may not be unique in general.

2. If �X,d� is a poset, then it holds that Sd�F,G� � 0 if and only if �F c �G

if and only if F B G by the definition of the Smyth preorder on Pf�X�.
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3. Also, W d�F,G� � 0 if and only if F P G, where P is the usual way-below

relation defined for finite subsets: F P G if for each directed subset D bX

with supremum �D, G B �D implies that F B d for some d >D. Here we

caution the reader to understand that “G B �D” means “G B ��D�” in

light of the writing convention we mentioned at the onset of this section.

4. An alert reader may have realized that one can also propose the (finite-set)

way-below mapping as follows:

W �d�F,G� �� sup
�hi�i>I has d�limit h

min
x>F

lim sup
i>I

d�x,hi��̇min
y>G

d�y, h�.

This is because such a map will still give the usual way-below relation

when �X,d� is a poset. We shall show that such a definition is equivalent

to our proposed definition for any quasi-metric space by Lemma 5.1.7.

5. When we ‘restrict’ the domain of W d to X �X, d and Sd coincide, i.e, by

equating �x� with x, d and Sd coincide, and W d and wd coincide.

6. In [49, Section 4], Waszkiewicz considered several mappings between finite

subsets of X. In particular, the S map considered by Waszkiewicz is

exactly our Sd, which generalizes the Smyth preorder. However, we point

out that the corresponding map s � Pf�X� � Pf�X� Ð� �0,ª� considered

in [49, Section 4] by Waszkiewicz is different from our W d. Waszkiewicz

defined s to be

s�F,G� �� max
y>G

min
x>F

wd�x, y� � max
y>G

min
x>F

sup
�hi�i>I has d�limit h

lim sup
i>I

d�x,hi��̇d�y, h�.
Note that s�F,G� does not ‘reduce’ to the usual way-below relation defined

between finite subsets in the event when �X,d� is a poset, whereas our

definition of W d does (see (3)).

Proposition 5.1.3. For any F,G > Pf�X�, W d�F,G� C Sd�F,G�.

Proof. We pick any y0 > G, and we simply observe that y0 is a d-limit of the

constant net �y0�.
SoW d�F,G� C minx>F lim supd�x, y0��̇miny>G d�y, y0� � minx>F d�x, y0� � Sd�F, y0�.

Hence W d�F,G� C maxy0>G S
d�F, y0� � Sd�F,G�.
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Remark 5.1.4. In the case where �X,d� is a poset, the preceding proposition

implies that whenever F P G, then F B G. Here, we write B for the preorder on

Pf�X� where B is inherited from the underlying order on the set X.

Proposition 5.1.5. x is a d-limit of the Cauchy net �xi�i>I if and only if x is

an Sd-limit of the Cauchy net �xi�i>I .

Proof. We simply show the �Ô� � direction as the �
Ô � direction is clear.

LetG > Pf�X� be given. By definition, lim supi>I S
d�xi,G� � lim supi>I maxy>G d�xi, y�

which is equal to maxy>G lim supi>I d�xi, y� by [13, Exercise 7.1.12]. By our sup-

position, d�x, y� � lim supi>I d�xi, y�. Therefore,

lim sup
i>I

max
y>G

d�xi, y� � max
y>G

lim sup
i>I

d�xi, y�
� max

y>G
d�x, y�

� Sd�x,G�.

Remark 5.1.6. The preceding proposition extends the observation that a di-

rected family �xi�i>I of a poset �X,d� has the supremum x if and only if ��xi��i>I
has the supremum �x� in �Pf�X�,B�, i.e., �i>I �xi � �x.

Lemma 5.1.7. Let �xi�i>I be a Cauchy net and G > Pf�X�. Then it holds that

lim sup
i>I

Sd�G,xi� �� lim sup
i>I

min
y>G

d�y, xi�
� min

y>G
lim sup

i>I
d�y, xi�.

In particular, W d �W �d, where W �d has earlier been defined in Remark 5.1.2(4).

Proof. We simply prove the first claim as the second claim follows immediately.

Recall that lim supi>I S
d�G,xi� � lim supi>I miny>G d�y, xi�. Clearly, we have

that miny>G lim supi>I d�y, xi� C lim supi>I miny>G d�y, xi�. Let ε A 0 be given.

There exists i0 > I such that for all i0 Z i Z i�, d�xi, xi�� @ ε as �xi�i>I is Cauchy.

Consider such xi, xi� , and choose y1 > G such that d�y1, xi� � miny>G d�y, xi�. So
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d�y1, xi�� B d�y1, xi�� d�xi, xi�� @ d�y1, xi�� ε. Hence by taking lim sup over i� on

both sides,

lim sup
i�>I, iZi�

d�y1, xi�� B d�y1, xi� � ε
� min

y>G
d�y, xi� � ε,

and

lim sup
i�>I

d�y1, xi�� � lim sup
i�>I, iZi�

d�y1, xi��
B min

y>G
d�y, xi� � ε

by [13, Exercise 7.1.14].

So miny>G lim supi�>I d�y, xi�� B miny>G d�y, xi� � ε. Taking lim sup over i on

both sides, we have miny>G lim supi�>I d�y, xi�� B lim supi>I miny>G d�y, xi� � ε. As

ε is arbitrary, it follows that miny>G lim supi>I d�y, xi� B lim supi>I miny>G d�y, xi�,
and miny>G lim supi>I d�y, xi� � lim supi>I miny>G d�y, xi� as claimed.

The notion of continuous quasi-metric spaces was considered by Waszkiewicz

in [49, Section 3]. We have the following.

Proposition 5.1.8. Every continuous Yoneda complete quasi-metric space �X,d�
is quasi-continuous.

Proof. This is immediate from Theorem 5.3.12. However, we show the proof for

completeness and for us to discuss some properties which will be useful in the

later part of the paper.

Since �X,d� is continuous, wd��, x� � lim supi>I d��, xi�, where �xi�i>I a Cauchy

net in �X,d� and has d-limit x. Clearly, ��xi��i>I is a Cauchy net in �Pf�X�, Sd�.
We claim thatW d��, x� � lim supi>I S

d��, xi�, i.e., for eachG > Pf�X�, W d�G,x� �
lim supi>I S

d�G,xi� � lim supi>I miny>G d�y, xi�.
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Firstly,

W d�G,x� � sup
�hi�i>Ihas d-limit h

min
y>G

lim sup
i>I

d�y, hi��̇d�x,h� (by Lemma 5.1.7)

B min
y>G

sup
�hi�i>Ihas d-limit h

lim sup
i>I

d�y, hi��̇d�x,h�
� min

y>G
wd�y, x�

� min
y>G

lim sup
i>I

d�y, xi�.
Suppose for the sake of contradiction that the inequality is strict. So for each

Cauchy net �hi�i>I with d-limit h,

min
y>G

lim sup
i>I

d�y, hi��̇d�x,h� @ min
y>G

lim sup
i>I

d�y, xi�.
In particular, consider the Cauchy net �xi�i>I which has the d-limit x. Pick

any y0 > G such that lim supi>I d�y0, xi� � miny>G lim supi>I d�y, xi�. Hence

lim sup
i>I

d�y0, xi��̇d�x,x� � lim sup
i>I

d�y0, xi�
@ min

y>G
lim sup

i>I
d�y, xi�

� lim sup
i>I

d�y0, xi�,
which is a contradiction. It follows that

W d�G,x� � min
y>G

lim sup
i>I

d�y, xi� � min
y>G

wd�y, x�. (*)

Hence W d�G,x� � lim supi>I miny>G d�y, xi� � lim supi>I S
d�G,xi� by Lemma

5.1.7.

By Proposition 5.1.5, x is the Sd-limit of �xi�i>I . Hence the proof is complete.

Remark 5.1.9.

1. Proposition 5.1.8 generalizes the result that every continuous dcpo is quasi-

continuous.

2. By its proof, we also have that whenever wd��, x� � lim supi>I d��, xi� for

some Cauchy net �xi�i>I that has d-limit x, thenW d��, x� � lim supi>I S
d��, xi�

and �xi�i>I has d-limit x.
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3. By (*) in the proof of Proposition 5.1.8, we obtain a generalization for the

result that in a continuous dcpo, a finite subset G is such that G P x if

and only if there exists y > G, y P x.

Following Proposition 5.1.8, any complete metric space and the Sorgenfrey line

are quasi-continuous as quasi-metric spaces since they are already continuous.

For an example of quasi-continuous Yoneda complete quasi-metric space which

is not continuous, we can simply retrieve it from the quasi-continuous posets.

Example 5.1.10. We shall see in Proposition 5.3.14 that a dcpo �X,d� is quasi-

continuous as a quasi-metric space if and only if it is quasi-continuous as a poset.

This is a direct consequence of Theorem 5.3.12.

So far, we have given examples of quasi-continuous Yoneda complete quasi-

metric spaces using continuous Yoneda complete quasi-metric spaces and quasi-

continuous dcpos. In Example 5.1.11, we shall demonstrate another example of

a quasi-continuous Yoneda complete quasi-metric space which is not continuous.

Example 5.1.11. Consider the quasi-continuous poset �X,B� which is not con-

tinuous given in Example 2.3.35, where X �� ��0,0�, ω�8 ��1��N� and for each

x > X, x B ω and �1,m� B �1, n� if m B n. We shall use this order to aid our

description of the proposed quasi-metric d.

Define d on X as follows: If x ~B y, d�x, y� ��ª; otherwise:

1. d��1,m�, �1, n�� �� 1~2m � 1~2n;

2. d��0,0�, ω� �� 0;

3. d��1, n�, ω� �� 1~2n.

Figure 5.1 gives a pictorial representation of the space �X,d�; an arrow is

drawn from one node x to another node y if and only if d�x, y� x ª, with the

value of d�x, y� annotating the arrow.
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ω

�1, n�

�1,m�

�1,1�

�1,0��0,0�

0

1~20
� 1~211~20
� 1~211~20
� 1~21

1~21
� 1~2m

1~2m � 1~2n

�

�

� 1~2n

Figure 5.1: Example of a quasi-continuous Yoneda Complete quasi-metric space

Then �X,d� is a quasi-continuous Yoneda complete quasi-metric space which

is not continuous. We refer the reader to Appendix A for the verification of this

example.

In the remainder of this section, we discuss some basic properties of Sd-limits

of Cauchy nets of the hemi-metric space �Pf�X�, Sd� and the mapping W d �

Pf�X� �Pf�X�Ð� �0,ª�.
Since the Cauchy nets of the hemi-metric space �Pf�X�, Sd� can have more

than one Sd-limit, it is natural to ask if there are any relationships between the

Sd-limits of a given Cauchy net.

Proposition 5.1.12. If �x� and F are Sd-limits of a Cauchy net �Fi�i>I in

�Pf�X�, Sd�, then x > F .

In particular, it follows that if F � �y�, then x � y.

Proof. We note that Sd�x,F � � lim supi>I S
d�Fi, F � � Sd�F,F � � 0 and Sd�F,x� �

lim supi>I S
d�Fi, x� � Sd�x,x� � 0. So maxy>F d�x, y� � 0 and miny>F d�y, x� � 0.
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It follows from the first equality that for each y > F , d�x, y� � 0, while the second

equality implies that there exists y0 > F such that d�y0, x� � 0. Since �X,d� is

a quasi-metric space, considering the two equalities together gives that x � y0,

and x > F .

The second claim is then obvious.

We shall look at some properties of the hyperspace of ��0,ª�, dR�.
Example 5.1.13. Let �X,d� be the Yoneda quasi-metric space ��0,ª�, dR�. We

have the following.

1. For any F,G > Pf�X�, Sd�F,G� � min�F ��̇min�G�.
2. For any Cauchy net �Fi�i>I of �Pf�X�, Sd�, its Sd-limit is any F > Pf�X�

with min�F � � lim supi>I min�Fi�.
3. �Pf�X�, Sd� is Yoneda complete.

Proof. For (i), clearly, we have

Sd�F,G� � max
y>G

min
x>F

d�x, y�
� max

y>G
min
x>F

�x�̇y�
� min

x>F
x�̇min

y>G
y

� min�F ��̇min�G�.
For (ii), let �Fi�i>I be a Cauchy net of �Pf�X�, Sd�. So for any ε A 0, there

exists i0 > I such that for each i, i� > I, i0 Z i Z i�, it holds that Sd�Fi, Fi�� �

min�Fi��̇min�Fi�� @ ε, so �min�Fi��i>I forms a Cauchy net.

The d-limit of �min�Fi��i>I is given by lim supi>I min�Fi� (see [13, Exercise

7.1.16]). We now prove our claim by showing that F is a Sd-limit of �Fi�i>I .
Let G > Pf�X�. Sd�F,G� � min�F ��̇min�G� � lim supi>I min�Fi��̇min�G� �

lim supi>I S
d�Fi,G�.

Following (ii), (iii) is immediate as for any net �ri�i>I in �X,d�, lim supi>I ri

exists.

While �Pf�X�, Sd� is generally not a quasi-metric space, it is if �X,d� is T1.
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Example 5.1.14. Let �X,d� be a T1 quasi-metric space (e.g., the quasi-metric

space �R, dl� representing the Sorgenfrey line, where dl�x, y� � y �x if x B y and

ª otherwise).

Then �Pf�X�, Sd� is a quasi-metric space.

Proof. Let F,G > Pf�X� such that Sd�F,G� � Sd�G,F � � 0. Hence we have

that maxy>G minx>F d�x, y� � 0, i.e., for every y > G, there exists x > F such that

d�x, y� � 0. Since �X,d� is T1, x � y, so y > F and F c G. By symmetry, G c F .

So F � G.

There are many pleasing properties of the way below relation P defined on

the usual posets. The following is one such example.

Proposition 5.1.15. [21, Corollary 4.3] Let �P,B� be a poset and F,G > Pf�P �.

F P G if and only if F P y for each y > G.

We generalize this to the case of W d defined on quasi-metric spaces.

Proposition 5.1.16. For any F,G > Pf�X�, W d�F,G� � maxy>GW d�F, y�.

Proof. We fix a Cauchy net �hi�i>I which has a d-limit h.

Firstly,

min
x>F

lim sup
i>I

d�x,hi��̇min
y>G

d�y, h� � max
y>G

min
x>F

lim sup
i>I

d�x,hi��̇d�y, h�.

Therefore

W d�F,G� � sup
�hi�i>I has d�limit h

min
x>F

lim sup
i>I

d�x,hi��̇min
y>G

d�y, h�
� sup

�hi�i>I has d�limit h

min
x>F

max
y>G

�lim sup
i>I

d�x,hi��̇d�y, h��
� sup

�hi�i>I has d�limit h

max
y>G

min
x>F

�lim sup
i>I

d�x,hi��̇d�y, h��
� max

y>G
sup

�hi�i>I has d�limit h

min
x>F

�lim sup
i>I

d�x,hi��̇d�y, h��
� max

y>G
W d�F, y�.

This completes the proof.
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When ‘restricted’ to the case of posets, the preceding gives an immediate

alternative proof to Proposition 5.1.15.

Corollary 5.1.17. If �X,d� is a poset and F,G > Pf�X�, then F P G if and

only if F P y for all y > G.

Proof. We note that F P G if and only ifW d�F,G� � 0 if and only if maxy>GW d�F, y� �
0 if and only if for all y > G, F P y.

In order theory, we have the notion of an auxiliary binary relation on any

preordered set. Waszkiwicz considered the following analogue.

Definition 5.1.18. [49, Definition 3.1] Let �X,d� be a hemi-metric space. A

mapping v � X �X Ð� �0,ª� is auxiliary if for all x, y, z, and t, the following

hold.

(i) d�x, y� B v�x, y�,
(ii) v�x, t� B d�x, y� � v�y, z� � d�z, t�.

Proposition 5.1.19. The mapping W d � �Pf�X�, Sd� � �Pf�X�, Sd� Ð� �0,ª�
is auxiliary.

Proof. Following Proposition 5.1.3, it is clear that W d satisfies condition (i) for

it to be auxiliary. Thus we simply show that condition (ii) holds for W d as well.

Let F,G,H,T > Pf�X� be given and fix a Cauchy net �si�i>I with d-limit s.

We have that Sd�F, si� B Sd�F,G� � Sd�G,si�, so

lim sup
i>I

Sd�F, si� B Sd�F,G� � lim sup
i>I

Sd�G,si�.

Also, Sd�H,s� B Sd�H,T � � Sd�T, s�, so

�Sd�T, s� B Sd�H,T � � Sd�H,s�.

Combining the two inequalities, we have

lim sup
i>I

Sd�F, si� � Sd�T, s� B Sd�F,G� � lim sup
i>I

Sd�G,si� � Sd�H,s� � Sd�H,T �,
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and hence

lim sup
i>I

Sd�F, si��̇Sd�T, s� B Sd�F,G� � lim sup
i>I

Sd�G,si��̇Sd�H,s� � Sd�H,T �.

Since �si�i>I is arbitrary, W d�F,T � B Sd�F,G� � W d�G,H� � Sd�H,T � as

claimed.

Remark 5.1.20. Compare this with the case where �X,d� is a poset: this

result implies that for any F,G,H,T > Pf�X�, F B G P H B T implies that

Sd�F,G� � W d�G,H� � Sd�H,T � � 0, which implies that W d�F,T � � 0, i.e.,

F P T .

We then have the following.

Corollary 5.1.21. The mapping W � �Pf�X�, Sd� � �Pf�X�, Sd� Ð� �0,ª�
satisfies the triangle inequality, i.e., for any F,G,H > Pf�X�,

W d�F,G� BW d�F,H� �W d�H,G�.

Proof. This is straightforward because W d is auxiliary and hence W d�F,G� B
Sd�F,F � �W d�F,H� � Sd�H,G� BW d�F,H� �W d�H,G�.
Proposition 5.1.22. If �X,d� is a metric space, then

1. wd and d coincide.

2. W d and Sd coincide.

Proof. It suffices to show (ii) as (i) can be obtained by ‘restricting’ the domain

of W d and Sd to X �X, i.e., by equating �x� with x.

Let F,G > Pf�X� be given, and �hi�i>I be a Cauchy net with d-limit h. Then

lim sup
i>I

Sd�F,hi��̇Sd�G,h� � min
x>F

lim sup
i>I

d�x,hi��̇min
y>G

d�y, h� �by Lemma 5.1.7�
� min

x>F
lim sup

i>I
d�hi, x��̇min

y>G
d�y, h�

� min
x>F

d�h,x��̇min
y>G

d�y, h�
� max

y>G
min
x>F

�d�h,x��̇d�y, h�.
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Note that for each x0 > F, y0 > G and h >X, d�x0, h� B d�x0, y0� � d�y0, h�, so

min
x>F

d�x,h��̇d�y0, h� B d�x0, h��̇d�y0, h�
B d�x0, y0�.

Since x0 > F is chosen arbitrarily,

min
x>F

d�x,h��̇d�y0, h� B min
x>F

d�x0, y0�
B max

y>G
min
x>F

d�x, y�
� Sd�F,G�.

Thus lim supi>I S
d�F,hi��̇Sd�G,h� B Sd�F,G� and since �hi�i>I are chosen arbi-

trarily, W d�F,G� B Sd�F,G�.

5.2 Continuous Yoneda complete quasi-metric

space

In this short section, we show that condition ��� in Theorem 5.0.1 can be

dropped. In particular, we obtain the theorem that the continuous Yoneda

complete quasi-metric spaces are exactly those whose formal balls are domains.

Some results leading to this theorem were already given in the original version

[15] submitted by Goubault-Larrecq. As such, we will only show the proofs to

the results which we contributed in the final version of the paper [18].

Let �X,d� be a standard quasi-metric space throughout this section.

Proposition 5.2.1. [18, Proposition 2.4(2)] Let a > R� and �xi, ri�i>I be a

directed family in �B�X�,Bd��. If �xi, ri�i>I has supremum �x, r�, then �xi, ri �
a�i>I has supremum �x, r � a�.

Lemma 5.2.2. [18, Lemma 3.2] Let a > R� and �x, r�, �y, s� > B�X�. If it holds

that �x, r � a�P �y, s � a�, then �x, r�P �y, s�.

The converse to the above is generally not true. This can be exhibited by the

following counterexample.
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Example 5.2.3. Let X be the disjoint union of �0,1� with the Sorgenfrey quasi-

metric dl, with two extra points. Let these two points be �2 and �1.

We extend dl to a quasi-metric d on X by letting d�x, y� � ª if x A y, and

when x B y, we let

d�x, y� �

¢̈̈̈
¨̈̈̈̈
¨̈¦̈̈
¨̈̈̈̈
¨̈̈¤

y � x if x, y > �0,1�,
ª if x > ��1,�2� and y > �0,1�,
a if x � �1 and y � 1,

b if x � �2 and y � �1,

c if x � �2 and y � 1.

We refer to Figure 5.2 for the definitions of d�x, y� for x @ y on X.

Figure 5.2: Example of a standard quasi-metric space �X,d� where the way-
below is not standard on �B�X�,Bd��

If �xi�i>I is a Cauchy net in �X,d� which is not eventually constant, then

�xi�i>I must be an increasing net (with respect to the usual order) in �0,1�. It

can then be easily verified that the d-limit of �xi�i>I is given by lim supi>I xi.

Hence �X,d� is Yoneda complete, which is standard.

However, we now verify that the way-below relation on �X,d� is not standard.

Fix some arbitrary real number b� A b, and we check that ��2, b��P ��1,0�. Let

�xi, ri�i>I be a directed family with supremum �x, r� which is above ��1,0�.
Since d��1, x� B 0 � r, we must have r � 0, and then a case analysis on x shows
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that x � �1. (The inequality a A 0 serves to show that x � 1 is impossible.) Since

r � infi>I ri, ri must be strictly less than b A 0 for i large enough, and then the

inequality �xi, ri� Bd� �x, r� � ��1,0� implies xi � �1. Then d��2,�1� � b B b� � ri
for i large enough, which shows that ��2, b�� Bd

� ��1, ri� � �xi, ri� for i large

enough. It remains to check that ��2, b� � a� is not way-below ��1, a�. Let

�xn, rn� � �1 � 1~2n�1,1 � 1~2n�1�, a directed family in B�X�. Its supremum is

�x, r� � �1,0�, which is above ��1, a� since d��1,1� � a. But no �xn, rn� is above

��2, b� � a�, since that would mean that d��2,1 � 1~2n�1� �ª would be at most

b� � a � 1~2n�1, which is clearly not true.

Definition 5.2.4 (Standard way-below relation). [18, Definition 3.1] A binary

relation R on B�X� is standard if for each a > R�, it holds that

�x, r� R �y, s� 
� �x, r � a� R �y, s � a�.
In particular, we say that B�X� has a standard way-below relation if for each

a > R�, it holds that

�x, r�P �y, s� 
� �x, r � a�P �y, s � a�.
Proposition 5.2.5. [18, Proposition 3.5] A quasi-metric space �X,d� is a con-

tinuous Yoneda-complete quasi-metric space if and only if �B�X�,Bd�� is a do-

main with a standard way-below relation.

While Example 5.2.3 shows that the way-below relation is not standard on

�B�X�,Bd�� for a general quasi-metric space �X,d�, the following shows that if

�B�X�,Bd�� is a continuous poset, or in particular, a domain, then the relation

is standard.

Proposition 5.2.6. [18, Proposition 3.6] Let �X,d� be a standard quasi-metric

space. If �B�X�,Bd�� is a continuous poset, then it has a standard way-below

relation.

Proof. Let �x, r� P �y, s� and a > R�. The family � �y, s � a� � �yi, ti�ti>I is

directed, has �y, s � a� as supremum. In particular, for each i > I, ti C s � a.

Hence we write �yi, ti�i>I as �yi, si � a�i>I , where si � a � ti.
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Clearly, �yi, si�i>I is a directed family. By [18, Proposition 2.4 (2)], it admits

�y, s� as supremum. Since �x, r�P �y, s�, �x, r� Bd� �yi, si� for some i > I. Hence

�x, r�a� Bd� �yi, si�a�. Since �yi, si�a� >� �y, s�a� and � �y, s�a� is downward

closed, �x, r � a� >� �y, s � a� and this completes the proof.

Theorem 5.2.7. [18, Theorem 3.7] A quasi-metric space �X,d� is a continuous

Yoneda-complete quasi-metric space if and only if �B�X�,Bd�� is a continuous

dcpo.

Proof. This follows directly from Propositions 5.2.5 and 5.2.6.

5.3 Quasi-continuous Yoneda complete quasi-

metric space

We begin this section by investigating some properties of the set of formal balls

induced by spaces like �X,d� and �Pf�X�, Sd�.
We say that a map f � �P,B� Ð� �Q,j� between preordered sets �P,B� and

�Q,j� is a preorder-embedding if for each x, y > P , x B y if and only if f�x� j f�y�.
Lemma 5.3.1. The map

f � ��B�Pf�X���,BSd��Ð� �Pf�B�X��,Bd��
�F, r�( ��x, r� S x > F�,

where we write Bd
�

on Pf�B�X�� for the Smyth preorder inherited from �B�X�,Bd��,

is a preorder-embedding.

Proof. We simply observe the following.

�F, r� BSd� �G,s�

� Sd�F,G� � max

y>G
min
x>F

d�x, y� B r � s

� ¦y > G. §x > F. d�x, y� B r � s

� ¦y > G. §x > F. �x, r� Bd� �y, s�

� ��x, r� S x > F� Bd� ��y, s� S y > G�.
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Remark 5.3.2. In view of the above, we shall write �F, r� �� ��x, r� S x > F�. We

point out that the �F, r�’s represent these special finite subsets of B�X� where

each formal ball in �F, r� has the same second coordinate r while the �F, r�’s are

elements of B�P�X��.

In Lemma 5.3.1, we showed that �B�Pf�X��,BSd�� is embedded as a sub-

preordered set of �Pf�B�X��,Bd��.
We can in fact say more for certain directed suprema in the two structures.

Lemma 5.3.3. Let �Fi, ri�i>I be a directed family of �B�Pf�X��,BSd��.

Then, �F, r� is a supremum of �Fi, ri�i>I in �B�Pf�X��,BSd�� if and only if

�F, r� is a supremum of �Fi, ri�i>I in �Pf�B�X��,Bd��.

Proof. ( Ô� ): It suffices to show for any upper bound �y, s� of �Fi, ri�i>I in

�B�X�,Bd��, �F, r� Bd� �y, s�. First observe that �y, s� is an upper bound of

�Fi, ri�i>I in �B�Pf�X��,BSd�� by Lemma 5.3.1. By supposition, �F, r� BS
d�

�y, s� in �B�Pf�X��,BSd��, hence �F, r� Bd� �y, s� in �B�X�,Bd��.
( 
Ô ): Let �G,s� be an upper bound of �Fi, ri�i>I in �B�Pf�X��,BSd��.

So for each y > G, �y, s� is an upper bound of �Fi, ri�i>I in �B�Pf�X��,BSd��,
hence �y, s� is an upper bound of �Fi, ri�i>I in �B�X�,Bd�� again by Lemma

5.3.1. By supposition, �F, r� Bd� �y, s� for each y > G. So �F, r� BSd� �G,s� in

�B�Pf�X��,BSd�� and this completes the proof.

5.3.1 Overview of the structures in the chapter

We give a general overview of the structures and the relationship between them

in Figure 5.3.
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A. �X,d� B. �B�X�,Bd�� C. �Pf�B�X��,Bd��

D. �Pf�X�, Sd� E. �B�Pf�X��,BSd��

F. �Ud�X�,Ud� G. �B�Uf�X��,BUd��

nonempty finite sets

finitely-generated

collection of

nonempty finite sets

preorder-embedding

fin-basis for

Figure 5.3: Relationships between some structures arising from a quasi-metric
space

Following the classical definition of quasi-continuity for any poset and Trick

2.3.37, we are required to show that it has a fin-basis consisting of its finite

subsets (refer to Definition 2.3.38 for the definition of fin-basis). Applying this

to the case where the poset is the poset of formal balls (B), we need to obtain

this using its finite subsets from the preordered set (C). By Lemma 5.3.1, (E)

can be seen as a subset of (C), where (E) is the preordered set of formal balls

arising from the hemi-metric space (D), which consists of elements in the form of

finite subsets of (A). We show that (E) is a fin-basis for (B) in Theorem 5.3.12.

In Section 5.4 of this chapter, we introduce a notion of finitely-generated

subsets of a quasi-metric space, (F). By passing through the passage of formal

balls (B) and (G), we then generalize the result in [21, Proposition 4.5] where

a dcpo is quasi-continuous if and only if its hyperspace of nonempty finitely-

generated sets ordered by reverse inclusion is continuous. This result is presented

in Corollary 5.4.15.

5.3.2 Formal balls of quasi-continuous Yoneda complete
quasi-metric spaces

We need to first obtain some characterizations of the way-below relation between

finite subsets in �B�X�,B� using mappings W d.

Lemma 5.3.4. Let �X,d� be a Yoneda complete quasi-metric space. If W d�F,G� @
r � s, then �F, r�P �G,s� in �B�X�,Bd��.
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Proof. Suppose �G,s� Bd� �h, t�, where �h, t� is the supremum of �hi, ti�i>I . Then

Sd�G,h� B s � t, i.e., miny>G d�y, h� B s � t.
By supposition, minx>F lim supi>I d�x,hi� @ miny>G d�y, h� � r � s. So there

exists ε A 0 such that

min
x>F

lim sup
i>I

d�x,hi� @ min
y>G

d�y, h� � r � s � ε
B s � t � r � s � ε

� r � t � ε.

This implies that there exists x > F , there exists i0 > I, for all i0 Z i, d�x,hi� @
r � t � ε. Since �X,d� is Yoneda complete and hence standard, infi>I ti � t by

Lemma 4.1.4. So there exists i1 > I above i0 such that for all i1 Z i, ti B t � ε,

which gives �t � ε @ �ti. In particular, d�x,hi1� @ r � t � ε @ r � ti1 . This implies

that �F, r� Bd� �hi1 , ti1� and hence �F, r�P �G,s�.
It is natural to ask whether there is a form of converse to Lemma 5.3.4. To

answer this question, we need to first consider a few lemmas, where one of which

uses the idea of the inspiring result of [21, Lemma 4.1].

Lemma 5.3.5. Recall that we use the notation

��H, t� �� �
z>H

��x, r� > B�X� S �z, t� Bd� �x, r��.
The map

ψ � �B�P�X��,BSd��Ð� ����H, t� SH > Pf�X��,c�
�F, r�( ��F, r�

is a surjective preorder-embedding. (Caution: ψ may not be an order-isomorphism

as �B�P�X��,BSd�� may not be a poset.)

Proof. This is clear as �F, r� BSd� �G,s� if and only if �F, r� Bd� �G,s� by Lemma

5.3.1, and �F, r� Bd� �G,s� if and only if ��F, r� c ��G,s� by the definition of Bd
�

on Pf�B�X��.
Lemma 5.3.6. Let �X,d� be a Yoneda complete quasi-metric space.

The following are equivalent.
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1. �F, r�P �G,s� in �B�X�,Bd��.

2. ��F, r�P ��G,s� in ����H, t� SH > Pf�X��,c�.

3. �F, r�P �G,s� in �B�Pf�X��,BSd��.

Proof. (2) and (3) are equivalent by the preceding lemma.

For (1) and (2), we first note that �X,d� is Yoneda complete, �B�X�,Bd�� is

a dcpo by [26, Theorem 7.1]. Although [21, Lemma 4.1] deals with all nonempty

finite subsets of a dcpo while we only deal with a certain collection of nonempty

finite subsets, it is straightforward to verify that we can show that (1) and (2) are

equivalent using the same idea. However, we present the proof for completeness

by showing (1) and (3) are equivalent.

(3) Ô� (1): Suppose �G,s� Bd
� �h, t�, where �h, t� is the supremum of

�hi, ti�i>I in �B�X�,Bd��. So �G,s� BSd� �h, t� in �B�Pf�X��,BSd��, and it holds

that �F, r� BSd� �hi, ti� for some i > I. It follows that �F, r� Bd� �hi, ti� for some

i > I and �F, r�P �G,s�.
(1) Ô� (3): Suppose �G,s� BS

d� �H, t�, where �H, t� is a supremum of

�Hi, ti�i>I , and suppose for the sake of contradiction that �F, r�~BSd�Hi, ti� for all

i > I, which equivalently gives �F, r�~Bd��Hi, ti� for all i > I. For each i > I, define

H �

i ��Hi �H ��

i , where H ��

i �� �z >H S �F, r� BSd� �z, ti��. So each H �

i is nonempty

by supposition.

We show that �H �

i , ti�i>I is directed. Let �H �

1, t1�, �H �

2, t2� be given. There

exists �H3, t3� such that �H1, t1�, �H2, t2� BS
d� �H3, t3�. We now show that

�H �

1, t1�, �H �

2, t2� BSd� �H �

3, t3�. By symmetry, it suffices to show that Sd�H �

1,H
�

3� B
t1 � t3, i.e., for each z3 > H �

3, there exists z1 > H �

1 such that d�z1, z3� B t1 � t3.

Clearly, we know that there exists z1 > H1 such that d�z1, z3� B t1 � t3, i.e.,

�z1, t1� BS
d� �z3, t3�. Suppose z1 ¶ H �

1, that means �F, r� BS
d� �z1, t1� and

hence �F, r� BSd� �z3, t3� by transitivity, a contradiction. So z1 > H �

1. Similarly,

Sd�H �

2,H
�

3� B t2 � t3 and thus �H �

1, t1�, �H �

2, t2� BSd� �H �

3, t3� as claimed.

We can now rewrite �H �

i , ti�i>I as some directed subset

D �� ��z, ti� S z >H �

i�i>I b Pf�B�X��
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using Lemma 5.3.1. By Jung’s version of Rudin’s lemma [22, Theorem 4.11], we

can find a directed set D b �D b B�X� such that D 9H �

i x g for each i > I.

Since �X,d� is Yoneda complete, �B�X�,Bd�� is a dcpo by [26, Theorem 7.1]

and hence �D exists. In particular, we note that �X,d� is Yoneda complete and

thus standard, so infi>I ti � t by Lemma 4.1.4. We write �D � �a, t� for some

a >X.

Since H �

i b Hi, it is immediate that Sd�Hi,H �

i� � 0 and �Hi, ti� Bd� �Hi� , ti�.
So for each i > I, �H �

i , ti� Bd
� �a, t�, and �H �

i , ti� Bd
� �a, t�. It follows that

�Hi, ti� Bd� �H �

i , ti� Bd� �a, t�. This implies that �H, t� Bd� �a, t�, as �H, t� is the

supremum of �Hi, ti�, and in particular, �G,s� Bd� �a, t� by transitivity. Thus

there exists some �z0, t0� >D such that �F, r� Bd� �z0, t0� >D in �Pf�B�X��,Bd��.
However, each z0 is defined to be in H �

i if �F, r�~Bd��z0, t�i�, which is again a

contradiction. Thus �F, r� BSd� �Hi, ti� for some i > I.

Lemma 5.3.7. If �B�X�,Bd�� is a quasi-continuous dcpo with fin-basis of the

form ��F, r� S F > Pf�X��, then for any a > R�

0 , the following hold:

(i) �F, r�P �y, s� in �B�X�,Bd�� implies �F, r�a�P �y, s�a� in �B�X�,Bd��;

and

(ii) �F, r�P �G,s� in �B�X�,Bd�� implies �F, r�a�P �G,s�a� in �B�X�,Bd��
and �F, r � a�P �G,s � a� in �B�Pf�X��,BSd��.

Proof. Since �B�X�,Bd�� has a fin-basis ��F, r� S F > Pf�X��, there exists a di-

rected family �Fi, ri�i>I , where each �Fi, ri�P �y, s�a� and �Fi, ri�i>I has �y, s � a�
as supremum. Furthermore, for each i > I, ri C s�a. Hence it can be verified di-

rectly that �Fi, ri�a�i>I is a directed family. We show that �Fi, ri�a�i>I has �y, s�
as supremum. Indeed, if �z, t� is an upper bound of �Fi, ri � a�i>I , then �z, t� a�
is an upper bound of �Fi, ri�i>I and �y, s � a� Bd� �z, t � a�. So �y, s� Bd� �z, t�
and this proves the claim.

Now, since �F, r� P �y, s� in �B�X�,Bd��, it holds that �F, r� P �y, s� in

�B�P�X��,BSd�� by Lemma 5.3.6, and hence �F, r� BSd� �Fi, ri�a� for some i > I.

Thus �F, r � a� BSd� �Fi, ri�, and �F, r � a� Bd� �Fi, ri�. So �F, r � a� P �G,s � a�
as claimed.
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For (ii), we realise that �F, r� P �G,s� if and only if �F, r� P �y, s� for each

y > G by Proposition 5.1.15. By (i), �F, r � a� P �y, s � a� for each y > G and

thus again by Proposition 5.1.15, �F, r�a�P �G,s�a�. Following Lemma 5.3.6,

it is then immediate that �F, r � a�P �G,s � a�.
We can now obtain a form of converse to Lemma 5.3.4.

Lemma 5.3.8. If �B�X�,Bd�� is a quasi-continuous dcpo with fin-basis of the

form ��F, r� S F > Pf�X��, then

�F, r�P �G,s� Ô� W d�F,G� B r � s.
Proof. Fix any Cauchy-weighted net �hi, si�i>I , where �hi�i>I has d-limit h. By

Lemma 4.1.1, ��hi, si�i>I � �h,0�, as infi>I si � 0. Since �X,d� is Yoneda com-

plete, ��hi, si � s�i>I � �h, s� by [18, Proposition 2.2].

Case 1: Sd�G,h� �ª.

By definition of Sd, miny>G d�y, h� �ª. Clearly,

min lim sup
i>I

d�x,hi��̇min
y>G

d�y, h� � 0 B r � s.

Case 2: Sd�G,h� @ª.

We observe that �G,Sd�G,h��s� Bd� �h, s�, so �F,Sd�G,h�� r� Bd� �hi, si �s�
for i > I large enough as �F,Sd�G,h� � r� P �G,Sd�G,h� � s� by Lemma 5.3.7.

So there exists x0 > F such that for all i > I large enough, it holds that

�x0, S
d�G,h� � r� BSd� �hi, si � s�,

and therefore d�x0, hi� B miny>G d�y, h� � r � si � s. Thus

min
x>F

lim sup
i>I

d�x,hi� B lim sup
i>I

d�x0, hi� B Sd�G,h� � r � s.
Since �hi�i>I is chosen arbitrarily, W d�F,G� �W �d�F,G� B r�s as claimed.

The following uses the construction of the Cauchy-weightable subnet of any

given Cauchy net given in [13, Lemma 7.2.8].

Lemma 5.3.9. Let �X,d� be a quasi-continuous Yoneda complete quasi-metric

space. For each x > X, there exists a Cauchy-weighted net �Fα�E�,1~2SES�E>Pf �I�
such that for any r > R�,
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(i) �Fα�E��E>Pf �I� has Sd-limit x;

(ii) �Fα�E�,1~2SES � r�P �x, r� in �B�Pf�X��,BSd��; and

(iii) �Fα�E�,1~2SES � r�E>Pf �I� has supremum �x, r�.

Proof. By supposition, W ��, x� � lim supi>I S
d��, Fj� for some Cauchy net �Fj�j>J

with Sd-limit x in �Pf�X�, Sd�. We consider the construction of the Cauchy-

weightable subnet of �Fj�j>J given in [13, Lemma 7.2.8].

For each finite subset E of I, α�E� is defined as follows: First find i0 > I such

that for all i, j > I, i0 Z i Z j, Sd�Fi, Fj� @ 1~2SES�1, and then find i1 which is

above i0 and α�E�� for every proper subset E� of E. Then define α�E� � i1.

So lim supj>I S
d�Fα�E�, Fj� B 1~2SES�1 @ 1~2SES. Thus W d�Fα�E�, x� @ 1~2SES � r � r

and by Lemmas 5.3.4 and 5.3.6, �Fα�E�,1~2SES � r�P �x, r�. Hence (ii) is shown.

Also, (i) is clear by Lemma 4.1.7, since �Fα�E��E>Pf �I� is a subnet of �Gj�j>J and

�Gj�j>J has Sd-limit x.

Finally, using Lemma 4.1.1, we have that �x, r� is a supremum of �Fα�E�,1~2SES�

r�.
The following is analogous to [18, Lemma 3.2].

Lemma 5.3.10. Let �X,d� be a Yoneda complete quasi-metric space. For every

a > R�

0 , if �F, r � a�P �G,s � a�, then �F, r�P �G,s�.
Proof. Suppose �G,s� B �h, t�, where �h, t� is the supremum of the directed

family �hi, ti�i>I . Then �hi, ti�a�i>I is a directed family with supremum �h, t�a�
as �X,d� is Yoneda complete and hence standard. In particular, �h, t�a� is above

�G,s � a�. By supposition, there exists i > I such that �F, r � a� Bd� �hi, ti � a�,
and hence �F, r� Bd� �hi, ti�.

We are now ready to consider an alternative version to Lemma 4.1.4, where

we replace the condition of standardness by some other conditions. This will

turn out to be very useful for us in the proof for (3) Ô� (1) of Theorem 5.3.12,

as at the point of writing, we are unable to show that �Pf�X�, Sd� is standard

in general even when �X,d� is Yoneda complete.
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Lemma 5.3.11. Let �B�X�,Bd�� be a quasi-continuous dcpo with a fin-basis

��G,s� S G > Pf�X��. If � �x,0� � �Gi, si�i>I , where �Gi, si�i>I is a directed

family with supremum �x,0�, then infi>I si � 0 and �Gi�i>I is a Cauchy net in

�Pf�X�, Sd� with Sd-limit x.

Proof. We use Jung’s version of Rudin’s lemma [22, Theorem 4.11] to obtain a

directed family �yi, si�i>I such that yi > Gi for each i > I. Since �B�X�,Bd�� is a

dcpo, the supremum of �yi, si�i>I exists and let it be �y, s�. We use Lemma 4.1.4

to obtain that s � infi>I si. Also, note that �y, s� is an upper bound of �Gi, si�i>I ,
so �x,0� B �y, s�, so d�x, y� B 0 � s, i.e., s � 0.

We now show that for every t > R�

0 , the directed family �Gi, si � t�i>I has

supremum �x, t�. First, observe that each �Gi, si � t� P �x, t� by Lemma 5.3.7.

Also, for each �G,s� >� �x, t�, �G,s�t� >� �x,0� by Lemma 5.3.10. Since �Gi, si�i>I
is a directed family with supremum �x,0�, �Gi, si�i>I is a directed family with

supremum �x,0� by Lemma 5.3.3. Hence �G,s � t� B �Gi, si� for some i > I.

It follows that �G,s� B �Gi, si � t� for some i > I, and �Gi, si � t�i>I is a cofinal

directed subset of � �x, t�. Thus �Gi, si � t�i>I has supremum �x, t�.
We now follow the idea of the last part of the proof of [13, Lemma 7.4.26].

For each i > I, Sd�Gi, x� B si. So for any H > Pf�X�, Sd�Gi,H� B Sd�Gi, x� �
Sd�x,H� B si �Sd�x,H�. Taking sup over i > I, we have supi>I�Sd�Gi,H��si� B
Sd�x,H�.

Suppose for the sake of contradiction that the inequality is strict. It then

follows that k �� supi>I�Sd�Gi,H� � si� @ Sd�x,H�. Thus we deduce that k @ª.

For each i > I, Sd�Gi,H� � si B k, so �Gi, si � k� BSd� �H,0�. Since �Gi, si � t�i>I
has supremum �x, t� for all t > R�

0 , �x, k� BSd� �H,0�. Thus Sd�x,H� B k, which

is a contradiction.

Hence we have that Sd�x,H� � supi>I�Sd�Gi,H� � si�. We also observe that

�Gi, si�i>I is Cauchy-weighted, so by [13, Lemma 7.4.9], x is the Sd-limit of

�Gi�i>I .
Let us gather all the essential ingredients and present our first main result.

Theorem 5.3.12. Let �X,d� be a Yoneda complete quasi-metric space. The

following are equivalent.
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1. �X,d� is quasi-continuous.

2. �B�X�,Bd�� is a quasi-continuous dcpo with a fin-basis of

��G,s� S G > Pf�X��.

3. For each �x, r� > B�X�, the set of elements with �G,s�P �x, r� in �B�Pf�X��,BSd��
is directed and has �x, r� as supremum.

Proof. We first note that by [26, Theorem 7.1], �X,d� is Yoneda complete if and

only if �B�X�,Bd�� is a dcpo.

Let �x, r� > B�X� be given.

(2) Ô� (3): By supposition, there exists a directed subset �Gi, si�i>I such

that each �Gi, si� P �x, r� in �B�X�,Bd�� and �Gi, si�i>I has supremum �x, r�.
So �Gi, si� P �x, r� in �B�Pf�X��,BSd�� by Lemma 5.3.6 and ��Gi, si��i>I has

supremum �x, r� by Lemma 5.3.3.

(3) Ô� (2): Since there exists a directed set of elements with each el-

ement �G,s� P �x, r� in �B�Pf�X��,BSd��, we have that �G,s� P �x, r� in

�B�X�,Bd�� again by Lemma 5.3.6. Since ��G,s� S �G,s� P �x, r�� has supre-

mum �x, r� in �B�Pf�X��,BSd��, ��G,s� S �G,s�P �x, r�� has supremum �x, r�
in �B�X�,BSd�� by Lemma 5.3.3, (2) is shown.

(1) Ô� (3) is true by Lemma 5.3.9 and Trick 2.3.37.

Now we show (3) Ô� (1). Let x >X be given. We have that � �x,0� � �Gi, si�i>I
for some directed family �Gi, si�i>I , and �x,0� is a supremum of �Gi, si�i>I in

�B�Pf�X��,BSd��.
Since (2) and (3) are equivalent, �B�X�,Bd�� is a quasi-continuous dcpo with

a fin-basis of ��G,s� S G > Pf�X��. Hence by Lemma 5.3.11(ii), �Gi�i>I has

Sd-limit x. It remains to show that W d��, x� � lim supi>I S
d��,Gi�.

Let F > Pf�X�, ε A 0 be given, and define r �� W d�F,x� � ε. It is trivial

that lim supi>I S
d�F,Gi� B W d�F,x� when r � ª. Now suppose r @ ª. So it

holds that W d�F,x� @ r, and �F, r�P �x,0� by Lemma 5.3.4. This implies that
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�F, r� BSd� �Gi, si� for some i > I large enough and hence

Sd�F,Gi� B r � si
BW d�F,x� � ε � si,

so lim supi>I S
d�F,Gi� BW d�F,x� � ε as lim supi>I��si� � 0. Since ε is arbitrary,

lim supi>I S
d�F,Gi� BW d�F,x�.

Now let r� �� lim supi>I S
d�F,Gi� � 2ε. Again, it is trivial when r� � ª

that W d�F,Gi� B lim supi>I S
d�F,Gi�. So suppose r� @ ª. Thus we have

that lim supi>I S
d�F,Gi� @ r� � ε. There exists i0 > I such that for all i0 Z i,

Sd�F,Gi� @ r� � ε. Therefore �F, r�� BS
d� �Gi, ε�. Choose i1 above i0 such

that for all i > I where i1 Z i, it holds that si @ ε since infi>I si � 0. So

Sd�F,Gi� @ r� � ε @ r� � si. Using Lemmas 5.3.4 and 5.3.6, it follows that

�F, r�� BSd� �Gi, si� P �x,0� and hence �F, r�� P �x,0�. Now by Lemma 5.3.8,

W d�F,x� B r� � lim supi>I S
d�F,Gi� � 2ε. So W d�F,x� B lim supi>I S

d�F,Gi�.
We have thus shown that W d�F,x� � lim supi>I S

d�F,Gi�. This completes the

proof.

At this point, we highlight the importance of the imposed condition that

��Gi, si�i>I S Gi > Pf�X�� is a fin-basis of �B�X�,Bd�� in showing (3) Ô� (1)

of Theorem 5.3.12.

To show that �X,d� is quasi-continuous, we require a Cauchy net �Gi�i>I
in �Pf�X�, Sd� which is such that W d��, x� � lim supi>I S

d��,Gi� and has x

as an Sd-limit for every x > X. By imposing the abovementioned condition,

we then have a very suitable candidate for this Cauchy net as we have that

��Gi, si�i>I�9 � �x,0� is a cofinal directed subset of � �x,0�.
If we do not have the condition, then we only have that the set

� �x,0� �� �Fi > Pf�B�X�� S Fi P �x,0��i>I

is directed and has �x,0� as supremum. We point out that at the point of

writing, we are unable to determine whether �π1�Fi��i>I , where π1�F � �� �y >

X S �y, s� > F�, is a Cauchy net in �Pf�X�, Sd� in general.
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Remark 5.3.13. We mentioned earlier that Proposition 5.1.8 is immediate

following Theorem 5.3.12. Indeed, if �X,d� is continuous Yoneda complete,

�B�X�,Bd�� is a continuous dcpo by Theorem 5.2.7. In particular, �B�X�,Bd��
is a quasi-continuous dcpo which has a fin-basis

��x, r� S x >X� b ��G,s� S F > Pf�X��
and hence �X,d� is quasi-continuous Yoneda complete.

Proposition 5.3.14. If �X,d� is a dcpo, X is quasi-continuous as a quasi-

metric space if and only if it is quasi-continuous as a poset.

Proof. We use the fact that �B�X�,Bd�� and X � ��ª,0� are order isomorphic

by [18, Example 1.8]. So �B�X�,Bd�� is quasi-continuous if and only if X is

quasi-continuous as a poset. The result then follows immediately.

In [49, Lemma and Definition 3.2(4)], Waszkiewicz considered the notion of

interpolative mappings. He obtained as a corollary to Lemma 3.2 that wd is

interpolative when �X,d� is a continuous Yoneda complete quasi-metric space.

In Theorem 5.3.12, we demonstrated the close relationship between the quasi-

continuity of Yoneda complete quasi-metric spaces and the quasi-continuity of

their formal balls. We shall use this to obtain the following analogous result for

quasi-continuous Yoneda complete quasi-metric space �X,d� where �Pf�X�, Sd�
is standard and �X,d� has a particular property.

Proposition 5.3.15. Let �X,d� be a quasi-continuous Yoneda complete quasi-

metric space where �Pf�X�, Sd� is standard. W d � Pf�X� �Pf�X�Ð� �0,ª� is

interpolative, i.e.,

W d�F, y� � inf
H>Pf �X�

�W d�F,H� �W d�H,y��
for all F > Pf�X�, y >X.

Proof. We first note that W d satisfies the triangle inequality, and hence for any

H > Pf�X�, W d�F, y� BW d�F,H��W d�H,y�, soW d�F, y� B infH>Pf �X��W d�F,H��
W d�H,y��. We now show the reverse inequality. It is trivially true when

W d�F, y� �ª.
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Suppose W d�F, y� @ ª. Define r �� W d�F, y� � ε. So W d�F, y� @ r. Hence

�F, r� P �y,0� by Lemma 5.3.4. By the � Ô� � direction of Theorem 5.3.12,

�B�X�,Bd�� is a quasi-continuous dcpo with a fin-basis ��H, t� SH > Pf�X��. So

there exists �H0, t0� such that �F, r� P �H0, t0� P �y,0� by [11, Proposition III-

3.5]. By Lemma 5.3.8, this implies that W d�F,H0� �W d�H0, y� B r � t0 � t0 � r.
So infH>Pf �X��W d�F,H� �W d�H,y�� B r � W d�F, y� � ε. Since ε is arbitrary,

infH>Pf �X��W d�F,H� �W d�H,y�� BW d�F, y�. This completes the proof.

5.4 Finitely-generated hyperspace

Upper and lower subsets of posets have played important roles in the literature.

Some examples include Scott open subsets, filters, finitely-generated subsets,

(upper subsets) and Scott closed subsets, ideals (lower subsets). In [21], Heck-

mann and Keimel showed the following.

Theorem 5.4.1. [21, Proposition 4.5] A dcpo �P,B� is quasi-continuous if and

only if its hyperspace of finitely generated-subsets ordered by reverse inclusion is

continuous.

Since we have the notion of quasi-continuous Yoneda complete quasi-metric

spaces, it is natural to ask if Theorem 5.4.1 can be generalized to quasi-metric

spaces. Also, if it does, then this result can in fact help to show confluence

of the preceding notion we proposed with the existing literature. We now go

through some of the sensible considerations we have to make in order to obtain

the desired generalization.

First, we note that while there is an induced order Bd on any quasi-metric space

�X,d� (see Proposition 3.1.6), it is perhaps not meaningful to simply study the

upper and lower subsets of quasi-metric spaces as analogues to that of posets.

This is because the induced order only takes into account of extreme cases, i.e.,

when the distance from x to y is 0. Hence we need to search for an alternative

notion in order to consider an analogue for the finitely-generated subsets in

Theorem 5.4.1. In [49, Section 2.3], the author considered the notion of a lower

map. A map l � �X,d�Ð� ��0,ª�, dR� is called a lower map if l is non-expansive
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from �X,dop� to ��0,ª�, dopR �, i.e., for any x, y > X, dR�l�x�, l�y�� B d�x, y�.
For example, for any x > X, d��, x� � �X,d� Ð� ��0,ª�, dR� is a lower map

since for any y, z > X, d�y, x� B d�y, z� � d�z, x�, i.e., d�y, z� C d�y, x��̇d�z, x� �
dR�d�y, x�, d�z, x��.

Following Waszkiewicz’s lead, we can also consider the notion of an upper map

u � �X,d� Ð� ��0,ª�, dR� for a hemi-metric space �X,d�. We call u an upper

map if u is non-expansive from �X,d� to ��0,ª�, dopR �. For example, for any

x >X, d�x,�� is an upper map, since for any y, z >X, d�x, z� B d�x, y�� d�y, z�,
i.e., d�y, z� C d�x, z��̇d�x, y� � dopR �d�x, y�, d�x, z��.

We now consider the following subset of upper maps of ��X,d�Ð� ��0,ª�, dR��.

Definition 5.4.2. Let

Ud�X� �� �Sd�F,�� � �X,d�Ð� ��0,ª�, dR� S F > Pf�X��

and for any upper maps f, g � �X,d�Ð� ��0,ª�, dR�,

f�H� �� max
z>H

f�h�,
Ud�f, g� �� sup

H>Pf �X�

�f�H��̇g�H��.

In particular,

Ud�Sd�F,��, Sd�G,��� �� sup
H>Pf �X�

�Sd�F,H��̇Sd�G,H��.

Remark 5.4.3.

1. By considering the lower maps in [49], Waszkiewicz was able to discuss

notions like ideals, Scott-closed sets and supremum, which are traditionally

notions from the posetal aspect, on Q-categories.

For our case, as we wish to study the [21, Proposition 4.5] obtained by

Heckmann and Keimel on the hyperspace of nonempty finitely-generated

subsets via the lens of quasi-metric, it is natural to use the dual notions

of lower maps, which are the upper maps, to serve as our link.
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2. Note that we considered Sd�F,�� with the domain restricted to �X,d�,
instead of �Pf�X�, Sd�. This is to ensure that the definition is compatible

with the notion of �F , which denotes the set of all y >X above some x > F .

By doing so, if �X,d� is a poset, we can recover �F by Sd�F,���1��0��.
Also, �Ud�X,d�,Ud� can be identified as the collection of all nonempty

finitely generated upper sets ordered by reverse inclusion considered in

[21, Section 4.1].

Lemma 5.4.4.

(i) For each F > Pf�X�, Sd�F,�� � �X,d�Ð� ��0,ª�, dR� is an upper map.

(ii) For all F,G > Pf�X�, Ud�Sd�F,��, Sd�G,��� � Sd�F,G�.

(iii) �Ud�X�,Ud� is a quasi-metric space.

Proof. (i) is immediate from the discussion at the start of this section.

For (ii), we observe that

Ud�Sd�F,��, Sd�G,��� � sup
H>Pf �X�

�Sd�F,H��̇Sd�G,H��
C Sd�F,G��̇Sd�G,G�
� Sd�F,G�;

and for anyH > Pf�X�, Sd�F,H� B Sd�F,G��Sd�G,H�, so Sd�F,H��̇Sd�G,H� B
Sd�F,G�, i.e., Sd�F,G� C supH>Pf �X��Sd�F,H��̇Sd�G,H�� � Ud�Sd�F,��, Sd�G,���.
This gives that Ud�Sd�F,��, Sd�G,��� � Sd�F,G�.

For (iii), suppose Ud�Sd�F,��, Sd�G,��� � Ud�Sd�G,��, Sd�F,��� � 0, so

Sd�F,G� � Sd�G,F � � 0. Given any H > Pf�X�,
Sd�F,H� B Sd�F,G� � Sd�G,H�

� Sd�G,H�
and

Sd�G,H� B Sd�G,F � � Sd�F,H�
� Sd�F,H�

So Sd�F,H� � Sd�G,H�, and hence Sd�F,�� � Sd�G,��.
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Lemma 5.4.5. Let F > Pf�X� and r > �0,ª�. Consider ��G,s� > B�Pf�X�� S
�F, r� BSd� �G,s�� b B�Pf�X��.

The following statements are true.

(i) The map

ρ � ����H, t� SH > Pf�X��,c�Ð� �B�Ud�X��,BSd��
��F, r�( �Sd�F,��, r�

is an order-isomorphism.

(ii) The map

τ � �B�Ud�X��,BUd��Ð� �B�Pf�X��,BSd��
�Sd�F,��, r�( �F, r�

is a surjective preorder-embedding. (Caution: Again, τ may not an order-

isomorphism as �B�Pf�X��,BSd�� may not be a poset.)

Proof. For (i), we simply observe that

�Sd�F,��, r� BUd� �Sd�G,��, s� 
� Ud�Sd�F,��, Sd�G,��� B r � s

� Sd�F,G� B r � s

� max

y>G
min
x>F

d�x, y� B r � s

� ¦y > G. §x > F. d�x, y� B r � s

� ¦y > G. §x > F. �x, r� Bd� �y, s�.

(ii) is clear by (i) and Lemma 5.3.5.

Lemma 5.4.6. A directed family �Fi, ri�i>I has supremum �F, r� in �B�Pf�X��,BSd��
if and only if �Sd�Fi,��, ri�i>I has supremum �Sd�F,��, r� in �B�Ud�X��,BUd��.

Proof. This is clear by Lemma 5.4.5.

We can now make an addition to Lemma 5.3.6.

Lemma 5.4.7. Let �X,d� be a Yoneda complete quasi-metric space and let

F,G > Pf�X�. The following are equivalent.
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1. �F, r�P �G,s� in �B�X�,Bd��.

2. ��F, r�P ��G,s� in ����H, t� SH > Pf�X��,c�.

3. �F, r�P �G,s� in �B�Pf�X��,BSd��.

4. �Sd�F,��, r�P �Sd�G,��, s� in �B�Ud�X��,BUd��.

Proof. This is clear by Lemmas 5.3.6 and 5.4.5.

We shall now turn our attention towards the characterization of quasi-continuous

Yoneda complete quasi-metric space using its hyperspace of finitely-generated

set.

At first glance, [13, Lemma 7.2.8] informs that there exists a Cauchy-weightable

subnet to every Cauchy net in a hemi-metric space, and this is very useful in

establishing a link between quasi-metric spaces and their posets of formal balls.

By Lemma 5.3.9, we realise we can even say more about the Cauchy-weightable

net constructed when �X,d� is quasi-continuous. It turns out that there is an

even greater use of this construction, which we will come back to it later in Fact

5.4.9.

In [21, Proposition 4.5], Heckmann and Keimel showed that for a dcpo �P,B�,
its hyperspace of finitely-generated subsets ordered by reverse inclusion is con-

tinuous if and only if the dcpo is quasi-continuous. Readers who are familiar

with this result will be able to identify that the �
Ô � direction is the harder

direction. We shall present this proof so as to facilitate our discussion.

Proof. � 
Ô �: Let F > Pf�P � be given. By hypothesis, for each x > F ,

� �x� � �Fi�i>Ix is an ideal and has �x� as supremum.

Step 1: For any F1, F2 > Pf�P �, F1 8 F2 is an infimum of F1, F2. It can be

verified directly that �x>F�Fi�i>Ix is an ideal, and hence directed.

Step 2: We now show that �x>F�Fi�i>Ix has a supremum F . Let z > X such

that F ~B �z�. So for each x > F , x ~B z. In particular, for each x > F , there exists

ix > Ix such that Fix ~B �z�.

We now consider F � �� �x>F Fix . Then F � ~B �z�. So �x>F�Fi�i>Ix has a

supremum F .
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We point out some problems we face when we apply this to the case of formal

balls. (You may skip this discussion and go straight to Fact 5.4.9 if you are keen

to know the result directly.)

Let �X,d� be a quasi-continuous Yoneda complete quasi-metric space and

F > Pf�X� be given. For each x > F , W d��, x� � lim supi>Ix S
d��, Fi� for some

Cauchy net �Fi�i>Ix and �Fi�i>Ix has Sd-limit x. For each x > X, there ex-

ists a Cauchy-weighted net �Fj, rj�j>Jx where �Fj�j>Jx is a subnet of �Fi�i>Ix by

[13, Lemma 7.2.8]. Furthermore, it can be shown each �Fjx , rjx� P �x,0� in

�B�Pf�X��,BSd��, and �Fj, rj�j>Jx has supremum �x,0�. So for each x > F ,

�Fj, rj�j>Jx is a cofinal subset of � �x,0�.
We now illustrate the problems we faced in applying the technique by playing

out each step of the above proof to our case.

Step 1*: �B�Pf�X��,BSd�� need not be a semilattice: For �F1, r1�, �F2, r2�
given, one possible candidate for their infimum is �F1 8 F2,max�r1, r2��. How-

ever, we are unable to show that this is indeed their infimum and hence are

unable to conclude that �x>F �Fj, rj�j>Jx is directed using this strategy.

Step 2*: To show that �x>F �Fj, rj�i>Ix has supremum �F,0�, we can again

consider any �h, t� such that �F,0� ~BSd� �h, t�. We have that for each x >

F , �x,0� ~BSd� �h, t�, so there exists �Fjx , rjx� such that �Fjx , rjx� ~BSd� �h, t�.
Following the idea in Step 2 of the proof above, we then need to produce some

�F �, r�� using �Fj,x , rjx�’s. In particular, we have to decide how to obtain r�.

Naively, we can keep the first coordinate of each �Fjx , rjx� constant and set

each of the second coordinate to minx>F rjx and then consider ��x>F Fjx ,minx>F rjx�.
Note that this will imply �Fjx ,minx>F rjx� ~BSd� �h, t� as desired, as we have

that each �Fj,x , rjx� BSd� �Fjx ,minx>F rjx�. However, we note that this may not

guarantee that �Fjx ,minx>F rjx� P �x,0�. So ��x>F Fjx ,minx>F rjx� may not be

way-below �F,0�.
Suppose instead that we set each of the second coordinate to maxx>F rjx

and consider ��x>F Fjx ,maxx>F rjx� so as to repair the problem above. This

will guarantee that each �Fjx ,maxx>F rjx� P �x,0�, since �Fjx ,maxx>F rjx� BSd�
�Fjx ,minx>F rjx�P �x,0�. However, we note that it may not ensure that each of
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the �Fjx ,maxx>F rjx�’s is not below below �h, t�. In other words, such an element

��x>F Fjx ,maxx>F rjx� may be below �h, t�.
Remark 5.4.8. From the above, we observe that this method of fixing the first

coordinate of each of these formal balls while varying the second coordinate does

not appear to work. Without this method of constructing a directed family for

which each element is way-below �F,0�, we are unable to construct a desired

Cauchy net �Sd�Fi,���i>I in �Ud�X�,Ud� that has Ud-limit Sd�F,��, and in turn

show that �Ud�X�,Ud� is a continuous quasi-metric space.

We now make the following observations following Lemma 5.3.9.

Fact 5.4.9. For each n C 1,

(i) there exists some �Fα�E�,1~2n� from the Cauchy-weighted net �Fα�E�,1~2SES�E>Fin�I�,
(ii) there exists some �Fα�E��,1~2n�1� such that �Fα�E�,1~2n� BSd� �Fα�E��,1~2n�1�

in �B�Pf�X�,BSd���.
Proof. (i) is clear as we can choose any E with SES � n. To show (ii), consider

any i > I � E. Then by setting E� �� E 8 �i� will give the desired result, as

whenever E b E�, �Fα�E�,1~2n� BSd� �Fα�E��,1~2n�1�.
Proposition 5.4.10. F is an Sd-limit of a Cauchy net �Fi�i>I if and only if

Sd�F,�� is a Ud-limit of �Sd�Fi,���i>I in �Ud�X�,Ud�.

Proof. This is clear as for any G > Pf�X� given, Sd�F,G� � lim supi>I S
d�Fi,G�

if and only if Ud�Sd�F,��, Sd�G,��� � lim supi>I U
d�Sd�Fi,��, Sd�G,���.

We are now ready to present our second main result.

Theorem 5.4.11. Let �X,d� be a Yoneda complete quasi-metric space. The

following are equivalent.

1. �X,d� is quasi-continuous.

2. �B�X�,Bd�� is a quasi-continuous dcpo with a fin-basis of ��G,s� S G >

Pf�X��.
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3. For each �x, r� > B�X�, the set of elements with �G,s�P �x, r� in �B�Pf�X��,BSd��
is directed and has �x, r� as supremum.

4. �B�Ud�X��,BUd�� is a continuous poset.

Proof. (1), (2) and (3) are equivalent by Theorem 5.3.12.

We first show that (1) implies (4). Let �Sd�F,��, r� > B�Ud�X�� be given

and let F �� �x1, x2, ..., xk�. By supposition, for each 1 B k B m, we have

that W d��, xk� � lim supi>Ik S
d��, Fk,i�, where �Fk,i�i>Ik is a Cauchy net and

has Sd-limit xk.

For each k, we construct the Cauchy-weighted net �Fk,α�En,k�,1~2SEn,k S�En,k>Fin�Ik�,
where �Fk,α�En,k��En,k>Fin�Ik� is a subnet of �Fk,i�i>Ik following Lemma 5.3.9.

Hence for each n C 1, we have the following table.

x1 �F1,α�E1�,1~2n� �F1,α�E�

1�
,1~2n� �F1,α�E��

1 �,1~2n� . . .
x2 �F2,α�E2�,1~2n� �F2,α�E�

2�
,1~2n� �F2,α�E��

2 �,1~2n� . . .
� � � � �

xm �Fm,α�Em�,1~2n� �Fm,α�E�

m�,1~2n� �Fm,α�E��

m�,1~2n� . . .

Essentially, for each n C 1 and for each k, we consider the α�E���
k �’s where the

finite subsets E
���
k ’s of Ik have the same size n. Note that for each k, there need

not be a countable number of formal balls created with second projection 1~2n;

we simply list a few as examples.

Define each Fn,j by taking the union of exactly one F
k,α�E

���
k

�
from every row,

and we call the collection of all such j’s over all n C 1 as J . By Proposition

5.1.15, we have �Fn,j,1~2n,j� P �xk,0� for each k, hence �Fn,j,1~2n,j� P �F,0�
for each �n, j� > J . Furthermore, by Theorem 5.3.12, �B�X�,Bd�� is a quasi-

continuous dcpo with a fin-basis ��G,s� S G > Pf�X��. So we can use Lemma

5.3.7 to obtain that �Fn,j,1~2n,j � r�P �F, r� for each �n, j� > J .

We show that �Fn,j,1~2n,j��n,j�>J is a directed set. Let �Fn,j,1~2n,j�, �Fn�,j� ,1~2n�,j��
be given. Without loss of generality, suppose Fn,j � �k Fk,α�Ek� and Fn�,j� � �k Fk,α�E�

k
�.

So for each k, there exists E��

k such that �Fk,α�Ek�,1~2n�, �Fk,α�E�

k
�,1~2n�� is be-

low �Fk,α�E��

k
�,1~2SE��

k S�. Furthermore, without loss of generality, we can assume

that the SE��

k S’s are equal, otherwise we can simply increase each SE��

k S and find

�Fk,α�E���

k
�,1~2SE���

k S� which is above �Fk,α�E��

k
�,1~2SE��

k S� and SE���

k S � max1BkBm SE��

k S
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by Fact 5.4.9. So ��k Fk,α�E��

k
�,1~2SE��

k S� is an upper bound of �Fn,j,1~2n,j� and

�Fn�,j� ,1~2n�,j��, and �Fn,j,1~2n,j��n,j�>J is directed as claimed. In particular,

�Fn,j,1~2n,j � r��n,j�>J is directed.

We proceed to show that �Fn,j,1~2n�r��n,j�>J has a supremum �F, r� using the

same idea from [21, Proposition 4.5]. It is obvious that �F, r� is an upper bound

of �Fn,j,1~2n � r��n,j�>J . We note that for each k, �Fk,α�En,k�,1~2SEn,k S�En,k>Fin�Ik�
has supremum �xk,0� by Lemma 4.1.1. So �Fk,α�En,k�,1~2SEn,k S�r�En,k>Fin�Ik� has

supremum �xk, r� by Lemma 5.3.11(i).

Now suppose �F, r� ~BSd� �G,s�. It follows that Sd�F,G� ~B r � s, so there

is a y > G such that for each k, �xk, r� ~Bd� �y, s�. Hence for each k, there

exists some �Fk,α�Ek�,1~2SEk S � r� ~BSd� �G,s�. We can again assume without

loss of generality that the SEkS’s are equal by Fact 5.4.9. This means that

��k Fk,α�Ek�,1~2SEk S� ~BSd� �G,s�. So �Fn,j,1~2n,j � r��n,j�>J has supremum �F, r�.
In particular �Sd�Fn,j,��,1~2n,j�r��n,j�>J is directed in �B�Ud�X��,BSd��, where

each �Sd�Fn,j,��,1~2n,j�r�P �Sd�F,��, r�, and �Sd�Fn,j,��,1~2n,j�r��n,j�>J has

supremum �Sd�F,��, r� by Lemmas 5.4.7 and 5.4.6. By [13, Trick 5.1.20], we

have shown that �B�Ud�X��,BUd�� is a continuous poset.

Finally, we show (4) implies (3).

Let �x, r� > B�X� be given. By supposition, � �Sd�x,��, r� �� �Sd�Gi,��, si�i>I
is directed and has supremum �Sd�x,��, r� in �B�Ud�X��,BUd��. We make some

observations. �Gi, si�i>I is directed and has supremum �x, r� in �B�Pf�X��,BSd��
by Lemma 5.4.6. Also, each �Gi, si� P �x, r� by Lemma 5.4.7. Since �Gi, si�i>I
is directed and has supremum �x, r� in �B�Pf�X��,BSd��, the proof is com-

plete.

Remark 5.4.12. From the proof of Theorem 5.4.11 (1) Ô� (4), we can

observe the importance of the construction in Lemma 5.3.9. In particular, the

construction allows us to regulate the second coordinate of each of the elements

of the desired directed family. This in turn overcomes the problem stated in

Remark 5.4.8.

Waskiewicz considered the notion of continuous Yoneda complete quasi-metric

spaces [49, Section 3]. However, just like the case of continuous dcpos, it is
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meaningful to also consider the notion of continuity on quasi-metric spaces when

the completeness condition is dropped.

Definition 5.4.13. A quasi-metric space �X,d� is continuous if �B�X�,Bd�� is

a continuous poset.

Remark 5.4.14. Compare this definition of continuous quasi-metric space with

[18, Definition 3.10], where continuity for quasi-metric spaces is considered only

when they are standard. However, we drop this condition following the fact

that �Ud�X�,Ud� may not be standard even if �X,d� is Yoneda complete and

by Theorem 5.4.11.

Corollary 5.4.15. A Yoneda complete quasi-metric space �X,d� is quasi-continuous

if and only if �Ud�X�,Ud� is continuous.

By considering the case where �X,d� is a poset, Theorem 5.4.15 gives another

proof to Theorem 5.4.1, i.e., we have the following.

Corollary 5.4.16. A dcpo P is quasi-continuous if and only if its hyperspace

of finitely-generated subsets ordered by reverse inclusion is continuous.

5.5 Approximations on �B�X�, d��

In [16, Section 3], Goubault-Larrecq studied B as a monad, called the formal

ball monad . He showed that if �X,d� is standard, then �B�X�, d�� is standard.

He also showed that the triple �B, η, µ� is a monad on the category of standard

quasi-metric spaces and Y -continuous maps1 (see [16, Proposition 3.11]). In [13,

Lemma 7.4.17], Goubault-Larrecq showed that if �X,d� is Yoneda complete, then

�B�X�, d�� is Yoneda complete. Now that we have the notions of continuous

and quasi-continuous Yoneda complete quasi-metric spaces, it is natural to ask

the following.

Question 5.5.1. What properties does the quasi-metric space �B�X�, d�� have

when �X,d� is a continuous (respectively, quasi-continuous) Yoneda complete

quasi-metric space?

1The reader may note that such maps are called 1-Lipschitz continuous maps in the paper.
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In this section, we answer this question by showing that �X,d� is a continuous

Yoneda complete quasi-metric space if and only if �B�X�, d�� is a continuous

Yoneda complete quasi-metric space (Theorem 5.5.13); and if �X,d� is a quasi-

continuous Yoneda complete quasi-metric space, then �B�X�, d�� is a quasi-

continuous Yoneda complete quasi-metric space (Proposition 5.5.16).

Throughout this section, let �X,d� be a standard quasi-metric space unless

otherwise stated.

5.5.1 Continuous Yoneda complete �B�X�, d��

Recall that d� is defined on B�X� as follows: d���x, r�, �y, s�� � d�x, y��̇�r � s�.
In [13, Lemma 7.4.17], the following is given:

Proposition 5.5.2. If �X,d� is a Yoneda-complete, then �B�X�, d�� is Yoneda-

complete.

We shall show that the converse is also true.

Proposition 5.5.3. �X,d� is Yoneda-complete if and only if �B�X�, d�� is

Yoneda-complete.

Proof. The direction ( Ô� ) is true by [13, Lemma 7.4.17]. Now suppose that

�B�X�, d�� is Yoneda-complete. Let �xi�i>I be a Cauchy net in �X,d�.
The map β � �X,d� Ð� �B�X�, d��, x ( �x,0� is an isometric embedding:

for any �x,0�, �y,0� > B�X�, d���x,0�, �y,0�� � max�d�x, y��0�0,0� � d�x, y�.
Thus �xi,0�i>I is a Cauchy net in �B�X�, d��. By hypothesis, �xi,0�i>I has some

d�-limit �y, s� in B�X�. Then

0 � d���y, s�, �y, s��
� lim sup

i>I
d���xi,0�, �y, s�� (Definition of d�-limit)

� lim sup
i>I

d�xi, y��̇�0 � s� (Definition of d�)

� lim sup
i>I

d�xi, y� � s
C s (lim sup

i>I
d�xi, y� C 0).
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Since s C 0 by definition of any element in B�X�, we have s � 0. Hence the

d�-limit of �xi,0�i>I is �y,0�. It follows that

lim sup
i>I

d�xi,w� � lim sup
i>I

d���xi,0�, �w,0�� (β is an isometric embedding)

� d���y,0�, �w,0�� (�y,0� is the d�-limit of �xi,0�i>I)
� d�y,w� (β is an isometric embedding)

and y is the d-limit of �xi�i>I . We have thus shown that �X,d� is Yoneda-

complete.

We can in fact say more when �X,d� is continuous. Let us first make some

observations.

Lemma 5.5.4. The map

µX � �B�B�X��,Bd���Ð� �B�X�,Bd��,
��x, r�, s�( �x, r � s�

is monotone.

Proof.

��x, r�, s� Bd�� ��y, p�, q�

� d���x, r�, �y, p�� B s � q

� d�x, y��̇�r � p� B s � q
Ô� d�x, y� B r � s � �p � q�

� �x, r � s� Bd� �y, p � q�

Remark 5.5.5.

1. As s C q is not true in general, note that d�x, y� B r � s � �p � q� does not

imply that d�x, y��̇�r � p� B s � q.
2. We shall see in Lemma 5.5.6 that the map µX is also Scott-continuous.
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Lemma 5.5.6. [16, Lemma 3.1] The map

µX � �B�B�X��,Bd���Ð� �B�X�,Bd��,
��x, r�, s�( �x, r � s�

is Scott-continuous.

Proof. Let ��xi, ri�, si�i>I be a directed family in �B�B�X��,Bd��� with supre-

mum ��x, r�, s�. Clearly �xi, ri � si�i>I is a directed family and �x, r � s� is its

upper bound by Lemma 5.5.4.

Let �h, p� be an upper bound of �xi, ri � si�i>I . So d�xi, h� B ri � si � p, and

d�xi, h� � ri � p B si. Hence each ��xi, ri�, si� Bd�� ��h, p�,0�. By assumption,

��x, r�, s� Bd�� ��h, p�,0�. It then follows directly that �x, r � s� Bd� �h, p� and

the proof is complete.

Lemma 5.5.7. If �x, r�P �y, s�, then r A s.

Proof. Since �y, s � 1~2n�n>N is a directed family and has supremum �y, s�, and

�y, s� Bd
� �y, s�, we have that �x, r� Bd

� �y, s � 1~2n� for some n > N. Thus

r C s � 1~2n A s.
Lemma 5.5.8. For any t > R�

0 , the map γt � �B�X�,Bd�� Ð� �B�B�X��,Bd���,

�x, r�( ��x, t�, r� is an injective Scott-continuous order-embedding.

Proof. Suppose ��x, t�, r� � ��y, t�, s�, then we have that d���x, t�, �y, t�� B r � s
and d���y, t�, �x, t�� B s � r. So r � s, and �x, t� � �y, t� as d� is a quasi-metric.

It follows directly that x � y and γt is injective.

Also,

��x, t�, r� Bd�� ��y, t�, s�

� d���x, t�, �y, t�� B r � s

� d�x, y� B r � s

� �x, r� Bd� �y, s�

Finally, we show that it is Scott-continuous. Let �xi, r�i>I be a directed family

with supremum �x, r�. ��x, t�, r� is an upper bound of ��xi, t�, ri�i>I by the

above. Let ��h, p�, q� be an upper bound of ��xi, t�, ri�i>I .
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We first show that r C q. For each i > I, d���xi, t�, �h, p�� B ri � q. Now since

each ri C q and r � infi>I ri by Lemma 4.1.4, r C q.

Also, each �xi, t�ri� Bd� �h, p�q� by Lemma 5.5.4. Since �X,d� is standard, by

Lemma 4.1.4, �xi, t�ri�i>I has supremum �x, t�r�. Hence �x, t�r� Bd� �h, p�q�,
and d�x,h� B t�r�p�q. Now we use the fact that r C q, so d�x,h��̇�t�p� B r�q
and ��x, t�, r� Bd�� ��h, p�, q�. This completes the proof.

Lemma 5.5.9. Let �X,d� be a continuous Yoneda complete quasi-metric space.

For each t > R�

0 , γt preserves P, i.e., �x, r� P �y, s� implies ��x, t�, r� P

��y, t�, s�.

Proof. Suppose ��y, t�, s� Bd�� ��h, p�, q�, where ��h, p�, q� is the supremum of

some directed family ��hi, pi�, qi�i>I . So d���y, t�, �h, p�� B s � q, and hence s C q

and d�y, h� B t�p�s�q. We first note that �y, t�s� Bd� �h, p�q�, and �hi, pi�qi�i>I
is a directed family with supremum �h, p � q� by Lemma 5.5.6.

Since �X,d� is continuous Yoneda complete, �B�X�,Bd�� is a domain by The-

orem 5.2.7 and hence �x, r�P �y, s� implies �x, r � t�P �y, s� t� by Proposition

5.2.6. So �x, r � t� Bd� �hi, pi � qi� for some i > I. Thus d�x,hi�� B r � t � pi� � qi�
for i� C i.

By Lemma 5.5.7, there exists ε A 0 such that r A s � ε. Also, since �X,d� is

standard, infi>I qi � q. This means that we can find some i0 > I greater than

i such that qi0 @ q � ε. We note that s C q, and hence s � ε C q � ε. Now

r A s � ε C q � ε A qi0 . It follows that d�x,hi0� B r � t � pi0 � qi0 can be rewritten

as d�x,hi0��̇�t � pi0� B r � qi0 , and hence ��x, t�, r� Bd
�� ��hi0 , pi0�, qi0�. This

completes the proof.

Proposition 5.5.10. If �X,d� is a continuous Yoneda complete quasi-metric

space, then �B�X�, d�� is a continuous Yoneda complete quasi-metric space.

Proof. We note that �B�X�, d�� is a Yoneda complete quasi-metric space by

Proposition 5.5.2.

By Theorem 5.2.7, it suffices to verify that �B�B�X��,Bd��� is continuous,

which in turn means that we can simply show that for each ��x, r�, s� > B�B�X��,
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there exists a directed family of elements way-below ��x, r�, s� and has supre-

mum ��x, r�, s� by Trick 2.3.27. We first consider the fact that � �x, s� ��

�xi, si�i>I is directed and has supremum �x, s� in �B�X�,Bd��. Also, we have

that each ��xi, r�, si� P ��x, r�, s� by Lemma 5.5.9. Finally, ��xi, t�, si�i>I is

directed and has supremum ��x, t�, r� by Lemma 5.5.8. This completes the

proof.

Lemma 5.5.11. [See [16, Lemma 3.2(1)]] For any t > R�

0 , the map

δt � �B�X�,Bd��Ð� �B�B�X��,Bd���,
�x, r�( ��x, r�, t�

is Scott-continuous.

Proof. Let �xi, ri�i>I be a directed family with supremum �x, r�. For each i > I,

��xi, ri�, t� Bd�� ��x, r�, t�

� d���xi, ri�, �x, r�� B 0


� d�xi, x� B ri � r

� �xi, ri� B �x, r�.

Thus ��x, r�, t� is an upper bound of ��xi, ri�, t�.
Let ��y, p�, q� be an upper bound of ��xi, ri�, t�i>I . By Lemma 5.5.4, each

�xi, ri�t� Bd� �y, p�q�. Since �X,d� is standard, �xi, ri�t�i>I is a directed family

with supremum �x, r � t�, so �x, r � t� Bd� �y, p � q�. Thus d�x, y� B r � t � p � q,
i.e., d�x, y��̇�r � p� B t � q, since t C q. It follows that ��x, r�, t� Bd�� ��y, p�, q�
and the proof is complete.

Lemma 5.5.12. The map µX � ��x, r�, s�( �x, r�s� considered in Lemma 5.5.6

preserves P, i.e., if ��x, r�, s�P ��y, p�, q� in �B�B�X��,Bd���, then �x, r�s�P
�y, p � q�.

Proof. Suppose �y, p � q� Bd
� �h, t�, where �h, t� is the supremum of some di-

rected family �hi, ti�i>I . By Lemma 5.5.11, ��hi, ti�,0�i>I is a directed family in
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�B�B�X��,Bd��� with supremum ��h, t�,0�. Also, ��y, p�, q� Bd�� ��h, t�,0� by

the following.

�y, p � q� Bd� �h, t�

� d�y, h� B p � q � t

� d�y, h��̇�p � t� B q

� ��y, p�, q� B ��h, t�,0�

By hypothesis, ��x, r�, s� Bd
�� ��hi, ti�,0� for some i > I. Hence by the same

computation as above, we have that �x, r�s� Bd� �hi, ti� and �x, r�s�P �y, p�q�
as claimed.

Theorem 5.5.13. The following are equivalent.

1. �X,d� is a continuous Yoneda complete quasi-metric space.

2. �B�X�,Bd�� is a domain.

3. �B�B�X��,Bd��� is a domain.

4. �B�X�, d�� is a continuous Yoneda complete quasi-metric space.

Proof. Theorem 5.2.7 gives that (1) and (2) are equivalent, and (3) and (4) are

equivalent. (2) Ô� (3) is true by Proposition 5.5.10. Hence it suffices to show

(3) implies (2).

We note that if �B�B�X��,Bd��� is a domain, it is a dcpo, and hence �B�X�, d��
is Yoneda complete by [26, Theorem 7.1]. It follows that �X,d� is Yoneda com-

plete by Lemma 5.5.3, and thus �B�X�,Bd�� is a dcpo again by [26, Theorem

7.1].

Let �x, r� > B�X� be given. By supposition, � ��x, r�,0� � ��xi, ri�, si�i>I is

directed and has supremum ��x, r�,0�. Thus each �xi, ri�si�P �x, r� by Lemma

5.5.12. We also have that �xi, ri � si�i>I is a directed family with supremum

�x, r � 0� � �x, r� by Lemma 5.5.6. This completes the proof.
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5.5.2 Quasi-continuous Yoneda complete �B�X�, d��

Let F > Pf�X� and denote the finite subset ���x, r�, s� S x > F� b B�B�X�� by

�F, r, s�.
Lemma 5.5.14. If �F, r, s� Bd�� �G,a, b� in �B�B�X��,Bd���, then �F, r� s� Bd�
�G,a � b� in �B�X�,Bd��.

Lemma 5.5.15. Let �X,d� be a quasi-continuous Yoneda complete quasi-metric

space with fin-basis ��F, r� S Pf�X��. For each t > R�

0 , �F, r� P �y, s� implies

�F, t, r�P ��y, t�, s�.

Proof. Suppose ��y, t�, s� Bd�� ��h, p�, q�, where ��h, p�, q� is the supremum of

some directed family ��hi, pi�, qi�i>I . So we follow the same argument as the first

part of the proof of Lemma 5.5.9 to obtain that �hi, pi�qi�i>I is a directed family

with supremum �h, p � q�, and �y, t � s� Bd� �h, p � q�.
By our supposition, we can use Lemma 5.3.7 and hence �F, r � t�P �y, s � t�.

Hence �F, r � t� Bd� �hi, pi � qi� for some i > I. Thus there exists x > F such

that d�x,hi� B r � t � pi � qi. Using the last part of the proof of Lemma 5.5.9,

we have that there exists i0 > I such that ��x, t�, r� Bd�� ��hi0 , pi0�, qi0�, hence

�F, t, r� Bd�� ��hi0 , pi0�, qi0�. This completes the proof.

Proposition 5.5.16. If �X,d� is a quasi-continuous Yoneda complete quasi-

metric space where �Pf�X�, Sd� is standard, then �B�X�, d�� is a quasi-continuous

Yoneda complete quasi-metric space.

Proof. Once again, �B�X�, d�� is Yoneda complete by [18, Lemma 7.4.17]. It

suffices to show that ��F, r, s� S F > Pf�X�� is a fin-basis for �B�B�X��,Bd���
by Trick 2.3.37 and Theorem 5.3.12.

Let ��x, r�, s� > B�B�X��. There exists a directed family �Fi, si�i>I with supre-

mum �x, s� where each �Fi, si� P �x, s� by hypothesis. Hence each �Fi, r, si� P
��x, r�, s�. It remains to show that �Fi, r, si�i>I is directed and has supremum

��x, r�, s�. For any �F1, r, s1�, �F2, r, s2�, consider the corresponding �F1, s1�, �F2, s2�.
There exists �F3, s3� such that �Fj, sj� Bd� �F3, s3�, j � 1,2, and hence it can be

easily verified that �Fj, r � sj� Bd� �F3, r � s3�. Hence �Fj, r, sj� Bd�� �F3, r, s3�.
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Let ��y, a�, b� be another upper bound of �Fi, r, si�i>I . It follows that each si C b,

and s � infi>I si C b. Also, �y, a � b� is an upper bound of �Fi, r � si�i>I . By

hypothesis, �Fi, r � si�i>I has supremum �x, r � s� and so �x, r � s� Bd� �y, a � b�.
Finally, since s C b, ��x, r�, s� Bd�� ��y, a�, b� and the proof is complete.

Remark 5.5.17. At the point of writing, it is unknown if the converse to the

preceding proposition is true in general.

In [16, Proposition 3.11], Goubault-Larrecq showed that the triple �B, η, µ�
is a left KZ-monad on the category of standard quasi-metric spaces and Y -

continous maps. Combining this with Propositions 5.5.2, 5.5.10 and 5.5.16, the

following is immediate.

Corollary 5.5.18. The triple �B, η, µ� is a left KZ-monad on the following

categories.

1. Category of Yoneda complete quasi-metric spaces and the Y -continuous

maps.

2. Category of continuous Yoneda complete quasi-metric spaces and the Y -

continuous maps.

3. Category of quasi-continuous Yoneda complete quasi-metric spaces and the

Y -continuous maps.

5.6 Concluding remarks

In this chapter, we introduced the notion of quasi-continuous Yoneda complete

quasi-metric spaces. We also study a subclass of quasi-continuous dcpos of for-

mal balls, namely those with a particular fin-basis. It then turns out that such a

dcpos of formal balls can fully characterize the corresponding quasi-continuous

Yoneda complete quasi-metric spaces. Furthermore, we obtain a full charac-

terization of such quasi-metric spaces using the continuous quasi-metric spaces

of the finitely-generated spaces. Following [21] and [18], these results appear

to suggest that the notion of quasi-continuous Yoneda complete quasi-metric
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spaces introduced is an appropriate one, as it allows us to successfully extend

the results mentioned in the abovementioned papers to quasi-metric spaces. The

reader may have observed a great use of the corresponding dcpos of formal balls

in our proof of this investigation. This further supports the slogan that ‘formal

balls are the essence of quasi-metric spaces ’ [18].

Finally, we list down some of the questions which can be our possible future

work.

Question 5.6.1.

1. To show Theorem 5.3.12 (2) Ô� (1), we require �B�X�,Bd�� to have

a fin-basis of the form ��G,s� S G > Pf�X�� in the supposition. Can we

remove this condition? In other words, if �B�X�,Bd�� is a quasi-continuous

dcpo, is �X,d� a quasi-continuous Yoneda complete quasi-metric space?

2. In the lead-up to Lemma 5.3.11, we mentioned that we are unable to show

that �Pf�X�, Sd� is standard even when �X,d� is Yoneda complete. One

can verify that �Pf�X�, Sd� is standard if �X,d� is a poset or ��0,ª�, dR�.
In Proposition 5.3.15, we used the assumption that �X,d� is a quasi-

continuous Yoneda complete quasi-metric space where �Pf�X�, Sd� is stan-

dard to show that W d is interpolative.

Is there a Yoneda complete (respectively, quasi-continuous Yoneda com-

plete) quasi-metric space �X,d� where �Pf�X�, Sd� is not standard?

3. In Theorem 5.5.13, we showed that for a quasi-metric space �X,d�, �X,d�
is continuous Yoneda complete if and only if �B�X�, d�� is continuous

Yoneda complete.

Following Proposition 5.5.16, it is natural to ask if the analogous result

for quasi-continuous Yoneda complete quasi-metric spaces to the above

theorem holds in general. More specifically, we have the following.

If �B�X�, d�� is quasi-continuous Yoneda complete, is �X,d� quasi-continuous

Yoneda complete?
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Chapter 6

Yoneda completion

Let us look back at the research journey we have covered so far in the ap-

plications of formal balls in domain theory. The notion of formal balls has

been an extremely functional one in providing us with a lens to look at met-

ric spaces in classical analysis and quasi-metric spaces in quantitative domain

theory. Particularly, we have shown that the various notions of completeness

and approximations of quasi-metric spaces are reflected via various well-known

domain theoretic notions on the formal balls, and hence making formal balls a

versatile tool in characterizations. Before the curtains are drawn, in the conclud-

ing chapter, on all our reported findings, we demonstrate yet another important

application of formal balls in this chapter – as a tool of completion.

The notion of completion is an essential one across different branches of math-

ematics, whenever there is a sensible notion of completeness of the spaces. For

instance, a metric space �X,d� need not always be complete but there is a canon-

ical way to manufacture a ‘larger’ complete metric space �X̃, d̃� into which one

can isometrically embed �X,d� and moreover, any uniformly-continuous (respec-

tively, non-expansive) mapping from �X,d� to a complete metric space �Y, e�
factors through the canonical embedding uniquely. Note that such a completion

for metric spaces is idempotent, i.e., the canonical completion �X̃, d̃� for a com-

plete metric space �X,d� is isometric to �X,d� – meaning that no new points

are added to a space after its completion if the space is complete to begin with.

A point to make: idempotent completions are mathematically aesthetic.

In quantitative domain theory, Yoneda completeness and Smyth completeness

135
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are the two most salient and most commonly studied notions of completeness

(e.g., [27, 14]). In fact, the notion of a ‘Yoneda completion’ is no stranger to

people studying quasi-metric and hemi-metric spaces as various Yoneda com-

pletions of quasi-metric spaces have earlier been proposed and developed (e.g.,

[4, 27, 13]). The good news is that all of the above Yoneda completions of quasi-

metric spaces are isometric to one another, but the bad news is that none of

them (as a direct consequence of the good news) are idempotent!

But why do we demand that Yoneda completions be idempotent? Here we are

guided by two beautiful results. There exist idempotent canonical completions

for metric spaces as well as posets (see [23] for metric completion and [55] for

dcpo-completion). Because the notion of Yoneda complete quasi-metric space

is a generalization of both complete metric space and dcpo, it seems desirable

that any proposed procedure of Yoneda completion be idempotent as well.

In this chapter, we detail the construction of an idempotent Yoneda comple-

tion for quasi-metric spaces. To give the reader the motivating idea behind our

approach, we seek to better understand the Yoneda completion as presented in

[13, Section 7.5], which Goubault-Larrecq also called the formal ball completion.

This completion is performed via a rounded ideal completion on the formal balls

(which explains its name). The resulting poset of formal balls of the quasi-metric

space arising from the formal ball completion turns out to be a dcpo. Now, by

a clever use of the Kostanek-Waszkiewicz Theorem (i.e., Theorem 1.1.1(i)), one

then concludes that the quasi-metric space arising from the completion must be

Yoneda complete. It is well-known in domain theory that the rounded ideal com-

pletion is not idempotent in general. This lack of idempotence for the rounded

ideal completion is then inherited by the resulting Yoneda completion. Thus,

if one wishes to enjoy the affordance of the Kostanek-Waszkiewicz Theorem to

manufacture the desired idempotent Yoneda completion, one must look for an

idempotent dcpo completion on posets.

Up to 2009, the ‘dcpo completion’ commonly employed by domain theorists

was the ideal completion (which is not idempotent); though, idempotent dcpo

completions did exist but are not well-known, and hence not widely used ([9]).
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Around 2006, the idea of using topological methods to create dcpo-completion

had already been conceived by Zhao and Fan who showed that by embedding a

poset into its complete lattice of Scott-closed sets and then taking the smallest

d-closed set containing the embedded image, one can then obtain the desired

dcpo completion. Their work was presented at a talk held in Shanghai Normal

University. Inspired by their work, Keimel and Lawson employed topological

methods to come up with an idempotent d-completion for T0 spaces and that

appeared in print in 2009 ([24]). Zhao and Fan’s work later appeared in print

in 2010 ([54]).

With these new technologies of manufacturing idempotent dcpo completions

at hand, there should be nothing to stop us from creating a Yoneda completion

on a given quasi-metric space by performing a dcpo completion á la Zhao and

Fan on its poset of formal balls. This is precisely our line of attack that will

eventually answer our Research Question 2.

In this chapter, we set out to fill in the gap in the literature regarding the

absence of a categorical Yoneda completion. We do so by marrying the key prin-

ciples of the dcpo-completion proposed in [55, Section 2] and that of the formal

ball completions discussed in [13, Section 7.5]. At this point, we emphasize that

we cannot simply apply the dcpo completion on the poset of formal balls, as

there is a niggling issue regarding the intricacies of the formal balls for us to pay

extra attention on. We work around this issue by proposing a notion of trans-

lational complete directed families. Also, we show that if the given quasi-metric

space arises from a poset, the Yoneda completion is exactly the dcpo completion

by Zhao and Fan in 2010.

We embark on our journey of constructing the desired idempotent Yoneda

completion of quasi-metric spaces in the ensuing sections. In Section 6.1, we

describe the intrinsic problem that plagues the space of formal balls, i.e., the

mismatch between the convergence behaviour of directed sets and that of Cauchy

nets. To overcome this problem, we introduce the notion of translational com-

plete directed families in the space of formal balls. We then identify the salient

morphisms for the category of quasi-metric space so as to arrive at a suitable
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categorical definition of Yoneda completion of quasi-metric spaces in Section

6.2. In Section 6.3, using the translational complete directed families defined

in Section 6.1, we proceed to model the construction of the Yoneda completion

after Zhao and Fan’s dcpo-completion via the poset of formal balls. Here we

make crucial use of the Kostanek-Waskiewicz Theorem. In particular, we verify

that our proposed Yoneda completion satisfies the requirements of the definition

given in Section 6.2. In Section 6.4, we show that the proposed Yoneda comple-

tion on a quasi-metric space is exactly the dcpo completion given in [55, Section

2] if it is induced from a poset. Also in the same section, we show that we can

obtain an isometric copy of the classical metric completion if the quasi-metric

space is a metric space. Finally, we conclude in Section 6.5, where we also share

some future work which we are interested in.

Throughout the chapter, �X,d� always denotes a quasi-metric space unless

otherwise stated.

6.1 Translational complete directed families

It is not generally true that if a directed family �xi, ri�i>I in �B�X�,Bd�� has a

supremum, then �xi, ri � a�i>I has a supremum for all a > �� infi>I ri,ª�. This

issue was highlighted in [18, Remark 2.3]. This is also why the special class of

quasi-metric spaces called the standard quasi-metric spaces was considered.

Recall that we say that �X,d� is standard if every directed family �xi, ri�i>I
in �B�X�,Bd�� has a supremum if and only if for all a > �0,ª�, �xi, ri � a�i>I
has a supremum. For a standard quasi-metric space, it can be shown that for

every Cauchy-weighted net �xi, ri�i>I , a point x > X is a d-limit of �xi�i>I , if

and only if �x,0� is the supremum of the directed family �xi, ri�i>I in B�X� (see

Lemmas 4.1.1 and 4.1.4). A closer inspection of this aforementioned proof gives

us very clear direction how to characterize the d-limit of a Cauchy-weighted net

as the supremum of this net when viewed as a special type of directed family in

�B�X�,Bd��. Proposition 6.1.3 gives this characterization but it requires a new

concept:

Definition 6.1.1. (Translational complete directed family) A directed fam-
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ily �xi, ri�i>I in B�X� is translational complete if for all a > �� infi>I ri,ª�,
supi>I�xi, ri � a� exists.

The notions of standard quasi-metric spaces and translational complete di-

rected families can be connected using the following.

Remark 6.1.2. A quasi-metric space is standard if and only if every directed

family in B�X� is translational complete.

Proposition 6.1.3. Let �xi, ri�i>I be a Cauchy-weighted net in �X,d�. Then

�xi�i>I has d-limit x if and only if �xi, ri�i>I is a translational complete directed

family with supremum �x,0�.

Proof. Since the proof for the converse uses exactly the same argument as in [13,

Lemma 7.4.26], we need only to show the ( Ô� ) direction. Also, by [13, Lemma

7.4.25], we simply need to prove that �xi, ri�i>I is translational complete. Let

�xi, ri�i>I be a Cauchy-weighted net where �xi�i>I has d-limit x. We show that

for any a > �0,ª�, �xi, ri � a�i>I has supremum �x, a�. For any i, j > I with i Z j,

d�xi, x� B d�xi, xj� � d�xj, x�
B ri � rj � d�xj, x�
B �ri � a� � a � d�xj, x�

Taking lim sup over j, one has

d�xi, x� B �ri � a� � a � lim sup
j>I

d�xj, x�
� �ri � a� � a � d�x,x�
� �ri � a� � a.

Thus �xi, ri � a� Bd� �x, a�. Now suppose for each i > I, �xi, ri � a� Bd� �y, s�.
Then d�xi, y� B ri � a � s. Taking lim sup over i gives

lim sup
i>I

d�xi, y� � d�x, y�
B lim sup

i>I
ri � a � s

� 0 � a � s

� a � s
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and �x, a� Bd
� �y, s�. Thus supi>I�xi, ri � a� � �x, a� and this completes the

proofs.

6.2 Morphisms in QMet

Recall the definitions of the maps between quasi-metric spaces discussed in Sec-

tion 3.3. An inquisitive reader might have wondered: Which are the suitable

morphisms for the category of quasi-metric spaces? This will be of great impor-

tance in the formulation of a suitable categorical definition of Yoneda completion

of a quasi-metric space. Before we give our answer to this question, let us con-

sider a special kind of maps between posets of formal balls.

Definition 6.2.1 (Y -Scott-continuous maps). We say that a map

g � �B�X�,Bd��Ð� �B�X ��,Bd���
is Y -Scott-continuous if it preserves the supremum of translational complete

directed family.

Proposition 6.2.2. Let �X,d� and �X �, d�� be quasi-metric spaces. For any

given map f � �X,d�Ð� �X �, d��, define

B�f� � �B�X�,Bd��Ð� �B�X ��,Bd���, �x, r�( �f�x�, r�.
Then f is Y -continuous if and only if B�f� is Y -Scott-continuous.

Proof. �Ô� � Let f � �X,d� Ð� �X �, d�� be a Y -continuous map and �xi, ri�i>I
be a translational complete directed family in �B�X�,Bd��. Then �xi, ri �
infi>I ri�i>I is a Cauchy-weighted net and it follows that �xi�i>I is a Cauchy

net with d-limit x in �X,d� by Proposition 6.1.3. By the definition of Y -

continuous maps, �f�xi��i>I is a Cauchy net with d�-limit f�x� in �X �, d��. Fur-

thermore, as f is Y -continuous and hence non-expansive, �f�xi�, ri � infi>I ri�i>I
is a Cauchy-weighted net: for any i, j > I with i Z j, d��f�xi�, f�xj�� B d�xi, xj� B
�ri � infi>I� � �rj � infi>I�. Applying Proposition 6.1.3 again, it is then immedi-

ate that �B�f��xi, ri��i>I � �f�xi�, ri�i>I is a translational directed family with

supremum B�f��x, r� � �f�x�, r� and B�f� is Y -Scott-continuous as claimed.
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�
Ô � Let �xi�i>I be a Cauchy net with d-limit x in �X,d�, and let B�f� be

a be a Y -Scott-continuous map from �B�X�,Bd�� to �B�X ��,Bd���. By Lemma

4.1.7(i), �xi�i>I has a Cauchy-weightable subnet �xj�j>J , i.e., there exists a net

�rj�j>J in �0,ª� such that �xj, rj�j>J is Cauchy-weighted. We show that f is

non-expansive. It can be verified directly that if B�f� is Y -Scott-continuous, it

is monotone. Let x, y > X. If d�x, y� �ª, it is immediate that d��f�x�, f�y�� B
d�x, y�. Now suppose that d�x, y� @ ª. Then d�x, y� B d�x, y� implies that

�x, d�x, y�� Bd� �y,0� and �f�x�, d�x, y�� Bd�� �f�y�,0�. Thus d��f�x�, f�y�� B
d�x, y� and f is non-expansive.

We now proceed to show that f is limit-continuous. By Lemma 4.1.7(ii),

�xj�j>J has d-limit x. We use Proposition 6.1.3 to obtain that �xj, rj�j>J is a

translational complete directed family in �B�X�,Bd�� with supremum �x,0�. By

the definition of Y -Scott-continuous maps, �B�f��xj, rj��j>J � �f�xj�, rj�j>J is

a translational complete directed family with supremum B�f��x,0� � �f�x�,0�.
By Proposition 6.1.3, �f�xj��j>J is a Cauchy net with d�-limit f�x�. Since f

is non-expansive, �f�xi��i>I is a Cauchy net. Using the fact that �f�xj��j>J is

a subnet of Cauchy net �f�xi��i>I and Lemma 4.1.7(ii), �f�xi��i>I has d�-limit

f�x� in �X �, d�� and f is Y -continuous.

We shall now decide on a suitable categorical definition of Yoneda completion

of a quasi-metric space. To do this, let us identify some common features shared

by the approaches adopted by the authors of [4, 27, 48]. Their Yoneda com-

pletions of a quasi-metric space �X,d� considered typically comprise a Yoneda

complete space �X̆, d̆� and an isometric embedding τ � �X,d� Ð� �X̆, d̆� such

that for any Yoneda complete quasi-metric space �Y, e� and uniformly contin-

uous map f � �X,d� Ð� �Y, e�, there exists a unique Yoneda-continuous map

f̆ � �X̆, d̆�Ð� �Y, e� such that f � f̆ X τ .

Just like the case that monotone embedding is not obliged to preserve directed

suprema between posets, an isometric embedding is not obliged to preserve the

d-limits of Cauchy nets between quasi-metric spaces. A resultant defect of the

aforementioned approaches will be that the Yoneda completion of an already

Yoneda complete quasi-metric space X may result in a (Yoneda complete) quasi-
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metric space X̆ that is strictly ‘larger’ than the initial space X. Because of

this phenomenon, Künzi and Schellekens then went on to show that the largest

class of quasi-metric spaces for which their version of the Yoneda completion

is idempotent is exactly that of quasi-metric spaces where every Cauchy net is

bi-Cauchy ([27, p. 181]).

Clearly, the first step to fixing this defect is to identify the suitable morphisms

for the category of quasi-metric spaces so that we can give a categorical definition

of what constitutes a Yoneda completion of a quasi-metric space. To do this, we

recall that as far as preservation of directed suprema is concerned, the salient

morphisms in the category of posets to consider are the Scott-continuous maps.

Proposition 6.1.3 suggests that in order to capture the essence of the d-limit

of a Cauchy net of a quasi-metric space �X,d� via its corresponding poset of

formal balls, one should pay attention to the suprema of translational complete

directed families. Consequently, the Y -Scott continuous maps are the morphisms

we identify for the category of posets of formal balls. Thus following Proposition

6.2.2, we choose the Y -continuous maps to be the morphisms in the category of

quasi-metric spaces.

With all these in place, we are ready to present our definition of Yoneda

completion of a quasi-metric space.

Definition 6.2.3. (Yoneda completion) A Yoneda completion of a quasi-metric

space �X,d� is a Yoneda complete quasi-metric space �X̆, d̆�, together with a

Y -continuous map τ � �X,d� Ð� �X̆, d̆�, such that for any Yoneda complete

quasi-metric space �Y, e� and Y -continuous map f � �X,d� Ð� �Y, e�, there

exists a unique Y -continuous map f̆ � �X̆, d̆�Ð� �Y, e� such that f � f̆ X τ .

�X,d� �Y, e�

�X̆, d̆�

f

τ
§!f̆
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6.3 Construction of idempotent Yoneda com-

pletion

6.3.1 Proof sketch

Admittedly, the construction of the idempotent Yoneda completion is an ex-

tremely technical one. Thus it helps to have a proof sketch so that the reader

can have a quick overview of the underlying principles and processes involved.

Hopefully, this can ease our navigation through the dense technical forest in the

subsequent subsection.

Since our Yoneda completion is modelled after the principles of the dcpo

completion invented by Zhao and Fan in [55, Theorem 1], it is only natural for

us to recount their method below.

ZF1. Given a poset P , consider the complete lattice of Scott-closed sets of P

ordered by inclusion, i.e., �Γ�P �,b�.
ZF2. Embed the original poset P into the enveloping space Γ�P � through the

usual principal ideal embedding η � x ( �x. Note that the image η�P � ��
��x S x > P� is a subset of Γ�P �.
It is important to appreciate that this principal ideal embedding from P

into the collection of Scott-closed sets is Scott-continuous. In contrast, if

the latter is replaced by the collection of all ideals, the embedding is not

Scott-continuous.

ZF3. Endow Γ�P � with the d-topology: a subset S of a poset Q is d-closed if

for every directed set D b S, whenever �D exists then �D > S.

ZF4. Taking the d-closure of η�P � in the enveloping space Γ�P � to obtain E�P �.
It can then be shown that the poset �E�P �,b� is the dcpo completion of

P .

We now turn our attention to examine the Yoneda completions in the lit-

erature. Because of the equivalence of all the Yoneda completions proposed

independently in [4, 27, 48], it does not matter, in principle, which one we
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choose to discuss. Notably, Vickers’ original point-free approach of localic com-

pletion of quasi-metric spaces (also known by the name of generalized metric

spaces) makes crucial use of Cauchy filters of formal balls. So in line with our

original plan of creating an idempotent Yoneda completion that models after

Zhao and Fan’s dcpo completion of its corresponding poset of formal balls, we

find Vickers’ approach the most suitable. However, to make use of Kostanek-

Waszkiewicz Theorem, we shall instead use Goubault-Larrecq’s point-set version

([13, Section 7.5]) of Vickers’ approach.

GL1. Given a quasi-metric space �X,d�, perform the rounded ideal completion

of �B�X�,hd�� to obtain a continuous dcpo �RI�B�X��,b�. Here, hd
�

is a

binary relation on B�X� where �x, r� hd� �y, s� if and only if d�x, y� @ r�s.

GL2. Consider the subset S�X� of �RI�B�X��,b� consisting of those rounded

ideals with ‘aperture’ zero. For any subset C of B�X�, we call α�C� the

aperture of C, where α�C� is defined to be inf�x,r�>C r.

GL3. Equip S�X� with the Hausdorff-Hoare quasi-metric d�
H

.

GL4. The formal ball model �B�S�X�, d�
H
�,Bd�H� is order-isomorphic to �RI�B�X��,b�;

noting that �RI�B�X��,b� is a dcpo in particular.

GL5. By Kostanek-Waszkiewicz Theorem, �S�X�, d�
H
� is a Yoneda complete

quasi-metric space as its corresponding poset of formal balls is a dcpo,

and is defined to be the Yoneda completion of �X,d�.

Figure 6.1 summarizes the processes involved in the formal ball completion

presented in [13, Section 7.5].
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Quasi-metric space Poset Abstract Basis

�X,d� �B�X�,Bd�� �B�X�,hd��

�RI�B�X�,hd��d�
H
� �RI�B�X�,hd��,b� (dcpo)

�S�X�, d�
H
� �B�S�X�, d�

H
�,Bd�H�� (dcpo)

e is not Scott-continuous

generates

collect all C where α�C��0 order-isomorphism

Figure 6.1: Overview of the processes involved in the formal ball completion

Since rounded ideal completion in (GL1) may not be idempotent, it follows

that the Yoneda completion so obtained in (GL5) is not idempotent in general.

The root of the problem lies with the choice of the space of rounded ideals as

the enveloping space – the associated embedding of the original space into this

enveloping space is not even Y -Scott continuous, let alone Scott-continuous.

Now, (ZF2) in Zhao and Fan’s dcpo-completion informs us that the appropri-

ate enveloping space should be the complete lattice of Scott closed sets, Γ�P �,
instead of the ideal completion Id�P �. Since our intention is to perform a dcpo-

completion on the poset of formal balls, P �� �B�X�,Bd��, a näive approach will

be to consider E�P � � E�B�X�,Bd��. However, we caution that such a move

fails miserably for two reasons:

1. E�P � may not arise as the space of formal balls of some quasi-metric space

�X̆, d̆�, and

2. the enveloping space Γ�P � involves the concept of Scott-closed sets and

hence the Scott topology. The Scott topology is the just right one to

consider with regards to the ‘convergence’ of directed sets to their suprema.

But we already learnt from our analysis in Section 6.1 that among the

directed families in the space of formal balls it should be the transitional

complete ones we are focusing on.

This motivates us to define, in Section 6.3.2, a new topology called the g-

topology (see Definition 6.3.1), that involves transitional complete directed fam-
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ilies in the space of formal balls in the same way as Scott topology involves

directed subsets in the space of posets.

With the g-topology at hand, we proceed in Section 6.3.2 to copycat Goubault-

Larrecq’s steps (GL1)–(GL5) in creating the enveloping quasi-metric space �X̃, d̃�
into which we embed �X,d�:

1. Embed �B�X�,Bd�� into the complete lattice of g-closed subsets �Γg�B�X��,b�.

2. Consider the subset X̃ of Γg�B�X��, consisting of those g-closed subsets

with aperture zero.

3. Equip Γg�B�X�� with the Hausdorff-Hoare quasi-metric d�
H

. Note that

�X̃, d̃� is a quasi-metric subspace of �Γg�B�X��, d�
H
�, where d̃ �� d�

H
IX̃�X̃ .

4. The formal ball �B�X̃�,Bd̃�� is order-isomorphic to �Γg�B�X��,b�. Note

that �Γg�B�X��,b� is more than a dcpo – it is a complete lattice.

5. By Kostanek-Waszkiewicz Theorem, �X̃, d̃� is a Yoneda complete quasi-

metric space as its corresponding poset of formal balls is in particular a

dcpo.

Guided by (ZF2), we embed the quasi-metric space �X,d� isometrically into

the enveloping space �X̃, d̃�; this embedding mirrors the Y -Scott continuous

embedding from �B�X�,Bd�� to �B�X̃, d̃�,Bd̃�� via Proposition 6.2.2.

In Section 6.3.2, we model after (ZF3) to consider the Yoneda-closed sets (see

Definition 3.2.13). Lastly, we model after (ZF4) to obtain the desired Yoneda

completion (in the sense of Definition 6.2.3) by forming the Yoneda-closure of

the embedded image of �X,d� within the enveloping space of �X̃, d̃�.
Figure 6.2 summarizes processes involved in the dcpo-completion of the poset

of formal balls of a quasi-metric space.

6.3.2 The actual construction

This subsection will be dedicated to formally demonstrate that every quasi-

metric space has a Yoneda completion in the sense of Definition 6.2.3.
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Quasi-metric space Poset

�X,d� �B�X�,Bd��

�Γg�B�X�,Bd��, d�
H
� �Γg�B�X�,Bd��,b�

�X̃, d̃ �� d�
H
IX̃�X̃� �B�X̃, d̃�,Bd̃��

�X̆, d̆ �� d̆ IX̆�X̆�

Y -Scott-continuous η0

collect all C’s where α�C� � 0

equip quasi-metric

Yoneda-closure of τ�X� in X̃, d̃

ψ order-isomorphism

Figure 6.2: Yoneda completion via the dcpo completion of formal balls

g-topology

We introduce the g-topology on the poset, B�X�, of formal balls corresponding

to a given quasi-metric space X.

Definition 6.3.1. (g-closed subset) A subset C of B�X� is called g-closed if it

is

(i) downward closed with respect to Bd
�

; and

(ii) closed under the existing suprema of translational complete directed fami-

lies, i.e., whenever �xi, ri�i>I b C is a translational complete directed family

that has supremum, then its supremum �x, r� belongs to C.

A subset U is called g-open if its complement B�X� � U is g-closed. It can

be verified directly that the collection of g-open subsets forms a topology. We

denote the collection of all g-closed subsets of B�X� by Γg�B�X��.

Remark 6.3.2. The reader would have recognized that the g-closed sets closely

resemble the Scott-closed sets. Indeed, the motivation for the former is to tailor

a suitable analogue of the Scott-closed sets for the poset of formal balls and its

translational complete directed families.
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Lemma 6.3.3. Every g-closed subset C of B�X� is closed in the open ball

topology of quasi-metric space �B�X�, d��. Consequently, for any �x, r� ¶ C,

there exists ε A 0 such that for all �c, s� > C, it holds that d���x, r�, �c, s�� A ε.
Proof. We first show that C is closed in the open ball topology of quasi-metric

space �B�X�, d��. Let �x, r� > B�X� � C. One can show that �x, r � ε�εA0

is a translational directed family which has supremum �x, r�. It follows that

there exists �x, r � ε� such that �x, r � ε� > B�X� � C. We now show that

Bd�

�x,r�,@ε
b B�X� �C, where Bd�

�x,r�,@ε
�� ��y, s� > B�X�Sd���x, r�, �y, s�� @ ε�. For

each �y, s� > Bd�

�x,r�,@ε
, d���x, r�, �y, s�� @ ε, hence max�d�x, y� � r � s,0� @ ε and

d�x, y� @ r � ε � s. Thus �x, r � ε� Bd
� �y, s� and �y, s� > B�X,d� � C, as C

is downward closed. C is closed in the open ball topology of �B�X�, d��, as

claimed.

For the second part of the lemma, we prove by contrapositivity. Suppose

for all ε A 0, there exists �c, s� > C, d���x, r�, �c, s�� B ε. It follows that

inf�c,s�>C d���x, r�, �c, s�� � 0. Hence d���x, r�,C� �� inf�c,r�>C d���x, r�, �c, r�� � 0.

It follows that �x, r� > cl�C� by [13, Lemma 6.1.11], where cl�C� is the closure

of C with respect to the open ball topology of �B�X�, d��. Thus cl�C� � C and

�x, r� > C and this completes the proof.

For any subset U of B�X�, we denote the g-closure of U by

clg�U� ����C > Γg�B�X�� S C c U�.

Enveloping quasi-metric space �X̃, d̃�
Let �x, r� > B�X�. Denote ��x, r� �� ��y, s� > B�X� S �y, s� Bd� �x, r��.

Proposition 6.3.4. For each �x, r� > B�X�, ��x, r� is g-closed.

Proof. It is clear that every Scott closed subset is g-closed, and that ��x, r� is

Scott closed.

Let C b B�X�. Recall that α�C� is called the aperture of C, where α�C� �
inf�x,r�>C r.

Let C � r �� ��c, s� r� S �c, s� > C� and whenever r B α�C�, C � r �� ��c, s� r� S
�c, s� > C�.
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Lemma 6.3.5. Let C > Γg�B�X��. Then for r > R�

0 , it holds that C � r > Γg�B�X��,

and for r B α�C�, it holds that C � r > Γg�B�X��.

Figure 6.3: C � s and C � r (r B α�C�) are g-closed if C is g-closed

Proof. Let r > ��α�C�,ª�, �yi, si�i>I be a translational complete directed family

in C � r with supremum �y, s�. We observe that infi>I si C max�r,0�. Thus

�yi, si � r�i>I is a directed family in C, since � r � �w, t� ( �w, t � r� is an

order-isomorphism for r B t. It follows that �y, s� r� > C and thus �y, s� > C � r.

To show that C�r is downward closed, let �w, t� > C�r and suppose �w�, t�� Bd�
�w, t�. It follows that �w, t � r� > C and �w�, t� � r� Bd� �w, t � r�, as once again

�r � �w, t�( �w, t�r� is an order-isomorphism for r B t. Thus �w�, t��r� > C as

C is g-closed and hence downward closed. Finally �w�, t�� > C�r. This completes

the proof.

Lemma 6.3.6. Define the mapping

η0 � �B�X�,Bd��Ð� �Γg�B�X��,b�
�x, r�( ��x, r�.

The following hold.

(i) η0 is an order-embedding;

(ii) η0 is Y -Scott-continuous.
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Proof. (i) is clear. (ii): Note that η0 is the same as the map η defined in the

first line of the proof of [55, Theorem 1], which is Scott-continuous. Therefore

η0 is Scott-continuous, and hence is Y -Scott-continuous.

Lemma 6.3.7. Define the Hausdorff-Hoare quasi-metric d�
H

on Γg�X� by

d�
H
�C,C �� �� sup

�c,r�>C

inf
�c�,r��>C�

d���c, r�, �c�, r���.

Then d�
H
�C,C �� � 0 if and only if C b C �.

Proof. ( 
Ô ) For each �c, r� > C, inf�c�,r��>C� d���c, r�, �c�, r��� � 0, since �c, r� >
C implies �c, r� > C �. Thus d�

H
�C,C �� � sup�c,r�>C inf�c�,r��>C� d���c, r�, �c�, r��� � 0.

( Ô� ) d�
H
�C,C �� � 0 implies that for all �c, r� > C, inf�c�,r��>C� d���c, r�, �c�, r��� �

0, and thus d���c, r�,C �� � 0. It follows that �c, r� > clg�C �� � C � and hence

C b C �.

Thus the following can be verified straightforwardly.

Proposition 6.3.8. �Γg�B�X��, d�
H
� is a quasi-metric space.

Proof. It is clear that for any C > Γg�B�X��, d�
H
�C,C� � 0. Let C1,C2,C3 >

Γg�B�X��. Also, for each �c1, r1� > C1, �c2, r2� > C2, �c3, r3� > C3,

inf
�c3,r3�>C3

d���c1, r1�, �c3, r3�� B d���c1, r1�, �c3, r3��
B d���c1, r1�, �c2, r2�� � d���c2, r2�, �c3, r3��

and since �c3, r3� > C3 is arbitrary,

inf
�c3,r3�>C3

d���c1, r1�, �c3, r3�� B d���c1, r1�, �c2, r2�� � inf
�c3,r3�>C3

d���c2, r2�, �c3, r3��
B d���c1, r1�, �c2, r2�� � d�H�C2,C3�

and since �c2, r2� > C2 is arbitrary,

inf
�c3,r3�>C3

d���c1, r1�, �c3, r3�� B inf
�c2,r2�>C2

d���c1, r1�, �c2, r2�� � dH�C2,C3�
B d�

H
�C1,C2� � d�H�C2,C3�
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and since �c1, r1� > C1 is arbitrary, d�
H
�C1,C3� B d�H�C1,C2� � d�H�C2,C3�.

Finally, suppose d�
H
�C1,C2� � d�H�C2,C1� � 0, then C1 b C2 and C2 b C1 by

Lemma 6.3.7 and hence C1 � C2 and the proof is complete.

Lemma 6.3.9. For every quasi-metric space �X,d�, denote the subcollection

X̃ of Γg�B�X��, where X̃ �� �C > Γg�B�X�� S α�C� � 0� and d̃ �� d�
H
IX̃�X̃ .

Define ψ � �B�X̃, d̃�,Bd̃��Ð� �Γg�B�X��,b� by �C, s� ( C � s. Then ψ is an

order-isomorphism.

Proof. By Lemma 6.3.5, ψ is well-defined. We first show that ψ is monotone by

showing �C, r� Bd̃� �C �, r�� implies that C�r b C ��r� by contrapositivity. Suppose

that C � r ~b C � � r�. Then there exists �c, s � r� > C � r and �c, s � r� ¶ C � � r�.

Since C � � r� is g-closed, it is closed with respect to the open ball topology of

�B�X�, d�� and hence there exists ε A 0 such that for all �c�, s� � r�� > C � � r�,

d���c, s � r�, �c�, s� � r��� A ε. Thus

d���c, s � r�, �c�, s� � r��� A ε

� max�d�c, c�� � s � r � s� � r�,0� A ε

� d�c, c�� � s � s� � r � r� A ε

� d�c, c�� � s � s� A ε � r � r�

� max�d�c, c�� � s � s�,0� A ε � r � r�

� d���c, s�, �c�, s��� A ε � r � r�
Ô� sup

�c,s�>C

inf
�c�,r��>C�

d���c, s�, �c�, s��� C ε � r � r� A r � r�


� d̃�C,C �� A r � r�

� d̃���C, r�, �C �, r��� A 0

Thus �C, r� ~Bd̃� �C �, r��.
The inverse mapping ψ�1 is defined by C ( �C �α�C�, α�C��. Clearly, α�C �

α�C�� � 0. Also, if C is a g-closed subset, C � α�C� is also g-closed subset

by Lemma 6.3.5. Hence C � α�C� > X̃ and ψ�1 is well-defined. It can thus be

verified directly that ψ is a bijection.

We now proceed to show that the inverse mapping ψ�1 is monotone. Suppose
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C b C �. It follows that α�C� C α�C ��. Then

d̃�C � α�C�,C �
� α�C ���

� sup
�c,s�>C�α�C�

inf
�c�,s��>C��α�C��

d���c, s�, �c�, s���
� sup

�c,s�>C�α�C�

inf
�c�,s��>C��α�C��

max�d�c, c�� � s � s�,0�
�max� sup

�c,s�>C�α�C�

inf
�c�,s��>C��α�C��

d�c, c�� � s � s�,0�

If sup�c,s�>C�α�C� inf�c�,s��>C��α�C�� d�c, c��� s� s� B 0, then clearly we have d̃�C �

α�C�,C ��α�C ��� � 0 B α�C��α�C �� and the proof is complete. Suppose instead

that sup�c,s�>C�α�C� inf�c�,s��>C��α�C�� d�c, c�� � s � s� A 0, then

d̃�C � α�C�,C �
� α�C ���

� sup
�c,s�>C�α�C�

inf
�c�,s��>C��α�C��

d�c, c�� � s � s�

� sup
�c,s�α�C��>C

inf
�c�,s��α�C���>C�

d�c, c�� � s � s�

� sup
�c,s�α�C��>C

inf
�c�,s��α�C���>C�

d�c, c�� � �s � α�C�� � �s� � α�C ��� � α�C� � α�C ��

Since C b C �, every �c, s � α�C�� in C is in C � and is equals to some �c�, s� �
α�C ���, it follows that sup�c,s�α�C��>C inf�c�,s��α�C���>C� d�c, c�� � �s � α�C�� � �s� �
α�C ����α�C��α�C �� � 0�α�C��α�C �� B α�C��α�C ��. Thus d̃�C �α�C�,C ��

α�C ��� B α�C� � α�C �� and �C � α�C�, α�C�� Bd̃� �C � � α�C ��, α�C ��. We then

conclude that ψ�1 is monotone by applying Lemma 6.3.7. We have thus shown

that ψ is an order-isomorphism.

At this point, we reiterate the importance for us to embed �B�X�,Bd�� into

the collection of g-closed subsets as opposed to that of Scott-closed subsets, as

have been done for the dcpo completion of a general poset proposed by Zhao

and Fan [55, Theorem 1]. This is because of the following.

Proposition 6.3.10. For some quasi-metric space �X,d�, there exists a Scott-

closed subset C of �B�X�,Bd�� where C � α�C� is not Scott-closed.

Proof. We consider X �� �0,1�, and d on X �X which is defined as follows:
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d�x, y� �

¢̈̈̈
¨̈̈̈̈
¨̈¦̈̈
¨̈̈̈̈
¨̈̈¤

0 if x � y

ª if x � 0,0 @ y B 1

1 if 0 @ x @ y B 1

0 if y � 0, 0 @ x B 1

x � y if 0 @ y @ x B 1.

We use Figure 6.4 to represent how d is defined on X.

Figure 6.4: Counterexample illustrated

An arrow is given together with a magnitude from one point to another to

represent the distance of the former to the latter. For instance, an arrow with

magnitude ª is given from 0 to 1 to represent d�0,1� � ª; an arrow with

magnitude x � y is given from a point x, where 0 @ x B 1 to another point y,

where 0 @ y @ x to represent that d�x, y� � x � y for such x, y >X.

It can be verified with the aid of the diagram that the triangular inequality

holds and �X,d� is a quasi-metric space. (It is even a T1 quasi-metric, in the

sense that whenever d�x, y� � 0 then x � y).

Let C b B�X� where C � ��0, r� S r C 3� 8 ��x, r� S x > �0,1�, r C 2��. We first

show that C is a Scott-closed subset of �B�X�,Bd��.
We first show that C is downward-closed. Suppose �y, s� Bd

� �0, r�. Then

d�y,0� B s�r. Thus s C 3 and y can be any element from �0,1�. Thus �y, s� > C.

Now suppose x > �0,1� and �y, s� Bd� �x, r�. Then d�y, x� B s � r and s C 2. In

particular, y > �0,1�, since d�0, x� �ª ~B s� r. Once again, �y, s� > C. The proof

that C is downward-closed is thus complete.
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Finally we show that C is closed under existing directed suprema. Let �xi, ri�i>I
be a directed family in C. Then �xi, ri � infi>I ri�i>I is a Cauchy-weighted net in

�X,d�, and �xi�i>I is eventually decreasing with respect to the usual order B on

reals. We consider cases.

Case 1: xi � 0 for i > I large enough. Then clearly 0 is a d-limit of �xi�i>I . By

Lemma 4.1.8, �0, infi>I ri� is the supremum of �xi, ri�i>I . Since for each i > I, ri C

3, infi>I ri C 3. Thus �0, infi>I ri� > C.

Case 2: lim infi>I ri � a A 0. Clearly, a is the d-limit of �xi�i>I and again by

Lemma 4.1.8, �a, infi>I� is the supremum of �xi, ri�i>I . For each i > I, ri C 2,

infi>I ri C 2 and �a, infi>I ri� > C.

Case 3: For each i > I, xi A 0 and lim infi>I xi � 0. We first consider �xi, ri �
infi>I ri�i>I and let �y, s� be its upper bound. Then for each i > I, d�xi, y� B

ri � infi>I ri � s. Since ri tends to infi>I ri as �ri�i>I is decreasing, ri � infi>I ri

tends to 0. Thus s � 0. Also, since lim infi>I xi � 0, y � 0. We conclude that

sup�xi, ri�infi>I ri�i>I � �0,0�, since �0,0� is the only upper bound of the directed

family. If �xi, ri�i>I has a supremum, then it must equal �0, r� by [18, Proposition

2.4 (2)]. We observe that �1,0� is an upper bound of �xi, ri�i>I , since d�xi,1� � 1,

and thus d�xi,1� B ri�0 (recall ri C 2). But �0, r� ~Bd� �1,0�, since d�0,1� �ª ~B r.
Thus such �xi, ri�i>I does not have a supremum.

To sum up, we have shown that C is closed under existing directed suprema.

Observe that α�C� � 2. We now show that C � α�C� is not Scott-closed.

C � 2 � ��0, r�Sr C 1� 8 ��x, r� S x > �0,1�, r C 0�, and hence �1~2n,1~2n�n>N is a

directed family in C � α�C�. Then by the proof is the aforementioned Case 3,

the supremum of �1~2n,1~2n�n>N is �0,0�, but �0,0� ¶ C. Thus C � α�C� is not

Scott-closed.

Proposition 6.3.10 illustrates the problem we had previously, as this property

obstructed us in showing that the map ψ in Lemma 6.3.9 is surjective and hence

conclude that it is an order-isomorphism. The fact that �B�X̃, d̃�,Bd�� and

�Γg�B�X��,b� are order-isomorphic is crucial, as it allows us to deduce that

�B�X̃, d̃�,Bd�� is a complete lattice and hence a dcpo, which then gives that

�X̃, d̃� is a Yoneda-complete quasi-metric space by [26, Theorem 7.1].
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Corollary 6.3.11. Define η � �B�X�,Bd��Ð� �B�X̃�,Bd̃��, �x, r�( ���x,0�, r�.

Then the mapping η is a Y -Scott-continuous order-embedding.

Proof. We observe that η � ψ�1 X η0. Since it is the composition of two Y -Scott-

continuous order-embeddings, it is itself a Y -Scott-continuous order-embedding.

Proposition 6.3.12. Define

τ � �X,d�Ð� �X̃, d̃�
x( ��x,0�.

Then τ is a Y -continuous isometric embedding.

Proof. We observe that for τ � �X,d� Ð� �X̃, d̃�, x ( ��x,0�, B�τ� � η and is a

Y -Scott-continuous map. Thus τ is Y -continuous by Proposition 6.2.2.

Also, for any x, y >X,

d̃���x,0�, ��y,0��
� sup

�x�,r��>��x,0�

inf
�y�,s��>��y,0�

d���x�, r��, �y�, s���
� sup

�x�,r��>��x,0�

d���x�, r��, �y,0��
� d���x,0�, �y,0��
� max�d�x, y� � 0 � 0,0�
� d�x, y�.

Thus τ is an isometric embedding and the proof is complete.

Existence of idempotent Yoneda completion

Recall that we say that a subset A of X is Yoneda-closed if every Cauchy net in A

has its d-limit (whenever it exists) in A (see Definition 3.2.13). This is analogous

to the d-closed subset on a poset, where a subset D is D-closed if it is closed

under directed supremum (see Definition 2.3.18(2)). Recall that the collection

of Yoneda-closed subsets of a quasi-metric space forms the closed subsets of a

topology, called the Yoneda topology (see Proposition 3.2.14).
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Recall also the Yoneda closure of a subset B, denoted by clY �B�, where

clY �B� ����A c BSA is a Yoneda-closed subset of X�.
For any subset B of X, clY �B� is Yoneda-closed.

It is straightforward to verify the following.

Lemma 6.3.13. Let f � �X,d� Ð� �X �, d�� be a Y -continuous map between

quasi-metric spaces �X,d� and �X �, d��.

For any subset A bX, we have f�clY �A�� b clY �f�A��.

Lemma 6.3.14. Let �X,d� be a quasi-metric space and C > Γg�B�X��. For

any s > �0,ª�, define

C I�x,r�>C, rCs �s �� ��x, r � s� S �x, r� > C, r C s�.
Then C I�x,r�>C, rCs �s > Γg�B�X��.

Figure 6.5: C S�x,r�>C,rCs � s �� ��x, r � s�S�x, r� > C, r C s� is g-closed

Proof. Let �xi, ri�i>I be a translational complete directed family in C I�x,r�>C,rCs �s

with supremum �x, r�. Then �xi, ri � s�i>I is a translational complete directed

family in C and has supremum �x, r � s�. By definition of g-closed subsets,

�x, r � s� > C. Clearly, r � s C s and �x, r� > C I�x,r�>C,rCs �s.

Let �w, t� > C I�x,r�>C,rCs �s and suppose �w�, t�� Bd� �w, t�. Then �w, t � s� > C.

Also, �w�, t� � s� Bd� �w, t � s� and thus �w�, t� � s� > C. Again, t� � s C s and

�w�, t�� > C S�x,r�>C,rCs � s. This completes the proof.
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(a) clg�E� (b) clg�E � α�E�� � α�E�

Figure 6.6: Comparison between the two closed subsets

This gives us more information of the relationship between the two g-closed

subsets, clg�E� and clg�E � α�E�� � α�E�. In particular, it turns out that

clg�E � α�E�� � α�E� is also the smallest g-closed subset containing E. We

refer to Figure 6.6. The generic representation of clg�E�, where E b B�X� and

�X,d� is a quasi-metric space, is given in Figure 6.6 (a). However, it turns out

that clg�E � α�E�� � α�E� in Figure 6.6(b) is also the smallest g-closed subset

containing E. More precisely, we have:

Lemma 6.3.15. Let �X,d� be a quasi-metric space and E b B�X�. Then

clg�E� � clg�E � α�E�� � α�E�.

Proof. For each C > Γg�B�X�� such that C c E, define C� b C such that

C� � α�E� c E � α�E�. More precisely, we obtain such C� by considering

C� �� C I�x,r�>C,rCα�E�� ��x, r� > C S r C α�E��.

We have that E � �E � α�E�� � α�E� b clg�E � α�E�� � α�E�. By Lemma

6.3.5, clg�E � α�E�� � α�E� is g-closed and hence clg�E� b clg�E � α�E�� � α�E�.
We now show that clg�E� c clg�E � α�E�� � α�E�. Let C be a g-closed sub-

set containing E. Then C� contains E and C� � α�E� contains E � α�E�,
which then follows that C� � α�E� contains clg�E � α�E��. Thus C c C� c

clg�E �α�E���α�E� and clg�E� c clg�E � α�E�� � α�E� as claimed. The proof

is complete.

We first obtain an analogous result to the useful [55, Lemma 6].
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Lemma 6.3.16. Let �X,d�, �X �, d�� be Yoneda complete quasi-metric spaces,

A bX and f, g � �clY �A�, d�Ð� �X �, d�� be Y -continuous mappings.

If f IA� g IA, then f � g.

Proof. We simply note that if f, g are Y -continuous, the set

�x > clY �A� S f�x� � g�x��

is Yoneda-closed.

Finally, with all the machinery amassed so far, we reach the climax of this

chapter:

Theorem 6.3.17. Given any quasi-metric space �X,d�, there exists a Yoneda-

completion �X̆, d̆�.

Proof. Let �X �, d�� be a Yoneda complete quasi-metric space and g � �X,d� Ð�
�X �, d�� be a Y -continuous map. (We refer the reader to Figure 6.7 for an illus-

tration of the interplay between the maps involved in the Yoneda completion.)

Define �X̃, d̃� and �X̃ �, d̃�� as is the case in Lemma 6.3.9. Also define g� �

�X̃, d̃�Ð� �X̃ �, d̃�� by C ( clg�B�g��C��. We thus have the following map.

B�g�� � �B�X̃�,Bd̃��Ð� �B�X̃ ��,Bd̃���,
�C, r�( �clg�B�g��C�, r�

We establish that B�g�� is a Y -Scott-continuous map. We first show that

ψ XB�g�� X ψ�1 � Γg�B�X��Ð� Γg�B�X ���, C ( clg�B�g��C � α�C��� � α�C� is

a lower adjoint of �B�g���1. By Lemma 6.3.15,

ψ XB�g�� X ψ�1�C� � clg�B�g��C � α�C��� � α�C�
� clg�B�g��C��.

Clearly, ψ X B�g�� X ψ�1 and �B�g���1 are monotone. Let C > Γg�B�X��,C � >

Γg�B�X �, d��� and suppose ψ X B�g�� X ψ�1�C� b C �. Then clg�B�g��C�� b

C � and B�g��C� b C �, hence C b �B�g���1�C ��. Let D > Γg�B�X��,D� >
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QMet Pos

�X,d� �X �, d�� �B�X�,Bd�� �B�X �, d��,Bd���

�Γg�B�X��,b� �Γg�B�X �, d���,b�

�B�g���1�C� C

�X̆, d̆� �X̆ �, d̆�� �B�X̆, d̆�,Bd̆�� �B�X̆ �, d̆��,Bd̆���

C clg�B�g��C�� �C, r� �clg�B�g��C��, r�

�Γg�B�X��,b� �Γg�B�X �, d���,b�

C clg�B�g��C��

�X,d� �X �, d��

�X̆, d̆� �X̆ �, d̆��

g B�g�

�B�g���1

�B�g���1

g� B�g��

g� B�g��

ψXB�g��Xψ�1

ψXB�g��Xψ�1

g

τ

g�

τ�1Xg
τ�1

Figure 6.7: Maps involved in the Yoneda completion

Γg�B�X �, d��� and suppose D b �B�g���1�D��. Then B�g��D� bD�, and clearly

clg�B�g��D�� bD� as D� is g-closed. We have thus proved that ψ XB�g�� X ψ�1

is a lower adjoint of �B�g���1. It follows that ψ XB�g��Xψ�1 preserves arbitrary

supremum and finite infimum, and hence is Y -Scott-continuous. Since B�g�� is

a composition of Y -Scott-continuous maps, B�g�� is Y -Scott-continuous and by

Proposition 6.2.2, g� � �X̃, d̃�Ð� �X̃ �, d̃�� is Y -continuous.

Since �Γg�B�X��,b� is a complete lattice and hence a dcpo. Furthermore,

�Γg�B�X��,b� � �X̃, d̃�, so by Kostanek-Waszkiewicz Theorem, we have that

�X̃, d̃� is a Yoneda-complete quasi-metric space. Define X̆ �� clY �τ�X�� and
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d̆ �� d̃SX̆�X̆ . Since �τ�X�, d̃� is Yoneda complete, it is clear that �X̆, d̆� is Yoneda

complete by the definition of Yoneda closure (see Definition 3.2.13).

For every x >X,

g����x,0�� � clg�B�g����x,0��
� clg���g�y�, s� S �y, s� Bd� �x,0���
� ��g�x�,0�.

As �X �, d�� is a Yoneda-complete quasi-metric space, clY �η�X ��� � η�X �� and

τ�1 � �X̃ �, d̃��Ð� �X �, d�� is a bijective isometry, and in particular, it is Y -continuous.

We observe that τ�1 X g� � �X̃, d̃�Ð� �X �, d�� is a composition of Y -continuous

map, and hence is Y -continuous. Thus τ�1 X g� restricts to a Y -continuous map

from �X̆, d̆� to �X �, d�� satisfying g � τ�1 X g� X τ .

Let h � �X̆, d̆� Ð� �X �, d�� be a Y -continuous map satisfying g � h X τ . So

for any x > X, h�τ�x�� � h���x,0�� � g�x�. It follows that for each C > X̆,

h � τ�1 X g� by Lemma 6.3.16 and this completes the proof.

Corollary 6.3.18. Following our definition of Yoneda completion (Definition

6.2.3), it is easy to verify that the completion is idempotent.

Before we look at examples of Yoneda completion being done on some quasi-

metric spaces, we shall first state the following useful results.

Lemma 6.3.19. [13, Exercise 7.5.14] Let �X,d� be a quasi-metric space and

A b X. clY �A� is exactly the set of the d-limits of the Cauchy-weightable nets

in A.

Lemma 6.3.20. Let ���xi,0�, ri�i>I be a Cauchy-weighted net in �X̆, d̆�. Then

the d̆-limit of ���xi,0��i>I is given by clg��i>I ��xi, ri��.

Proof. The family ���xi,0�, ri�i>I is directed in �B�X̃, d̃�,Bd̃��, and hence ���xi, ri��i>I
is directed in �X̃,b� as ψ is an order-isomorphism. Then �i>I���xi, ri�� �

clg��i>I���xi, ri���. Thus we can retrieve the supremum of ���xi,0�, ri�i>I by

ψ�1�clg��i>I���xi, ri���� � �clg����xi, ri�infi>I ri��, infi>I ri� � �clg��i>I ��xi, ri�,0�,
as ���xi,0�, ri�i>I is Cauchy-weighted and infi>I ri � 0. We simply complete the

proof by applying Lemma 4.1.4.
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Corollary 6.3.21. Let �X,d� be a quasi-metric space. Then

�X̆, d̆� � �C > Γg�B�X�� S C � clg��
i>I

��xi, ri��, �xi, ri�i>I > CW�X��.

Example 6.3.22. X �� R and d �� dR, then �X̆, d̆� � �R 8 �ª�, dR�.

Proof. We define f � �R 8 �ª�, dR�Ð� �X̆, d̆� by the following.

f�x� �
¢̈̈
¦̈̈
¤
��x,0� if x > R
clg��r>R ��r,0�� if x �ª

We show that f is a bijective isometry. f is bijective by Corollary 6.3.21 and

also the fact that any Cauchy net in �X,d� that does not have a dR-limit is a

subnet of the Cauchy net �r�r>R,B.
Let x > X be given. Since ��x,0� b clg��r>R ��r,0��, applying Lemma 6.3.7

gives d̆���x,0�, clg��r>R ��r,0��� � 0 � dR�x,ª�. We claim that

d̆�clg��
r>R
��r,0��, ��x,0�� �ª.

Let a >X be given. Also, for y > R,

d̆���y,0�, ��x,0�� B d̆���y,0�, clg��
r>R
��r,0��� � d̆�clg��

r>R
��r,0��, ��x,0��

� d̆�clg��
r>R
��r,0��, ��x,0��

again by Lemma 6.3.7. So we simply note that d̆�clg��r>R ��r,0��, ��x,0�� C

d̆���x � a,0�, ��x,0�� � d�x � a, x� � a. Thus f is a bijective isometry and the

proof is complete.

6.4 Extending classical completions

Since quasi-metric spaces (respectively, Yoneda complete quasi-metric spaces)

generalize posets (respectively dcpos) and metric spaces (respectively, complete

metric spaces), it is natural to ask if the Yoneda completion generalizes the dcpo

completion and the metric completion. We shall show in this section that this

is indeed the case.
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6.4.1 Extending dcpo completion

Lemma 6.4.1. If �X,d� is a Yoneda complete quasi-metric space, �X,Bd� is a

dcpo.

Proof. Let D �� �xi�i>I be a directed family in �X,Bd�. Hence �xi�i>I is a Cauchy

net in �X,d�, where we define for any i, i� > I, i Z i� if and only if xi Bd xi� . Since

�X,d� is Yoneda complete, �xi�i>I has some d-limit x. We first show that x

is an upper bound of D. For each i > I, we find i� > I above i and hence we

have that d�xi, x� B d�xi, xi�� � d�xi� , x� � 0 � d�xi� , x�. Taking lim sup over i�,

d�xi, x� � d�x,x� � 0, and so xi Bd x as claimed. Let y be an upper bound of D.

So for each i > I, d�xi, y� � 0, and so taking lim sup over i gives d�x, y� � 0, i.e.,

x Bd y. This completes the proof.

We say that �X,d� is a quasi-metric space induced from a poset if d � dBd .

Lemma 6.4.2. �X̆, d̆B� is a quasi-metric induced from a poset.

Proof. Equivalently, we need to check that for any C,C � > X̆, d̆B�C,C �� � 0 or

ª. Suppose d̆B�C,C �� @ ª. Thus for each �x, r� > C, inf�x�,r��>C� dB�x,x���̇�r �
r�� @ ª. It follows that for each �x, r� > C, there exists �x�, r�� > C � such that

dB�x,x�� � 0 @ ª. Also, for each �x, r� > C, if �x�, r�� is such that r� C r, then

we are done in showing dB�x,x���̇�r � r�� � 0. Otherwise, we note that since

�x�, r�� > C � and �x�, r� Bd� �x�, r��, �x�, r� > C �. So dB�x,x���̇�r � r� � 0. Either

way, we have that d̆B�C,C �� � 0.

Lemma 6.4.3. Let �X,d� and �X �, d�� be quasi-metric spaces induced from

posets �X,B� and �X �,j� respectively, and f � �X,d� Ð� �X �, d�� be a map.

f is Y -continuous if and only if f � �X,B�Ð� �X �,j� is Scott-continuous.

Proof. It is clear since directed suprema of �X,B� and �X �,j� correspond to

d-limits and d�-limits of Cauchy nets of �X,d� and �X �, d�� respectively.

Proposition 6.4.4. Let �X,B� be a poset. Then �X̆,Bd̆� is its dcpo completion.

Proof. Let �Y,j� be a dcpo and f � �X,B�Ð� �Y,j� be a Scott-continuous map.

In other words, f � �X,dB� Ð� �Y, dj� is a Y -continuous map. By Theorem
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6.3.17, there exists a unique Y -continuous map f� � �X̆, d̆B� Ð� �X �, dj� such

that f � f� X τ .

�X,B� �X �,j�

�X,dB� �X �, dj�

�X̆, d̆B�

f Scott-continuous

f Y -continuous

τ Y -continuous
§!f� Y -continuous

Also, since �X̆, d̆B� is Yoneda complete, �X̆,Bd̆B� is a dcpo by Lemma 6.4.1.

By Lemma 6.4.2, X̆ with the underlying order that induces �X̆, d̆� is a dcpo,

and clearly it is order-isomorphic to �X,Bd̆B� where the identity map is the

order-isomophism. Note that τ � �X,dB� Ð� �X̆, d̆B� is Y -continuous, and since

�X,B� � �X,BdB�, we have that τ � �X,B� Ð� �X̆,Bd̆B� is Scott-continuous by

Lemma 6.4.3.

�X,B� �X �,j�

�X̆,Bd̆B�

f Scott-continuous

τ Scott-continuous
§!f�Scott-continuous

Thus the proof is complete.

6.4.2 Extending metric completion

We first recall that the classical metric completion is defined as follows.

Definition 6.4.5 (Metric completion). Let �X,d� be a metric space. The met-

ric completion of �X,d� is a complete metric space �X,d� and an isometric

embedding i � �X,d�Ð� �X,d� such that i�X� is dense in X.

Lemma 6.4.6. If �X,d� is a Yoneda complete quasi-metric space, then �X,dsym�
is a complete metric space.

Proof. Recall from Section 3.1, if �X,d� is a quasi-metric space, then �X,dsym�
is a metric space. We show that �X,dsym� is complete.
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Let �xn�n>N be a Cauchy sequence in �X,dsym�. Let ε A 0. There exists nε > N
such that for each n,n� > N, where nε B n,n�, dsym�xn, xn�� @ ε~2, i.e., d�xn, xn�� @
ε~2 and d�xn� , xn� @ ε~2. Since �xn�n>N is a Cauchy sequence in �X,dsym�, �xn�n>N
is a Cauchy sequence in �X,d�. By assumption, �xn�n>N has d-limit x > X. So

for each y > X, d�x, y� � lim supn>N d�xn, y�. Now take any xn� where n� C nε.

So d�x,xn�� � lim supn>N d�xn, xn�� � lim supnCnε d�xn, xn�� B ε~2 @ ε. Thus x is a

limit of �xn�n>N and this completes the proof.

Proposition 6.4.7. �X̆, d̆sym� is the metric completion of any metric space

�X,d�.

Proof. This is clear following the definition of the Yoneda completion.

6.5 Concluding remarks

In this chapter, we utilize the Kostanek-Waszkiewicz Theorem as a passage

between the Yoneda completeness of quasi-metric space and the directed com-

pleteness of its corresponding poset of formal balls in obtaining a categorical

and idempotent Yoneda completion of quasi-metric spaces. In doing so, we

demonstrate yet another utility of formal balls in quantitative domain theory.

The main technique employed in our construction of the Yoneda completion

relies on a familiar technique of embedding a space into another to extract

and express information on the original one. This technique has proven to be

fruitful in the literature of domain theory. For instance, O’Neil, Schellekens

and Waszkiewicz independently proved the fundamental theorem of quantita-

tive domain theory that domains (respectively, omega-continuous dcpos) are

quantifiable through a generalized metric (respectively, partial metric) inducing

the Scott topology ([36, 42, 50]). The O’Neil-Schellekens-Waszkiewicz theorem

proof-techniques boil down to an embedding of the original space into another

to extract information from the enveloping space, setting the foundation for the

general approach that forms the core of later work in quantitative domain the-

ory as well as the present work. Of course, other instances of this technique

appeared in Zhao and Fan’s dcpo-completion of a poset [55] as well as Keimel
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and Lawson’s d-completion of T0 space [24].

Along our theoretical development, we also took a closer look at quasi-metric

space �X,d� in terms of a specific type of directed families, i.e., the translational

complete ones, which gives essential information about the (existing) d-limit of

its corresponding Cauchy net. We are curious to find out if more properties of

the quasi-metric space �X,d� with regards to the d-limits of Cauchy nets that

can possibly be obtained via use of the g-topology and Yoneda topology we

introduced above.

Future work

Zhao and Fan showed in [55, Theorem 4] that �P,B� is a continuous poset if and

only if its dcpo completion �E�P �,b� is a domain. Since we have the notion of

continuous quasi-metric space, it is then natural to ask for the following.

Question 6.5.1. Is the following true? �X,d� is a continuous quasi-metric space

if and only if its Yoneda completion �X̆, d̆� is a continuous Yoneda complete

quasi-metric space.

Clearly, by Proposition 6.4.4 and [55, Theorem 4], we know that this is true

if �X,d� is a quasi-metric space induced from a poset. However, at the point of

writing, it is unknown if this is true in general.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

7.1 Summary of work done

“Formal balls is the essence of quasi-metric spaces.”

This is the motto advocated by Goubault-Larrecq in a series of talks (see for

instance, [17, 14]). Indeed, formal balls have proved its versatility in character-

izations and for us to view quasi-metric spaces, a prominent type of spaces in

quantitative domain theory, via the lens of qualitative domain theory.

In this thesis, we sought to investigate how much further we can validate

this motto as guided by the Research Questions 1 and 2 mentioned in Chap-

ter 1. Broadly speaking, we demonstrate two ways in which formal balls can

feature in domain theory. Firstly, we reinforce how formal balls can be used as

a characterization tool by adding to the existing list in the literature various

characterizations for metric spaces and quasi-metric spaces. Secondly, we also

witnessed how the various characterizations using formal balls can be used in

proofs and also to obtain the Yoneda completion of a quasi-metric space. We

elaborate more of these contributions in the following.

7.1.1 Formal balls: A characterization tool

Providing weaker sufficient conditions for the Edalat-Heckmann The-

orem

We utilized the symmetric and standardness properties present on metric

spaces to obtain several weaker sufficient conditions to the Edalat-Heckmann

167
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Theorem.

Theorem. For any metric space �X,d�, the following are equivalent.

1. �X,d� is complete.

2. �X,d� is a domain.

3. �B�X�,Bd�� is a dcpo.

4. �B�X�,Bd�� is Choquet complete.

5. �B�X�,Bd�� is a bdcpo.

6. �BG�X�,Bd�� is a bdcpo.

Characterizing continuous Yoneda complete quasi-metric spaces using

formal balls

Using the notion of the standard way-below relation on the poset of formal

balls, we strengthened [26, Theorem 9.1] due to Kostanek and Waszkiewicz by

having the following.

Theorem. A quasi-metric space �X,d� is continuous Yoneda complete if and

only if �B�X�,Bd�� is a domain.

Characterizing quasi-continuous Yoneda complete quasi-metric spaces

using formal balls

Guided by the notion of quasi-continuous dcpos and continuous Yoneda com-

plete quasi-metric spaces, we proposed the notion of quasi-continuous Yoneda

complete quasi-metric spaces. We then obtained the following characterization

of such spaces, and in the process, generalizing our result that “A quasi-metric

space �X,d� is continuous Yoneda complete if and only if �B�X�,Bd�� is a do-

main.”

Theorem. A quasi-metric space is quasi-continuous Yoneda complete if and

only if its poset of formal balls is a quasi-continuous dcpo with a fin-basis of the

form ��F, r��, where F are finite subsets of the quasi-metric space.
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Characterizing quasi-continuous Yoneda complete quasi-metric spaces

using their hyperspace of finitely-generated maps via the passage of

formal balls

We introduced the notion of the hyperspace of finitely-generated maps of a

quasi-metric space. Using this notion, we generalized [21, Proposition 4.5] by

showing the following.

Theorem. A Yoneda complete quasi-metric space is quasi-continuous if and

only if its hyperspace of finitely-generated maps is continuous.

Showing that B is a KZ-monad on the category of continuous (respec-

tively, quasi-continuous) Yoneda complete quasi-metric spaces

For a Yoneda complete quasi-metric space �X,d�, we found sufficient con-

ditions for the quasi-metric space �B�X�, d�� to be continuous (respectively,

quasi-continuous). This was done using various posets of formal balls. As a by-

product, we have that the formal ball functor B is a KZ-monad on the category of

continuous (respectively, quasi-continuous) Yoneda complete quasi-metric spaces

with the Y -continuous maps.

7.1.2 Formal balls: A tool for completion

Providing a Yoneda completion via a modified dcpo completion of

formal balls:

By performing a modified version of the dcpo completion given in [55, Theo-

rem 1] on the poset of formal balls, we obtained the following.

Theorem. There exists a Yoneda completion (Definition 6.2.3) to every quasi-

metric space. Consequently, the category of Yoneda complete quasi-metric spaces

with Y -continuous maps is a reflective subcategory of quasi-metric spaces with

Y -continuous maps.

7.2 Moving forward

After witnessing how formal balls feature so prominently in the abovementioned

areas, it is natural for one to be hopeful of how much more formal balls can do.
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We elaborate some possibilities in the ensuing.

7.2.1 d-Scott topology

We can consider several topologies on a quasi-metric space �X,d�. For instance,

there is the usual open ball topology (defined similarly like that of metric spaces),

the open hole topology ([13, Exercise 6.2.11]), the generalized Scott topology ([4,

Section 6]), and the d-Scott topology ([13, Section 7.5]).

We highlight that the latter two topologies generalize the usual Scott toplo-

gies defined on posets. Moreover, the d-Scott topology on �X,d� is precisely

the subspace topology on max�B�X�� inherited from the Scott topology on

�B�X�,Bd��. Using this fact, it can then be deduced that every continuous

Yoneda complete quasi-metric space �X,d� is sober ([18, Proposition 4.1]) and

convergence Choquet complete (see definition in [13, Exercise 7.6.5]) in its d-

Scott topology ([18, Theorem 4.5]). This method relies on the close correspon-

dence of the properties on the Scott topology on �B�X�,Bd�� and the subspace

topology on max�B�X��. (In fact, the reader may recall seeing an application

of this in Proposition 4.2.8 of this thesis.) As another example, one can use [19,

Theorem 3 and Corollary 1] to immediately deduce that every quasi-continuous

Yoneda complete quasi-metric space �X,d� is Choquet complete in its d-Scott

topology.

It is well-known that a domain (respectively, quasi-continuous dcpo) has many

pleasing properties in its Scott topology. Also, we have that for every continuous

(respectively, quasi-continuous) Yoneda complete quasi-metric space, its poset of

formal balls is a domain by Theorem 5.2.7 (respectively, quasi-continuous dcpo

by Theorem 5.3.12). Hence it is also meaningful (and easy) to investigate what

are some other pleasing properties a continuous (respectively, quasi-continuous)

Yoneda complete quasi-metric space �X,d� has in its d-Scott topology.

7.2.2 Spectral theory

Another related possibility concerns the investigation of spectral theory on quasi-

metric spaces. In domain theory, we know that a dcpo is continuous if and only if
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its complete lattice of Scott-open sets is completely distributive. Naturally, when

the preceding result is extended to quantitative domain theory, the result should

read as follows: A Yoneda complete quasi-metric space �X,d� is continuous if

and only if its “some hyperspace H�X�” of “some higher order structures S”

has “some quantitative property P”. So the question, what are some sensible

notions that we can fill into these blanks?

At this point, we recall our method of extension of Heckmann and Keimel’s

result given in Theorem 5.4.11. We made use of the space of finitely-generated

maps and the quasi-metric Ud so as to extend the notion of hyperspace of finitely-

generated sets ordered by reverse inclusion from posets to quasi-metric spaces.

(see Section 5.4). Perhaps, this can provide some hints to the possible method

to solve the problem in the previous paragraph. (For a start, one can consider

a suitable quasi-metric and a quasi-metric space property to serve as parallels

to the inclusion order in the complete lattice of Scott-open sets and complete

distributivity.) After observing how important formal balls are in the proof of

Theorem 5.4.11, it should not come as a surprise if formal balls once again play

an important role in the extension proposed in the previous paragraph.

7.3 Additional notes

Some of the results in this thesis have been submitted and/or published. The

details are as follow.

1. The characterization of continuous Yoneda complete quasi-metric spaces

using formal balls given in Section 5.2 has been published in [18] with

Professor Jean Goubault-Larrecq. The following details the contributions

of the respective co-authors.

� In the original submission by Goubault-Larrecq [15], it was mentioned

after [15, Lemma 3.2] that “There does not seem to be any way of

showing that �x, r�P �y, s� implies �x, r�a�P �y, s�a� in general.”

I provided a counterexample to show that this is indeed not true in

general.
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My example was later included into the published paper as [18, Ex-

ample 3.3].

� Also, I answered his question (see problem (1) in [15, Section 9]) by

showing if the poset of formal balls of a standard quasi-metric space

is continuous, then the way-below relation on the poset is standard.

This is recorded in the paper as [18, Proposition 3.6].

A by-product of this is [18, Theorem 3.7], which strengthens an ex-

isting result by Kostanek and Waskiewicz [26, Theorem 9.1].

� Goubault-Larrecq invited me to be a co-author in the paper in a

re-submission, which I accepted.

2. The characterizations of quasi-continuous Yoneda complete quasi-metric

spaces, given mainly in 5.3 has been accepted for publication by Elec-

tronic Notes in Theoretical Computer Science. It is a joint work with my

supervisor, Associate Professor Ho Weng Kin. The contributions of the

co-authors are recorded below.

� Ho asked if there is a notion of quasi-continuous Yoneda complete

quasi-metric spaces. When we found that there is no such notion, we

discussed some criteria for which the notion is meaningful.

� I proposed the notion and obtained most of the results reported

in the paper. However, Theorem 5.4.11 was proved only for any

quasi-continuous Yoneda complete quasi-metric space �X,d� where

�Pf�X�, Sd� is standard.

� Ho then asked if the condition can be removed or if we can provide

more examples and non-examples of such a quasi-metric space. I then

found a way to work around the problem.

� Throughout the writing process, Ho suggested some modifications

which can be done to improve the presentation of the paper.

3. The Yoneda completion given in Chapter 6 has been published in [35] as

a joint-work with Ho. We document the contributions of the co-authors.
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� Ho asked if there is a Yoneda completion to every quasi-metric space.

In particular, he asked if it is possible for us to find such a completion

by performing a kind of dcpo completion on the poset of formal balls.

� I answered the question in the positive for the class of standard quasi-

metric spaces. I pointed out the underlying problem of why it cannot

work for general quasi-metric spaces at that moment.

� He then suggested experimenting with the notions of translational

complete directed family and g-closed subsets and see if they can

help us overcome the problem.

� I carried out the experimentation and verified that it can indeed work

and lead us to obtain the Yoneda completion for every quasi-metric

space.
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Appendix A

A quasi-continuous Yoneda
complete quasi-metric space

Here, we give the proof that the quasi-metric space �X,d� given in Example

5.1.11 is quasi-continuous Yoneda complete and is not continuous.

Proof. We make the following observations. It is easy to verify that �X,d� is a

quasi-metric space. Also, it can be verified directly that a net �xi�i>I in �X,d�
is Cauchy if �xi�i>I is eventually constant or it is eventually strictly increasing

along the �1, n�’s column, n > N. For the latter, it has d-limit ω, as for any y x ω,

lim supi>I d�xi, y� �ª � d�ω, y� and y � ω, lim supi>I d�xi, y� � 0 � d�ω,ω�. Thus

�X,d� is Yoneda complete.

We show that �X,d� is not continuous by showing that there is no Cauchy

net �xj�j>J such that

wd��, �0,0�� � lim sup
j>J

d��, xj�, (l)

and

�xj�j>J has d-limit �0,0�. (ll)

In order to satisfy �ll�, �xj�j>J must be the constant net ��0,0��. We

show that this net will not satisfy �l� by showing that wd��0,0�, �0,0�� x

d��0,0�, �0,0��. Clearly, the right-hand side of the equation is 0. Consider the

Cauchy net �1, n�n>N which has d-limit ω. Hence it follows that wd��0,0�, �0,0�� C
lim supn>N d��1, n�, �0,0���̇d��0,0�, ω� �ª. Thus �X,d� is not continuous.
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We now show that �X,d� is quasi-continuous. We state an observation which

we will use in the sequel: If a Cauchy net �xi�i>I has d-limit ω and it is not

eventually constant, then �xi�i>I is a subnet of �1, k�k>N.

There are three types of elements we need to consider: �1, n�, n > N, ω, and

�0,0�.
(1) Claim: W d��, �1, n�� � Sd��, �1, n��.

It suffices to show that for any x > X, wd�x, �1, n�� � d�x, �1, n�� by the

proof of Proposition 5.1.8.

Case 1.1: d�x, �1, n�� �ª. So wd�x, �1, n�� B d�x, �1, n��. But wd�x, �1, n�� C
d�x, �1, n�� in general. So wd�x, �1, n�� � d�x, �1, n��.
Case 1.2: d�x, �1, n�� � r @ ª. We deduce that x � �1,m� B �1, n�, and

d��1,m�, �1, n�� � 1~2m � 1~2n.

Now let �hi�i>I be a Cauchy net with d-limit h. It is clear that when

d��1, n�, h� � ª, lim supi>I d�x,hi��̇d��1, n�, h� � 0 B r. So suppose s ��

d��1, n�, h� @ª.

Case 1.2(a): If h � ω, then d��1, n�, h� � 1~2n. Also, �hi�i>I is a sub-

net of �1, n�n>N. Hence lim supi>I d�x,hi��̇d��1, n�, h� � lim supk>N�1~2m �

1~2k��̇1~2n � 1~2n � 1~2n � d�x, �1, n��.
Case 1.2(b): If h x ω, then �hi�i>I is constant and equal to some �1, p� x ω.

Hence lim supi>I d�x,hi��̇d��1, n�, h� � d��1,m�, �1, p���̇d��1, n�, �1, p�� �

�1~2m � 1~2n��̇�1~2n � 1~2p� � 1~2m � 1~2n � d�x, �1, n��.
Either way, we have that wd�x, �1, n�� B d�x, �1, n��, hence wd�x, �1, n�� �
d�x, �1, n��.

(2) Claim: W d��, ω� � lim supn>N S
d��, �1, n��.

We again just need to show that for any x >X, wd�x,ω� � lim supn>N d�x, �1, n��
by the proof of Proposition 5.1.8.

Case 2.1: x � ω. Thus lim supn>N d�x, �1, n�� �ª. Consider the Cauchy net

�1, n�n>N has d-limit ω. So wd�x, �1, n�� � lim supn>N d�x, �1, n���̇d��1, n�, ω� �
ª. Hence wd�x, �1, n�� � lim supi>I d�x, �1, n�� for this case.
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Case 2.2: x � �0,0�. So lim supn>N d�x, �1, n�� � ª. Also, wd�x,ω� C

lim supn>N d�x, �1, n���̇d�ω,ω� �ª. Hence wd�x,ω� � lim supn>N d�x, �1, n��.
Case 2.3: x � �1,m� for some m > N. So lim supn>N d��1,m�, �1, n�� � 1~2m.

Let �hi�i>I be a Cauchy net with d-limit h.

Case 2.3(a): h x ω. So d�ω,h� �ª, and hence lim supi>I d�x,hi��̇d�ω,h� �
0.

Case 2.3(b): h � ω. So �hi�i>I is a subnet of �1, k�k>N. It follows that

lim supi>I d�x,hi��̇d�ω,h� � lim supi>I d�x,hi� � 1~2m. Thus wd�x,ω� �

lim supn>N d�x, �1, n�� for either case.

(3) Claim: W d��, �0,0�� � lim supn>N S
d��, Fn�, where Fn �� ��0,0� 8 �1, n��,

n > N.

Let G > Pf�X� be given.

Case 3.1: G 9 ��1� �N� � g. Then lim supn>N S
d�G,Fn� � ª. Again con-

sider the Cauchy net �1, k�k>N which has d-limit ω. So W d�G, �0,0�� C

lim supk>N S
d�G, �1, k���̇Sd�ω,ω� �ª, i.e., W d�G, �0,0�� �ª.

Case 3.2:G9��1��N� x g, and �0,0� ¶ G. It follows that lim supn>N S
d�G,Fn� �

ª. Also, using the constant net �0,0� which trivially has d-limit �0,0�,
W d�G, �0,0�� C Sd�G, �0,0���̇Sd��0,0�, �0,0�� �ª.

Case 3.3: G 9 ��1� � N� x g, and �0,0� > G. Without loss of generality,

select �1,m� where m � max�1,k�>G k. So lim supn>N S
d�G,Fn� � 1~2m. Let

�hi�i>I be a Cauchy net with d-limit h.

Case 3.3(a): h � ω. Hence �hi�i>I is a subnet of �1, k�k>N. It follows that

lim supi>I S
d�G,hi��̇Sd��0,0�, h� � 1~2m�̇0 � 1~2m.

Case 3.3(b): h � �0,0�. So �hi�i>I is the constant net �0,0�. Hence

lim supi>I S
d�G,hi��̇Sd��0,0�, h� � 0

Case 3.3(c): h � �1, k� for some k > N. Then lim supi>I S
d�G,hi��̇Sd��0,0�, h� �

0.

Hence we have shown that W d��, �0,0�� � lim supn>N S
d��, Fn�.
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We shall now consider whether the nets �1, n�, �1, n�n>N and �Fn�n>N are

Cauchy, and have Sd-limits �1, n�, ω and �0,0� respectively. Clearly, the con-

stant net �1, n� and the net �1, n�n>N are Cauchy. It is clear that �Fn�n>N is

Cauchy as we see that for any m,n > N, m B n, Sd�Fm, Fn� � 1~2m � 1~2n.

It is trivial that the constant net �1, n� has d-limit �1, n�, and hence �1, n�
has Sd-limit �1, n� by Proposition 5.1.5.

Similarly, it is clear that the net �1, n�n>N has d-limit ω, and hence Sd-limit

ω.

We now show that the Cauchy net �Fn�n>N has Sd-limit �0,0�, i.e., for any

G > Pf�X�, Sd��0,0�,G� � lim supn>N S
d�Fn,G� and hence complete the proof.

If G 9 ��1� �N� � g, Sd��0,0�,G� � 0 � lim supn>N S
d�Fn,G�.

If G 9 ��1� �N� x g, then Sd��0,0�,G� �ª � lim supn>N S
d�Fn,G�.

This completes the proof.
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Counterexample for
Scott-closedness and
Scott-continuity in the poset
�B�X�,Bd

�
�

We construct a counterexample to show the following.

1. there exists a Y -Scott-continuous map f � �B�X,d�,Bd�� Ð� �P,B� which

is not Scott-continuous, that is, a map which fails to preserve some directed

supremum;

2. there exists a Scott-closed subset of formal balls C of �B�X,d�,Bd�� where

C � α�C� is not Scott-closed.

We consider X �� �0,1�, and d on X �X which is defined as follows:

d�x, y� �

¢̈̈̈
¨̈̈̈̈
¨̈¦̈̈
¨̈̈̈̈
¨̈̈¤

0 if x � y

ª if x � 0,0 @ y B 1

1 if 0 @ x @ y B 1

0 if y � 0, 0 @ x B 1

x � y if 0 @ y @ x B 1.

We use Figure B.1 to illustrate how d is defined on X.

An arrow is given together with a magnitude from one point to another to

represent the distance of the former to the latter. For instance, an arrow with

magnitude ª is given from 0 to 1 to represent d�0,1� � ª; an arrow with
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Figure B.1: Counterexample for Scott-closedness and Scott-continuity in the
poset �B�X�,Bd��

magnitude x � y is given from a point x, where 0 @ x B 1 to another point y,

where 0 @ y @ x to represent that d�x, y� � x � y for such x, y >X.

It can be verified with the aid of the diagram that the triangular inequality

holds and �X,d� is a T1 quasi-metric space.

Proposition 2.0.1. There exists a poset �P,B� and Y -Scott-continuous map

f � �B�X,d�,Bd��Ð� �P,B� and f is not Scott-continuous.

Consider the poset P �� ��0,1�,B�, where B is the usual order on reals. Define

f � �B�X,d�,Bd��Ð� �P,B� by �x, r�( 0 if x � 0 and 1 otherwise.

We show that f is a Y -Scott-continuous map. Let �xi, ri�i>I be a convergent

directed family. Then �xi, ri�i>I has a supremum if and only if the Cauchy net

�xi�i>I has a d-limit. It is clear that �xi�i>I is eventually decreasing with respect

to the usual order B on reals. By observation, �xi�i>I has a d-limit (when seen as

a Cauchy net in X,d) if and only if lim infi>I xi A 0. In fact, for lim infi>I xi A 0,

�xi�i>I has d-limit lim infi>I xi. Using Lemma 4.1.1, �lim infi>I xi, infi>I ri� is the

supremum of �xi, ri� for this case. It follows that �f�xi, ri��i>I � �1�i>I has

supremum 1, which is equal to f�lim infi>I xi�. Thus f is a Y -Scott-continuous

map.

Now we observe that �1~2n,1~2n�n>N is a directed family. It has supremum

�0,0�: Let �y, s� > B�X,d� where for each n > N, �1~2n,1~2n� Bd� �y, s�, then
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d�1~2n, y� B 1~2n � s. Then s � 0. Also d�1~2n, y� � 0 implies that y � 0.

However, sup�f�1~2n,1~2n��n>N � sup�1�n>N � 1 and f�0,0� � 0. Thus f is not

Scott-continuous.

Proposition 2.0.2. There exists a Scott-closed subset C of �B�X,d�,Bd�� where

C � α�C� is not Scott-closed.

Let C b B�X,d� where C � ��0, r� S r C 3� 8 ��x, r� S x > �0,1�, r C 2��. We

first show that C is a Scott-closed subset of �B�X,d�,Bd��.
We first show that C is downward-closed. Suppose �y, s� Bd

� �0, r�. Then

d�y,0� B s�r. Thus s C 3 and y can be any element from �0,1�. Thus �y, s� > C.

Now suppose x > �0,1� and �y, s� Bd� �x, r�. Then d�y, x� B s � r and s C 2. In

particular, y > �0,1�, since d�0, x� �ª ~B s� r. Once again, �y, s� > C. The proof

that C is downward-closed is thus complete.

Finally we show that C is closed under existing directed suprema. Let �xi, ri�i>I
be a directed family in C. Then �xi, ri � infi>I ri�i>I is a Cauchy-weighted net in

�X,d�, and �xi�i>I is eventually decreasing with respect to the usual order B on

reals. We consider cases.

Case 1: xi � 0 for i > I large enough. Then clearly 0 is a d-limit of �xi�i>I . By

Lemma 4.1.1, �0, infi>I ri� is the supremum of �xi, ri�i>I . Since for each i > I, ri C

3, infi>I ri C 3. Thus �0, infi>I ri� > C.

Case 2: lim infi>I ri � a A 0. Clearly, a is the d-limit of �xi�i>I and again by

Lemma 4.1.1, �a, infi>I� is the supremum of �xi, ri�i>I . For each i > I, ri C 2,

infi>I ri C 2 and �a, infi>I ri� > C.

Case 3: For each i > I, xi A 0 and lim infi>I xi � 0. We first consider �xi, ri �
infi>I ri�i>I and let �y, s� be its upper bound. Then for each i > I, d�xi, y� B

ri � infi>I ri � s. Since ri tends to infi>I ri as �ri�i>I is decreasing, ri � infi>I ri

tends to 0. Thus s � 0. Also, since lim infi>I xi � 0, y � 0. We conclude that

sup�xi, ri�infi>I ri�i>I � �0,0�, since �0,0� is the only upper bound of the directed

family. If �xi, ri�i>I has a supremum, then it must equal �0, r� by [18, Proposition

2.4 (2)]. We observe that �1,0� is an upper bound of �xi, ri�i>I , since d�xi,1� � 1,

and thus d�xi,1� B ri�0 (recall ri C 2). But �0, r� ~Bd� �1,0�, since d�0,1� �ª ~B r.
Thus such �xi, ri�i>I does not have a supremum.
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To sum up, we have shown that C is closed under existing directed suprema.

Observe that α�C� � 2. We now show that C � α�C� is not Scott-closed.

C � 2 � ��0, r�Sr C 1� 8 ��x, r� S x > �0,1�, r C 0�, and hence �1~2n,1~2n�n>N is a

directed family in C � α�C�. Then by the proof is the aforementioned Case 3,

the supremum of �1~2n,1~2n�n>N is �0,0�, but �0,0� ¶ C. Thus C � α�C� is not

Scott-closed.
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adjoint, 32
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